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In a perfect world, editorial cartoonist Lalo Alcaraz’s ideal presidential 
ticket would be Stephen Hawking and Machete, as played by Danny 
Trejo. “Brains and very scary brawn,” explains Alcaraz, who keeps 
an air of mystery about his real vote, only offering “I am voting for a 
candidate.” The reticence is surprising in Alcaraz, a Chicano artist and 
creator of the first nationally syndicated, politically themed Latino 
daily comic strip, La Cucaracha. (See “How to Draw Trump” p 30.)

Studying architecture at Berkeley, he says, gave him mastery of 
perspective, both literal and figurative. Along the way, he realized that 
he loved art more than architecture. “Being at Berkeley expanded my 
vision so much that it made me realize that I was actually meant to be 
an artist. It’s a good thing!” Apparently so, since his work has won numerous awards, including sev-
eral for his political cartoons. “I like the point-blank impact of an editorial cartoon,” says Alcaraz. 

He is also a producer, author, and cofounder of the political satire comedy group Chicano 
Secret Service, and the Chicano humor magazine Pocho. On top of everything, the busy San Diego 
native hosts a podcast and teaches at Rio Hondo College in Whittier. 

—Sohayla Farman

Enrico Deaglio was born in Torino, Italy, in 1947. He began his career 
as an ER doctor but soon joined a student-workers political group, 
Lotta Continua (Continuous Struggle), where he became involved 
with the eponymous newspaper. He stayed there for 20 years as edi-
tor in chief and contributed to other dailies and magazines, as well. 
The paper, he assures us, was “not communist, as it is erroneously 
written in Wikipedia.” 

Since then, Deaglio has worked for Italian State Television, and 
spent a lot of time writing about the Sicilian mafia and Italian cur-
rent affairs for the newsmagazine Diario della settimana. Looking at 
America’s upcoming election, he sees many parallels between dema-

gogues Silvio Berlusconi and Donald Trump. (see “Optimistic for America,” p. 32.)
He has produced five documentaries and authored 15 books. One of his favorites, The Banality 

of Goodness, recalls the true story of a Fascist Italian businessman saving 5,000 Jews in Budapest. 
Deaglio’s working novel unravels the assassination of an Italian anarchist in New York circa 1943.
When not reanimating climactic historical storylines, Deaglio enjoys the quieter side of life, such 
as old bookshops, soccer, and swimming in the morning. 

—Kaitlyn Kraybill-Voth

Carla Marinucci has been covering politics since the 1990s, so she’s 
been on hand to watch rapidly changing technology steal the show of 
election coverage—especially in the way of social media. “We’re just 
starting to see how creative and destructive social media can be and 
how it’s shaping the campaign process,” Marinucci says. “Everything 
about how [social media] is developing has been a surprise, and we 
haven’t seen an end of innovation and new ways to use different plat-
forms in politics.” (See “The Revolution Will Be Tweeted,” p. 42.)

Marinucci says it will be interesting to explore the pros of utilizing 
new media in politics, but also the cons—noting that though social 
media brings campaigns to many more people, it also polarizes the 
nation because people rely on “social media that reinforces their own political views.” 

Marinucci is well known for breaking numerous national political stories, has appeared several 
times on MSNBC’s Hardball with Chris Matthews, and has written for the San Francisco Chronicle and 
The SF Examiner. She now writes for Politico, reporting on politics and government in California.

—Krissy Eliott A
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PLAYING CATCH-UP 

Just wanted to let you know that I 
really enjoyed your summer issue 
and read it from cover to cover. In 
the past I have thumbed through 
it and read an article or two and 
then it went into the recycle bin.  
Don’t be concerned, I take two 
other magazines and usually go 
through the same process.  I never 

Letters

had time before to really read the 
magazines I took and I thought 
that I would read more when I 
retired last July. Maybe I read a 
little more, but not a great deal 
more. Just wanted to let you know 
that I will pay more attention to 
your magazine in the future. Keep 
up the good work.

—Keith Ono ’74

NOT ALL DORMS 

In the Spring 2016 California, the 
author of Alumni Gazette, Martin 
Snapp ’72, writes that in the 1930s 
“it was almost impossible for 
Japanese-American women to find 
a place to live because the dorms 
as well as the off-campus housing 
were segregated.” He has over-
looked the USCA co-ops, approved 
UCB student housing that began 
in 1933. The co-ops, founded by 
left-leaning New Dealers, from the 
beginning had a non-discrimina-
tion rule, in theory and practice. 
A number of Chinese-American, 

Japanese-American, and a few 
African-American students lived 
there, and were elected to top 
leadership positions. 

One can forgive Martin Snapp 
and the editors, since they are too 
young to remember certain history 
that we elderly saw with our own 
eyes and remember. Most that is 
written and taken as fact does not 
correspond with what I saw. Do I 
believe what I read or am told, or 
do I believe my own eyes? “Much 
that once was is lost, for none now 
live who remember it.”

 —Ken Haliburton ‘68

One can forgive Martin Snapp and the editors, 
since they are too young to remember 

certain history that we elderly saw with our own  
eyes and remember.

ARMY INTELLIGENCE

I enjoyed reading the recent edi-
tion of California entitled “War 
Stories” and especially the story 
“All Quiet on the DMZ”. My 
interest in this story stemmed 
from the fact that following my 
graduation from Cal Berkeley in 
June 1953, I entered the Army 
in 1954 as a 2nd lieutenant and 
was assigned to the 7th Infantry 
Division which was stationed 
along the DMZ. Even though the 
war had been over for a year, 
there was still the suspicion that 

With your help, we can create a new legacy. When any 

member of the Cal alumni community goes solar, Sungevity 

donates $750 to CAA. 

Request a free Solar Quote today at  
www.Sungevity.org/CalAlumni

TOGETHER, WE CAN BUILD A 
BRIGHTER FUTURE

OFFICIAL SOLAR  
ENERGY PARTNER
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TRAVELCAL DISCOVERIES

Once-in-a-lifetime experiences.

70 trips, 1,000 Cal travelers, 
and a world of opportunities.

alumni.berkeley.edu/caldiscoveries

Be Curious Communist forces may violate the truce and 
attack South Korea. Accordingly, soldiers were 
continuously posted along the line during the 
day and night. 

One night, two of the soldiers on one of 
our outposts reported that they had been 
attacked by a small group of knife-wielding 
communist soldiers. Needless to say such a 
report generated a great deal of interest at the 
upper echelons and on the following night and 
several subsequent nights, the outpost was 
reinforced. Sometime later we learned that 
there had not been an attack, but that one of 
the soldiers had been cut by a swinging barbed 
wire gate and had made up the story to jus-
tify his injuries. Following my tour in Korea, I 
remained in the Army and served for the next 
28 years at various posts in the United states, 
plus overseas tours in Vietnam, Thailand, and 
West Germany.

—Emanuel Williams

CONVERSATIONS ONLINE 

In response to “Revenge of the Libertarians: 
How This Third Party Could Sway the 2016 
Election,” specifically “disregarding the irony 
of a party that scorns government interven-
tion choosing to accept public funds instead of 
going the private route” David Blau wrote: The 
author was wise to disregard this point, as it’s 
not ironic at all. As I’m sure your tax-paying 
readers know, the Presidential Election Cam-
paign Fund is a purely voluntary $3 check off 
on your tax return. It is therefore not “govern-
ment intervention” in the sense of Congress 
or the President substituting their personal 
judgments for those of the people; rather, it is 
the people themselves directing where their 
money should go. Libertarians believe that 
most, if not all government appropriations 
should be made in exactly this way.

In response to “Feel the Burn: To Avoid Year-
Round Wildfires, California Needs to Up Its 
Forestry Game,” Mark Leavenworth replied: 
CalFire has practically no system for account-
ing and fiscal transparency. But more to the 
point, CalFire and the Department of Forestry 
have no public transparency regarding control 
burn schedules. If all of the dangerous transi-
tion areas were mapped with a 20+ year con-
tinuous burn schedule, then the public could 
monitor the performance of those activities. 
For the more developed areas a brush dump 
site is required with either massive compost 
capacity (such as a dry canyon) or a public 
brush dump with an annual burning on site.

SUMMER CORRECTION 

The name of the master luthier who crafted 
stradivarius violins was Antonio Stradivari, not 
Stradivarius (p. CAL 1).

Visit californiamag.org to comment on articles, 
email letters to californiamag@alumni.berkeley 
.edu, or write to California, 1 Alumni House, 
Berkeley 94720. Letters may be edited for length 
and clarity.
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Editor’s Note
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ELECtION CAmpAIgNs, pARtICuLARLy pREsIdENtIAL CAmpAIgNs, may occur more 
predictably than, say, earthquakes, wildfires, or volcanic eruptions, but they 
can be as disruptive as any natural disaster. And, like other intense events, elec-
tions invite extrapolation and heated debate. That makes them ideal fodder for 
research and for alumni magazines, elections residing as they do at that inter-
section where reality meets academe.

Unfortunately, this presidential campaign is very different. It is more a squatter than 
a resident, and that intersection where scholars are apt to go to analyze and interpret the 
national political scene, has turned into a three-ring circus in the middle of a roundabout 
on an eight-lane highway built on landfill. 

Just in the last few weeks, as we were wrapping up 
this issue, one or the other of the major candidates was 
contending with party defections, lawsuits, plagia-
rism, or email scandals—that in addition to the over-
heated accusations of cruelty, lying, cheating, murder, 
stealing, demagoguery, and incompetence. The cam-
paign trail itself has been littered with racial, ethnic, 
and gender animus, class conflict, and what seems an 
unprecedented level of rage toward all manner of gov-
ernment, policy, and politics, and a deep disdain for 
both major candidates 

What is a campus expert to make of all this?
“This is a unique election in which the Republican 

Party and even the Democratic Party have to come 
to grips with the concerns of those who think that 
America’s economy and power structure work against 
their interests,” says Henry Brady, dean of the Gold-
man School of Public Policy. “On top of all this, the 
nominating process has chosen two candidates with 
substantial defects in the minds of many voters: Hillary Clinton is the preeminent insider 
who has taken large speaking fees from Wall Street and doesn’t project much empathy; 
Donald Trump appears to speak bluntly, but it is not clear whether he is a champion of 
the white working class or a panderer to them. Both candidates suffer from high levels of 
distrust, and the net result has been a campaign with constant attacks on each other, with 
Donald Trump leading the way with over-the-top rhetoric.” 

In other words, it’s grim out there.
Here at California magazine, we have had our own series of head-scratching moments 

trying to make sense of an interminably long campaign season that has often seemed to us 
like a boxing match in its 135th round, or a joke without a punch line. As we scanned the 
steaming, smoldering political landscape, we even debated whether we should be report-
ing on any of it. This is, after all, a magazine called California, and we editors wondered if, 
to be true to our namesake, we needed to stick to the statewide elections?

It didn’t take long to decide. We have a website on which we can post stories on state-
wide propositions and personalities. But here in the pages of the magazine, we are stick-
ing to the national race. It has some firsts (the first female representing a major political 
party, the first candidate with no previous public-service experience); much at stake (the 
Supreme Court, the Senate); and perhaps a last (the GOP as it’s heretofore been known). 
And we have a deep reserve of Berkeley expertise to help us fully grasp the logic of this 
particular election. 

And if we all fail in the short term, there will be plenty of data to work with in the years 
ahead. Let a thousand dissertations bloom.

—Wendy Miller
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”Men really need sea monsters in 
their personal oceans.”  

—John Steinbeck LAB + FIELD

EYES ON THE OCTOPUS
In a trio of studies, Berkeley scientists strive to make 
sense of the cephalopods. By Kaitlyn Kraybill-Voth

IT IS A CURIOUS THING TO CONSIDER THAT CAL, a school nota-
bly lacking a marine biology program, has produced not one, 
not two, but three published studies on the venerable octopus 
within the last year. But then octopuses, too, are curious to 
consider. They have three hearts; blue, copper-based blood; 
regenerating tentacles; and a level of sentience unique among 

invertebrates. No one who has ever fallen down a YouTube rabbit 
hole of these eight-armed Houdinis escaping from tanks, unscrew-
ing jars, or scuttling across the sea floor toting ready-made coconut 
shell shelters could fail to be intrigued. 

In an attempt to better understand what makes an octopus an 
octopus, Berkeley scientists teamed up with researchers from 

the University of Chicago, the University of Heidelberg, 
and the Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology 

to complete the monumental task of sequencing 
the entire genome of the California two-spot 

octopus (Octopus bimacu-
loides). The results were 

p u b l i s h e d  i n  t h e 
journal Nature in 

August 2015. 
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LPSO suction: A male and 
female large Pacific spotted 
octopus caught in flagrante.
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ORDER UP
It turns out that deep-

water communities 
of fish, shrimp, jellies, 
and squid are a noisy 
bunch. Research from 
UC San Diego found 

that these mysterious 
mesopelagic creatures 

produce a distinct 
sound as they travel 

up and down the water 
column. Many of these 

organisms ascend 
from the depths of 

the ocean at night to 
feed near the surface, 
then descend again at 
dawn. Sound travels 
farther in water than 
light and chemicals 
do, and could act as 

a kind of “dinner bell” 
for other organisms, 

perhaps playing a key 
role in the interactions 
between shallow and 
deep-sea ecosystems. 

ALL IN THE FAMILY
Two bacterial families 
found in our intestines 
have been living with 

us for 15 million years, 
ever since our hominid 
days. A new compari-
son of gut microbes in 

humans, chimps, 
bonobos, and gorillas 
shows that the evolu-
tion of these bacteria 

families exactly 
matches the evolution 

of their ape hosts. 
Andrew Moeler, a 

postdoctoral fellow at 
Berkeley’s Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology, 
likens the process to 
continental drift, with 

the gut biota of 
humans and apes 

The octopus genome turned 
out to be surprisingly large, just 
a tenth smaller than our own (2.7 
billion DNA base pairs, versus the 
3 billion base pairs in humans). Sci-
entists initially hypothesized that 
the abundance of genetic material 
was explained by a whole genome 
duplication, an event thought to 
have happened twice in our own 
vertebrate lineage. 

“We all thought it could be an 
interesting parallel between octo-
puses and humans,” explains Eric 

Edsinger, a former Berkeley post-
doc on the study. Two years into the 
study, Edsinger says, they realized 
they were wrong. Instead, research-
ers found that most of the growth in 
the octopus genome was limited to 
a few specific gene families. 

“One surprise was that many 
of [the genes] seemed more or 
less similar to their counterparts 
in ‘dumber’ animals like the lim-
pet,” says Daniel Rokhsar, genet-
ics professor at Berkeley and one 
of the lead authors of the genome 
study. “But there were several 
types of genes involved in build-
ing the nervous system during 
embryonic development, and in 
some cases these genes expanded 
dramatically.” One such class of 
gene, the protocadherins, regulates 
neuronal development and the 
short-range electrical interactions 
between them. The octopus has 
168 of these genes, twice as many as 
any mammal. 

Professor David Lindberg, a 
veteran taxonomist specializing in 
mollusks in Berkeley’s Department 

of Integrative Biology, speculates that these changes in the octopus 
genome came in response to an event during the Carboniferous period, 
some 375 million years ago, when mollusks began to float off the ocean 
floor and into the water column. “They had to adapt to live in a sensory 
world that’s three-dimensional rather than two-dimensional,” Lindberg 
says. “It probably required the amazing neural sophistication we now see 
in the genome.” 

Scientists have witnessed amazing behavioral sophistication in octo-
puses as well. Another recent study, also published in August 2015, was 
coauthored by Berkeley’s resident marine invertebrate expert, Roy 
Caldwell. In the journal PLOS ONE, Professor Caldwell and his California 
Academy of Sciences collaborator, Richard Ross, described some very “un-
octopus-like” behaviors in a species called the larger Pacific striped octo-
pus (LPSO)—including a hunting technique in which the LPSO sneaks up 

on an unsuspecting shrimp, taps it 
on its back, and waits for the star-
tled shrimp to jump straight into 
its ravenous embrace. This delib-
erate sort of stalking is unusual in 
cephalopods, says Caldwell, which 
generally pounce on their prey. 

Although seldom studied, the 
LPSO did get a rare mention in 
the scientific literature back in 
1982, when Panamanian marine 
biologist Arcadio Rodaniche also 
documented the species’s strange 
behaviors, including intimate 
“beak-to-beak” mating—a finding 
then largely dismissed by the sci-
entific community. 

But 34 years later, Caldwell and 
Ross were able to confirm Rodaniche’s observation. Normally, male octo-
puses mate by inserting a modified third right arm into the female’s mantle 
cavity to deposit their sperm—usually after mounting or at a distance, due 
to the penchant of many female octopuses for postcoital cannibalism. Not 
so the LPSO. Some specimens in Caldwell’s study even honeymooned, if you 
will, sharing a den for a day or two after their “face-to-face” sexual union. 

Just how anomalous is this mating behavior? Caldwell says it’s diffi-
cult to know. “There are about 300 known species of octopus, and almost 
everything we know about their behavior and physiology comes from just 
a handful of species.” All he can say for sure is that “the LPSO is different 
than the other species we’ve studied.” 

One thing all octopuses seem to have in common (along with their 
cephalopod cousins, the squid and cuttlefish) is a talent for camouflage, 
something the genome analysis helped shed light on. Scientists identified 
six genes that coded for proteins known as reflectins, which change the 
way light reflects from the octopus’s skin. Using this genetic Photoshop, 
the so-called chameleons of the sea are able to change texture, brightness, 
pattern, and color with breathtaking fluidity. 

It’s a talent that has long struck biologists as paradoxical, however, since 
cephalopods have only a single color receptor (humans have three) and 
were therefore thought to be color-blind. Alexander Stubbs recalls that the 
problem began to bother him while he was doing fieldwork in Indonesia. 
There the Berkeley graduate student, who studies the physics of coloration 
and visual perception in animals, watched cephalopods such as the broad-
club cuttlefish (Sepia latimanus) blend seamlessly into the scenery to avoid 
predators, but also flash conspicuous color displays when mating. If cepha-
lopods couldn’t perceive colors, such displays seemed senseless.

To resolve the contradiction, Stubbs teamed up with his dad, Harvard 
astrophysicist Christopher Stubbs, to produce a computer model of the 

diverging in much the 
same way the biota on 

different continents did. 

DROUGHT WARS
Drought in Syria has 

destroyed land, spurred 
corruption, and forced 
millions of farmers to 
move to overcrowded 
cities. Writing in the 

journal PNAS, research-
ers from UC Santa 

Barbara say this was 
the perfect recipe for 

the revolution that 
became the Syrian 

War. They warn that 
these environmentally 
spurred civil conflicts 

could spread across the 
Middle East and the 

Mediterranean region 
as drought around 

the Fertile Crescent 
becomes more frequent 

and severe. 

AMBIENT CLAMS
Giant clams reflect 
white using color-

mixing proteins, similar 
to computer displays 

creating white by mix-
ing red, blue, and green 

pixels. But instead of 
LCDs, giant clams use 
only the sun. Biotech-

nologists from UC 
Santa Barbara believe 
that mimicking these 
clams could lead to 
displays powered by 

ambient light. In addi-
tion, the team learned 
that the giant clam’s 

iridescent cells interact 
with algae to enhance 
photosynthesis. They 

hope to use these light-
gathering lessons to 

build more efficient 3D 
solar cells.

More hugs: The Cali-
fornia two-spot octo-
pus is known for its 
sweet temperament.
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Praxis
cephalopod vision system. The 
key, they hypothesized, lay in 
the animal’s strange pupils, 
which tend to be shaped like 
dumbbells, or like Us or Ws. 
The duo, who published their 
findings in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sci-
ences,  think these off-axis 
pupils act as prisms, scattering 
white light into its component 
rainbow colors. The creature 
can then bring different wave-
lengths into focus by changing 
the shape of its eyeball, effec-
tively adjusting the distance 
between lens and retina. 

Alexander Stubbs says of the 
study, “I think it’s particularly 

cool because we show the 
viability of a totally different 
form of color vision that relies 
on the principles of physical 
optics rather than different 
photoreceptor types.” Given 
that complex-lens eyes evolved 
independently in cephalopods 
and vertebrates, Stubbs says, 
“it wouldn’t be terribly surpris-
ing if these different lineages 
solved the problem of color 
vision with different evolution-
ary trajectories.” 

Not surprising, perhaps, but 
certainly curious.   

Kaitlyn Kraybill-Voth is a Cali-
fornia intern.

Well in Control
A Berkeley startup helps people find out what 
they’re drinking.

TWO FACTORS 
T H AT  CO N -
TRIBUTED TO 

THE POISONING OF 
tens of thousands 
o f  Wa s h i n g t o n , 
D. C. ,  r e s i d e n t s 
t h r o u g h  t h e i r 
drinking water in 
the early 2000s—
lead pipes and a 
disinfectant called 
chloramine—con-
tinue to coexist in 
c o u n t l e s s  wa t e r 
systems nation-
wide, including in 
the Bay Area. But not to worry, says Berke-
ley water expert and engineering professor 
David Sedlak; they’re safe when properly 
managed, which happens in the vast major-
ity of public water systems. 

However, tens of millions of U.S. residents get their water 
from private wells that have no oversight at all. That’s where 
a team of Berkeley scientists and entrepreneurs—led by John 
Pujol, M.S. ’12, civil and environmental engineer; and Susan 
Amrose, Ph.D. ’08, assistant project scientist and lecturer 
in Cal’s engineering department, and program director at 
Berkeley Lab’s Institute for Globally Transformative Tech-
nologies—sees the largest unchecked threat to drinking-
water safety in this country. 

To help plug the gap, Pujol and Amrose formed a startup 
called SimpleWater. They hired a small staff including 
six Berkeley MBA- and Ph.D.-level interns, and recently 
launched their first, and so far only, commercial product: a 
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destroyed land, spurred 
corruption, and forced 
millions of farmers to 
move to overcrowded 
cities. Writing in the 

journal PNAS, research-
ers from UC Santa 
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the perfect recipe for 

the revolution that 
became the Syrian 

War. They warn that 
these environmentally 
spurred civil conflicts 

could spread across the 
Middle East and the 

Mediterranean region 
as drought around 

the Fertile Crescent 
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and severe. 

AMBIENT CLAMS
Giant clams reflect 
white using color-

mixing proteins, similar 
to computer displays 

creating white by mix-
ing red, blue, and green 

pixels. But instead of 
LCDs, giant clams use 
only the sun. Biotech-

nologists from UC 
Santa Barbara believe 
that mimicking these 
clams could lead to 
displays powered by 

ambient light. In addi-
tion, the team learned 
that the giant clam’s 

iridescent cells interact 
with algae to enhance 
photosynthesis. They 

hope to use these light-
gathering lessons to 

build more efficient 3D 
solar cells.

Water color: A 
sample report from 
TapScore shows 
the color-coding 
for unsafe levels of 
contaminants.
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Be Ambitious
water-testing and product-recommendation service called 
Tap Score. Customers order their Tap Score testing package 
online for $199, then fill testing bottles with tap water and mail 
them to the nearest laboratory in the Tap Score network.

“The long-term vision is that people can take more control 
of their own water,” said Pujol, who serves as SimpleWater’s 
CEO. Lead may be among the most dangerous hazards, but it’s 
far from the only threat looming in aquifers and water pipes. 
“There’s a lot of new contaminants in our water supply, and 
people are becoming more aware of that. A lot of these con-
taminants are on-premises issues.”

The labs test for more than 100 potential contaminants—
lead, mercury, arsenic, and a host of less pronounceable pol-
lutants—and send the results to SimpleWater for analysis. The 
company then prepares and digitally delivers a personalized 
plain-English, graphic-rich report. This details what’s in the 
water, where it may have come from, and how levels compare 
to health standards and regulations; then it breaks down treat-
ment options, if necessary, even recommending appropriate 
commercial products. 

For example, to remove arsenic, which naturally occurs 
in groundwater around much of the world, or nitrates, com-
monly leached from agricultural runoff or septic systems, the 
company might suggest an under-sink reverse osmosis filter. 
Prices can range from a couple hundred dollars for a budget 
system, to nearly $1,000. But Pujol says these point-of-use sys-
tems represent an affordable way of avoiding a wide range of 
harmful contaminants, even when compared with buying bot-
tled water. The company bases its recommendations on certi-
fications, performance metrics, expert and consumer reviews, 
and in-house technical analyses, Pujol adds. 

In fact, arsenic is something the company knows particu-
larly well. SimpleWater was founded in 2014 after securing a 
one-year startup license for a community-scale arsenic-reme-
diation technology called ECAR (electrochemical arsenic 
remediation). One problem with arsenic is that the particles 
are too small for ordinary filters to work. ECAR was devel-
oped at Berkeley in 2005 by Amrose, civil and environmental 
engineering professor Ashok Gadgil, and Berkeley Lab staff 
scientist Robert Kostecki. The technology involves electrify-
ing submerged iron plates to accelerate rusting. Arsenic in the 
water naturally bonds to the rust, forming a larger particle 
that sinks to the bottom for safe removal. 

Commercialization of SimpleWater’s ECAR-based product, 
ArsenicVolt, is on hold after $300,000 in funding from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency fell through. However, an 
Indian company with its own license is already deploying the 
technology at a rural high school in West Bengal. 

SimpleWater’s current testing-based business model could 
be expanded in the future to encompass ECAR again, finances 
permitting. Amrose remains on board as a scientific adviser, 
and the company is negotiating with Berkeley Lab to secure a 
longer-term license.

In the meantime, Pujol has high hopes for Tap Score. The 
service is all about empowerment, he says, something today’s 
consumers have come to expect—particularly when it involves 
their health. “You don’t need to wait for people to tell you 
these important, vital statistics,” he says.

—Nate Seltenrich

NO PAIN, NO GAIN
In a step toward devel-
oping more selective 

pain drugs, researcher 
Jeremiah Steen from 

UCSF discovered 
a toxin in tarantula 

venom that activates a 
specific sodium chan-
nel in sensory nerves, 

resulting in a sharp 
pain. Researchers 

were able to isolate 
two peptide molecules 

in the venom that 
activate the pathway 
but not other closely 
related subtypes. In 

addition to giving 
scientists a better 

understanding of pain, 
the discovery may also 
lead to treatments for 
epilepsy, autism, and 
Alzheimer’s disease. 

JIMINY!
Crickets are a crunchy, 

nutty source of pro-
tein, often touted 
by sustainability 

advocates as a food 
of the future. But are 

they? UC Cooperative 
Extension agronomist 
Mark Lundy, and UC 
Davis entomologist 

Michael Parella found 
that crickets fed mini-
mally processed food 

waste died before they 
reached harvestable 
size. And those fed 

processed food waste 
or poultry feed had 

a protein conversion 
rate about the same 
as chickens. The duo 

say more research 
is needed to make 

cricket farming truly 
sustainable.
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Mike Lopus ‘08
925-683-6143

mlopus@kw.com
BRE#01970736

• AutoZone S&P credit rating BBB
• O’Reilly Auto S&P credit rating BBB
• Chase Bank S&P credit rating  A+
• McDonald’s S&P credit rating BBB+

• Walgreens S&P credit rating BBB
• Starbucks S&P credit rating A-
• 7 Eleven S&P credit rating AA- 

Net Lease Investments Recently Bought By Our Clients: 

Off-Market Properties*Identify 1031x Properties*
Passive Income Opportunities*

Specializing in Single Tenant Triple Net Properties*

A commercial real estate brokerage firm that specializes 
in the buying and selling of net lease properties for private 

investors and institutions across the United States.

Breathing Easier 
A new device could help detect asthma attacks 
before they start.

TO A VERY REAL DEGREE, Charvi Shetty’s future was molded by 
her college roommate. Or rather, her roommate’s health.

“She had asthma,” says Shetty, who graduated from Cal 
with a bioengineering degree in 2012 and took a master’s in bio-
medical imaging from UCSF in 2013. “She had to use an inhaler 
six times a day. She told me that her childhood memories were of 
going to the ER, not Disneyland or the beach, and she was never 
allowed to play outside because of her allergies. Asthma controlled 
her life.” 

Shetty’s sudden awareness of this affliction inspired her 
senior project in biodesign: a prototype for a portable spirome-
ter. Spirometers are devices that measure the volume of air taken 
in and expelled by the lungs. Physicians use the equipment to 
determine lung function, diagnose certain pulmonary diseases 
(including asthma), and measure the efficacy of treatment. 

“One in 12 people in the U.S. suffers from asthma,” says Shetty, 
“but the technology for monitoring and testing really hasn’t caught 
up with the need. Spirometers are really important equipment for 
asthma sufferers because a decrease in lung function can often be 
identified before there are any overt symptoms, like wheezing or 
shortness of breath. If you can identify a problem early, the patient 
can receive treatment before experiencing any symptoms.”

Early detection isn’t just a matter of comfort, Shetty empha-
sizes. “When they appear, symptoms can quickly become so severe 

that the patient has to go to the ER,” Shetty says. “It can literally be 
a matter of life and death.”

Shetty’s classroom prototype for the spirometer, named Aeris, 
wasn’t functional, but she didn’t give up on it. With fellow UC engi-
neering alums Huyson Lam and Inderjit Jutla, she founded her own 
company, Knox Medical Diagnostics, to refine the prototype. Her 
work caught the attention of physicians at UCSF’s medical school.
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Lyme Fighters
IN CALIFORNIA, LYME DISEASE IS RELA-
TIVELY RARE: Only about 1 in every 
200,000 people is infected. Compare that 
with Connecticut, where the disease was 
first discovered, and the rate of infection is 
100 times higher. California health officials 
have puzzled over this dramatic variation, 
though Berkeley entomologist Robert Lane 
had long suspected it had something to do 
with the western fence lizard.

In 1998, Lane discovered that the unas-
suming brown reptile—found throughout 
the western United States and commonly 
spotted sunning itself on warm rocks and 
fence posts in California—possessed a 
superpower. The fence lizard’s blood, it 

Eureka!
“They had identified a real problem 

with the availability of critical diagnostic 
equipment,” says Ngoc Ly, chief of pediat-
ric pulmonology at UCSF, “so we decided to 
help them with development and testing.” 

Mo st  s p i r o m et e r s  a r e  b u l k y  a n d 
expensive, and only about a quarter of 
U.S. hospitals have them. Some models 
are permanently fixed units that literally 
surround the patient and cost $30,000 
or more. Others are somewhat cheaper 
but still not portable, and both varieties 
require a trained laboratory technician for 
proper operation and data verification.

Says Ly, “We have a very large num-
ber of patients with chronic lung disease, 
including asthma, and for some of them, 
it’s really hard to get into a clinic for test-
ing. A true spirometer that is both portable 
and affordable could have a huge impact in 
our field.”

So far, the Knox team and UCSF pulmo-
nologists have been able to refine the Aeris 
so that initial findings suggest its readouts 
are equal in accuracy to those of standard 
clinical spirometers. “The values for the 
flow loops (a cycle of inhalations and exha-
lations that are sufficient to yield data on 
lung function) from both the Aeris and 

turned out, carried a protein that destroyed 
the Borrelia bacteria harbored in the bellies 
of ticks—the bacteria that causes Lyme 
disease. So when a tick bites a fence lizard, 
the lizard is not only protected from infec-
tion, its blood also cleanses the tick of the 
Lyme-causing spirochete.

Lane’s lab experiments confirmed that 
the lizard was special. He and his col-
leagues discovered that Borrelia bacteria 
bathed in the lizard’s blood died in just 
one hour, while control samples grown in 
mouse blood survived three days. Although 
the Lyme-killing protein is still unidentified, 
researchers think it may hold promise for 
future treatment of the disease. 

The Cal Alumni Ring
Created in collaboration with Jostens, the Cal Alumni Ring
is an expression of your membership in a great public 
community—the alumni of UC Berkeley. Cut in
detailed relief, the Campanile rises up just as it
does from the heart of our beautiful campus.
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The Cal Alumni Ring
Created in collaboration with Jostens, the Cal Alumni Ring
is an expression of your membership in a great public 
community—the alumni of UC Berkeley. Cut in
detailed relief, the Campanile rises up just as it
does from the heart of our beautiful campus.
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much, they wanted to play with it all the 
time. If you play it constantly, it can lead 
to shortness of breath, which isn’t good. So 
we adjusted the game so it only goes to one 
destination a day, and that was enough to 
discourage excessive play.” 

Ly says such “coaching systems” are 
critical for the development of any home-
use spirometer. “The software is fulfilling 
the function of the technician who directs 
the patient on a clinical spirometer. Once 
you learn the technique, you can do it. But 
you need the device to provide the right 
incentives, the right prompts.” 

Knox and UCSF are now seeking sub-
jects for an expanded study to confirm the 
initial study’s results. In the meantime, the 
company plans to apply for FDA approval—
which means the Aeris may soon be avail-
able to patients.

For Shetty, that would be a satisfying 
coda to her years at Cal, when she shared 
quarters with a chronic asthma sufferer. 
“Whenever I make a presentation, I always 
start with her story,” she says. “Asthma 
robbed her of her childhood. We want to 
do everything we can to ensure other kids 
don’t have to suffer like she did.”

—Glen Martin

Stemwinders
SUNFLOWERS SEEM TO HAVE AN INTERNAL 
CLOCK that regulates their relationship with 
the sun. In a new field study out of UC Davis, 
plant biologists observed that sunflowers 
moved their faces by way of their stems. They 
found that during daytime, the east side of the 
sunflower stem grew more than the west side, 
and vice versa during the night, causing the 
face to track the sun.

Sunflowers moved to stationary indoor light-
ing continue their circadian rotation but only for 
a few days, the researchers determined, and 
when the plants’ movement was blocked alto-
gether, biomass growth decreased significantly.

Sunflowers don’t track the sun forever. 
Mature sunflowers cease their daily motion 
and settle on an eastward orientation. Why? 
Using infrared cameras, the plant biologists 
determined that east-facing flowers warmed 
more quickly and attracted five times the num-
ber of pollinators. UC Davis’s Stacey Harmer 
summed up the finding this way: “Bees like 
warm flowers.”

standard spirometers are pretty consis-
tent with each other,” says Ly. 

Word on the device is spreading. The 
National Science Foundation awarded 
Knox a $225,000 grant for its work and 
machine-learning algorithm, and Shetty 
has been getting a lot of inquiries. The 
company has been in touch with the medi-
cal schools at Harvard and University of 
Texas at Austin, “but most of the emails 
have been coming from parents,” she 
reports, “and that’s not a coincidence. The 
Aeris is designed for kids.”

Shetty observes that there are more 
than 10 million children in America with 
asthma. “It’s the third leading reason for 
hospitalization for people under 15,” she 
says, “and even though they constitute 
just 25 percent of the asthmatic popu-
lation, children account for half of all 
asthma-related hospital stays. A big part 
of the problem is that kids have a hard 
time communicating how they’re feel-
ing. They may be shy, or their language 
skills may be inadequate, and they end 
up with severe symptoms before adults 
know what’s going on. So the Aeris does 
their communicating for them. The device 
is used in wireless conjunction with an 
iPhone app. Kids employ a game control-
ler to manipulate a hot air balloon on the 
phone’s screen. When they breathe out, 
the balloon goes up; when they breathe 
in, it goes down. The game rewards them 
with digital coins and fishes. The child is 
taken to different virtual destinations, and 
encouraged to work through Aeris’s pro-
tocols until a pulmonary status is ascer-
tained. A display provides an immediate 
evaluation: Agreen light means every-
thing is fine; yellow means medication is 
needed; and a red light means a trip to the 
ER is warranted. The data can be output 
to a PDF, and at Knox they’re working on 
directly transmitting to clinics or hospi-
tals via the iPhone. 

The app created an unexpected prob-
lem. “The kids who tested it loved it so A
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5 QUESTIONS FOR:

1 You’re a psychologist who uses mathemati-
cal models and “big data” to understand 
how people think. Why not use traditional 

methods, such as lab experiments? 

I think these methods are the future of 
psychology. As more sources of data about 
human behavior become available, we 
need to figure out how to leverage them to 
better understand the human mind. There 
are many things people still do better than 
computers—learning languages, figuring 
out causal relationships, inferring a new 
concept from a few examples. My collabo-
rators and I have tried to come up with 
mathematical theories for how people do 
these things. We can test them outside of 
a lab experiment by making predictions 
about how people will behave in different 
settings like playing games, learning in 
online classes, and shopping online. This 
approach will not only help us understand 
people, but also make computers smarter. 

Tom Griffiths
Professor of Psychology and Cognitive Science
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3 Have you used any of the tools you write about to help make deci-
sions in your own life?

I’ve used them when buying a house, choosing a restaurant, and fig-
uring out when a project is done. In each of these cases, computer 
science and statistics offer helpful principles: Spend time looking 
before making an offer. Be optimistic about new opportunities. Per-
fectionism can be the enemy of a high-quality outcome. 

For example, to maximize your chances of finding the best 
house, spend 37 percent of your search gathering information, and 
then make an offer on the first place that is better than any you have 
seen so far. However, this assumes your offer is always accepted, 
which isn’t true in the Bay Area. If your offer could be rejected, 
start making offers sooner. If there’s a 50 percent chance of rejec-
tion, start making offers after your search is 25 percent complete. 

4You write that “Sometimes the best solution to a problem is to turn 
to chance rather than trying to fully reason out an answer.” This 
seems irrational. 

We tend to think that making rational decisions means consider-
ing all options, weighing each one carefully, and reaching the one 
right answer. In reality, both humans and computers have limited 
computational resources and limited time. Sometimes there are 
too many options, and considering each one isn’t worth it (Ama-

zon.com lists more than 4,000 tooth-
brushes). Nailing down the pros and cons 
of each option can make us focus too much 
on irrelevant factors. Making approxi-
mations and taking chances makes some 
problems much easier to solve. Not get-
ting the exact right answer can be worth 
it if it means we find a pretty good solu-
tion quickly. Computer scientists use this 
insight all the time, and it’s equally impor-
tant for human decision-making.

5What can artificial intelligence tell us 
about human intelligence?

When we can make a computer act like a 
human in a certain domain, it gives us clues 
about how to understand that aspect of the 
mind. When we fail to make a computer act 
like a human, it tells us that we can learn 
more by trying to reverse-engineer human 
behavior. By doing this research, I’ve real-
ized that people are really pretty smart. If 
you read about human decision-making, 
it’s easy to get the impression that we just 
bumble our way through life irrationally. 
But people can do things we still have no 
idea how to make computers do, and our 
so-called irrationality might have more to 
do with constraints on resources than any 
fundamental lack of intelligence. 

2In April, you published a book called Algo-
rithms to Live By with Brian Christian, an 
author who was a visiting scholar at Berke-

ley’s Institute of Cognitive and Brain Sciences, 
which you direct. The book explores how insights 
from computer science can help people make 
decisions. What can algorithms teach us about, 
say, whom to marry?

Mathematicians and computer scientists 
have studied analogs of this problem for 
decades. You face a tension between the 
need to gather information (dating potential 
partners) and the need to act on it (settling 
down). The same tension comes up when 
Google decides whether to display a new ad 
or an old one they know attracts clicks. 

Rather than following specific algo-
rithms, the thing that I find most useful is 
understanding what optimal solutions look 
like in these everyday problems. Deciding 
when to get married is an “optimal stopping” 
problem: How do you know when to com-
mit? Fortunately, there is a simple answer, 
at least for one construal of the underlying 
problem: You should spend the first 37 per-
cent of your search meeting people. After 
that, you should be ready to propose to the 
first person who is better than anyone you 
have met so far. 
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”These violent delights have violent ends
And in their triumph die,  

like fire and powder,
Which as they kiss consume.” 

—Romeo and Juliet
ARTS+LETTERS

CRAZY LOVE
Cal Performances brings Arabia’s 
iconic love story to the West.  
By Marica Petrey

THE EPIC POEM LAYLA AND MAJNUN 
is arguably the most famous love 
story in the Middle East, and yet 
many Westerners have never heard 
of it. It is the tale of two teenagers 
who fall deeply in love but are trag-

ically kept apart, even until death. After Layla’s 
father rejects Qays’s request for her hand in mar-
riage, Qays wanders the desert expressing his 
undying love through poetry. 
My soul is on fire because we are apart
I want to join my beloved
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Serenade: Father and 
daughter mugham stars 
Alim Qasimov and Far-
gana Qasimova sing the 
parts of Qays and Layla.
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and set designs and costumes by the British 
painter Sir Gordon Howard Hodgkin. This 
is the first time an adaptation of Layla and 
Majnun is being presented in the Western 
Hemisphere on this scale. 

Though sometimes described as a Mid-
dle Eastern Romeo and Juliet, Layla and 
Majnun is at least a thousand years older 
than Shakespeare’s play. “The story has 
Arab roots,” explains Fateme Montazeri, a 
doctoral student in Berkeley’s Department 
of Near Eastern Studies. The characters 
have Arabic names—Layla and Qays, mean-
ing “night” and “one who is firm.” They are 
also believed to be “semihistorical,” found 
in anecdotes and oral sayings dating back 
as early as 7th century Arabia. “According 
to some accounts, however, Majnun (Qays) 
was not the name of a single poet, but an 
epithet for any lover with passionate love 
poems for his beloved,” says Montazeri.

It was the famed Persian poet Nizami, 
however, who established the tale as part 
of the world’s literary canon. In 1206, he 
completed the epic poem Layla and Maj
nun, and it quickly “became the source of 
inspiration, as well as imitation, for many 

later works,” says Montezeri. At least 86 
other poets would go on to create their own 
versions of the story in Persian, Turkish, 
Pashto, Urdu, Kurdish, and Azerbaijani, 
among other languages. 

In 1908, Azerbaijani composer Uzeyir 
Hajibeyli took a 15th-century version of 
Layla and Majnun by Azerbaijani poet 
Fuzûlî and turned it into what is now 
known as the first Middle Eastern opera. 
Hajibeyli combined the Azerbaijani tradi-
tional style of mugham, a highly complex 
modal system of musical improvisation, 
with Italian opera. 

Today, Azerbaijan’s “living national 
treasure” and most celebrated master of 
mugham is singer Alim Qasimov. It was 
Qasimov who, more than ten years ago, 
suggested that Yo-Yo Ma and the Silk 
Road Ensemble adapt Hajibeyli’s opera 
into a more digestible piece for a mod-
ern audience. Silk Road Ensemble violin-
ists and composers Colin Jacobsen and 
Johnny Gandelsman worked to arrange 
the piece and downsized the original 
instrumentation to match the size of the 
ensemble. According to Jacobsen, they 

My heart is heavy because I am alone
I want to see my beloved
I feel like a nightingale that cries in pain, 

trapped in a cage.
This earns him the name majnun (Ara-

bic for “crazy”), or more literally, “one who 
is possessed.” Layla is married off to some-
one else, dies of sorrow, and when Majnun 
hears of it, he dies as well. 
How could I know that falling in love with 

Layla would turn out this way? 
What could I say, what could I do? I cannot 

control this love. 
I’m powerless—I can only worship this one 

idol until the very end of my life.
This September, the tale will come to life 

in an ambitious operatic production com-
missioned by Cal Performances and at least 
ten other organizations, including the Lin-
coln Center and the Kennedy Center. The 
artists who have come together to build 
the opera form the ultimate dream team: 
It includes world-renowned cellist Yo-Yo 
Ma’s Silk Road Ensemble arranging and 
performing the music, choreography by 
Mark Morris and the Mark Morris Dance 
Group, lighting designs by James F. Ingalls, 

Silk blend: The Layla 
and Majnun premiere 
features a mix of 
musical styles and 
instruments.
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also condensed the opera from 3.5 hours 
to 45 minutes, wanting to blend the sec-
tions a little more. Rather than having the 
mugham section here, and the orchestral 
section there, he wrote connective tissue 
to help the piece flow from one section to 

another, with Gandelsman arranging most 
of the Western musical numbers. This 
results in a more orchestral feel at some 
points, and an intimate one at others. 

The Silk Road Ensemble successfully 
toured Layla and Majnun in 2008 and 

2009, prompting Yo-Yo Ma to ask cho-
reographer Mark Morris if he would be 
interested in turning the piece into a fully 
staged production. Morris, famous for his 
commitment to working closely with live 
musicians, turned it down. He now recalls, 
“I said no at the time because I wasn’t con-
vinced that I could transform the piece 
into a viable choreomusical production. 
After some changes and modifications in 
the performance version of the music, I 
decided to take on the project.” 

Morris has been working on the chore-
ography and ideas for the set design since 
September 2015, working closely with set 
designer and painter Howard Hodgkin. “I 
have looked at paintings and films, I have 
listened to related music from the region 
and by the same composer. I made a brief 
visit to Baku [capital of Azerbaijan] to get a 
feeling of the place and to spend time with 
the marvelous singers and musicians who 
are involved in this show. I have watched 
quite a bit of Azerbaijani national dance 
and listened to a great deal of mugham 
singing. I and all of my company have read 
all of the poetry available.”

A production of such complexity has its 
difficulties, however. “I am trying to keep a 

later works,” says Montezeri. At least 86 
other poets would go on to create their own 
versions of the story in Persian, Turkish, 
Pashto, Urdu, Kurdish, and Azerbaijani, 
among other languages. 

In 1908, Azerbaijani composer Uzeyir 
Hajibeyli took a 15th-century version of 
Layla and Majnun by Azerbaijani poet 
Fuzûlî and turned it into what is now 
known as the first Middle Eastern opera. 
Hajibeyli combined the Azerbaijani tradi-
tional style of mugham, a highly complex 
modal system of musical improvisation, 
with Italian opera. 

Today, Azerbaijan’s “living national 
treasure” and most celebrated master of 
mugham is singer Alim Qasimov. It was 
Qasimov who, more than ten years ago, 
suggested that Yo-Yo Ma and the Silk 
Road Ensemble adapt Hajibeyli’s opera 
into a more digestible piece for a mod-
ern audience. Silk Road Ensemble violin-
ists and composers Colin Jacobsen and 
Johnny Gandelsman worked to arrange 
the piece and downsized the original 
instrumentation to match the size of the 
ensemble. According to Jacobsen, they 

On the Road again: 
Johnny Gandels-
man (violin), Colin 
Jacobsen (violin), 
and Nicholas Cords 
(viola) of the Silk 
Road Ensemble 
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lot of balls in the air. It is a big project and 
a deep one,” Morris explains. “Due to our 
very complicated schedules, it is quite dif-
ficult for us to all collect in the same place 
at the same time. It makes decision-mak-
ing rather difficult. I look forward to us all 
working together in person.”

The improvisational element of mug
ham, which is essential to the style, further 
adds to the challenge. Jacobsen suspects 
that each night of the performance will bring 
a little of the unexpected. “Alim Qasimov is 
such a natural performer. I think Mark Mor-
ris is used to working with live music, but 
Alim in the mugham sections is quite free.”

“The improvisational elements are of 
course difficult to plan in advance,” says 
Morris. “The form and structure of the piece 
can vary to a certain degree. We will work 
out the details of all of the improvisatory 
sections when we are all in the same room 
together, which will be just a few weeks 
before we go into the theater. Let’s just say 
I’m leaving some things open.” 

That fluidity is only one reason for the 
co-creators’ anticipation and excitement 
about the premiere. “It’s really amazing for 
us to have created this thing about ten years 
ago, and then to see it have totally new life 

through Mark Morris’s vision,” says Jacob-
sen. “I just can’t wait to see how it all comes 
together as a real theatrical thing.” 

The new production will run a little 
over an hour and will feature the vocals of 
Qasimov and his daughter and protégée 
(and prodigy in her own right), Fargana 
Qasimova. The two of them will be singing 
the roles of Layla and Majnun, accompa-
nied by a small ensemble. Instruments will 

include two violins, viola, cello, and con-
trabass, providing the orchestral lushness 
of Hajibeyli’s original opera; along with 
traditional Asian instruments the kaman
cheh and the tar (Azeri fiddle and lute), 
the pipa (a Chinese lute), percussion, and 
the shakuhachi (a Japanese bamboo flute). 
Jacobsen says the range of instruments 
will help to connect both worlds better.

In tandem with the piece’s world pre-
miere at Zellerbach Hall, Cal Performances 
will present a symposium designed to help 
educate audiences about the work and its 

history. Montezeri, who wrote her master’s 
thesis on the subject of Layla and Majnun, 
will participate in a panel hosted by Cal 
Performances. She is very curious how 
audiences will receive the performance 
and argues that, no matter how ancient, 
“love poetry can always be intriguing. Even 
though the story develops in a traditional 
Eastern appearance, the modern Western 
audience may connect to the core of the 

story—the story of two young lovers who 
can never unite due to societal restrictions 
is timeless. This is what we admire and will 
enjoy watching…. We all feel the urge to 
fight for something we believe in, without 
choosing comfort over truth.”

Torange Yeghiazarian, artistic direc-
tor of a Middle Eastern–American theater 
company in San Francisco called Golden 
Thread Productions, is one of many direc-
tors, educators, and scholars invited by Cal 
Performances to present at the symposium. 
She is developing theatrical activities and 

“I WAS SO EXCITED WHEN I HEARD THAT AN OPERA HAD BEEN WRITTEN 
ON THIS POEM. GROWING UP, I’D ALWAYS HEAR 

THEIR TRAGIC LOVE USED AS AN EXAMPLE.” —TORANGE YEGHIAZARIAN
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The Cal Alumni Association (CAA) and Fanatics 
have teamed up to bring you all your favorite 

sports merchandise. Plus, 20% of your collegiate or 
professional sports purchase benefits CAA!

ShopCAA.com
Be FANtastic

a program for teachers to help them and 
their students better understand the piece. 

“I was so excited when I heard that an 
opera had been written on this poem. It has 
such a heightened reality of emotions, mak-
ing it perfect for opera,” says Yeghiazarian, 
who is from Iran and speaks Persian. She 
explains how deeply the poetry of Layla and 
Majnun is woven into the culture. “Grow-
ing up, I’d always hear their tragic love used 
as an example … Someone might suggest 
that another be sensible in choosing one’s 
life partner, by saying ‘Don’t be mad like 
Majnun.’” In Iran, she explains, “poetry is 
for everybody, not just for educated peo-
ple. People use phrases or characters from 
poems every day and fluidly incorporate 
them into the daily vernacular.”

Yeghiazarian sees this new produc-
tion as a chance for audiences to connect 
with the Middle East on a different level. 
“It’s rare that you see the Middle East and 
beauty and art and love in the same sen-
tence. It has been so vilified, and every day 
we are bombarded with images painting us 
as evil or painting the Middle East as some-
thing to avoid, if at all possible…. This poem 
is so passionate and inspirational, and the 
descriptions are so vivid, how it paints the 
surroundings and the lushness and ornate-
ness of the space.” But most of all, to her, 
“These are human stories” that are impor-
tant because they “provide a shared human 
experience.” 

Marica Petrey is a frequent contributor to 
California.

history. Montezeri, who wrote her master’s 
thesis on the subject of Layla and Majnun, 
will participate in a panel hosted by Cal 
Performances. She is very curious how 
audiences will receive the performance 
and argues that, no matter how ancient, 
“love poetry can always be intriguing. Even 
though the story develops in a traditional 
Eastern appearance, the modern Western 
audience may connect to the core of the 

story—the story of two young lovers who 
can never unite due to societal restrictions 
is timeless. This is what we admire and will 
enjoy watching…. We all feel the urge to 
fight for something we believe in, without 
choosing comfort over truth.”

Torange Yeghiazarian, artistic direc-
tor of a Middle Eastern–American theater 
company in San Francisco called Golden 
Thread Productions, is one of many direc-
tors, educators, and scholars invited by Cal 
Performances to present at the symposium. 
She is developing theatrical activities and 
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Nonstop Metropolis: 
A New York City Atlas 
is the third and final 
city atlas by Rebecca 
Solnit, M.J. ’84. New 
York’s historical vivac-
ity comes alive through 
26 intricately imagined 
maps that detail the 
five boroughs and 
parts of New Jersey. 
Accompanying essays 
provide insight from lin-
guists, music historians, 
ethnographers, envi-
ronmental journalists, 
rappers, and more to 
unearth the layers and 
celebrate the unique 
history of NYC. (Univer-
sity of California Press)

Architects and Artists: 
The Work of Ernest and 
Esther Born by Nicholas 
Olsberg is elegantly 
illustrated with repro-
ductions of works from 
Ernest, M.A. ’23, and 
Esther Born ’26. They 
both studied architec-
ture at Berkeley, and 
went on to produce 
murals, illustrations, 
and photos, in addition 
to the visionary plans 
for the Bay Area Rapid 
Transit. This limited 
print of 300 numbered 
copies includes full-
page images of their 
work. (Book Club of 
California) 

David Kazanjian, Ph.D. 
’97, focuses on two 
seemingly unrelated 
Atlantic histories in 
his newest book, The 
Brink of Freedom: 
Improvising Life in the 
Nineteenth-Century 
Atlantic World—the 
Caste War of Yucatán 
and colonial and early 
national Liberia. Inter-
pretation of letters and 
literature from black 
settlers contrast with 
those of Mayan rebels 
and their Creole oppo-
nents, to shape a view 
of freedom from an 
unfamiliar angle. (Duke 
University Press)

A breezy summer 
read, The Trouble with 
Lexie by Jessica Anya 
Blau ’85 tells the story 
of a New Hampshire 
preparatory school 
counselor who left 
behind her adverse 
California life and 
finds love and stability, 
only to get cold feet 
about the wedding 
bells in her future. 
When the titular char-
acter gets involved 
with the father of her 
favorite student, the 
emotional entangle-
ment and wild trouble 
begins. (Harper 
Perennial)

Civil war in El Salvador 
from 1980 to 1992 
uprooted families and 
children who exchanged 
the violence of their 
homeland for uncertain 
legal status in the U. S. 
In Exiled Home: Salva-
doran Transnational 
Youth in the Aftermath 
of Violence, author 
Susan Bibler Coutin ’83 
investigates the correla-
tion between violence 
and migration through 
interviews with youth in 
both countries, examin-
ing how communities 
overcome the trauma of 
war and displacement. 
(Duke University Press)

In 1991 the Great 
Oakland Firestorm 
destroyed the home of 
Risa Nye ’77. Her book, 
There Was a Fire Here, 
details her devastation 
and the experience of 
losing her home less 
than a month before 
her 40th birthday. In 
“Artifact” sections she 
recounts memories 
of the objects and 
moments she cherished 
most in her home. Her 
memoir is a tapestry of 
personal memory and 
shared loss, showing 
that Nye is able to find 
renewal in her tragedy. 
(She Writes Press)
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ALL POWER TO THE 
PEOPLE: BLACK  
PANTHERS AT 50
Oct. 8–Feb. 12, 2017
Oakland Museum  
of California
The Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, 
formed in Oakland, 
comprised visionary 
social activists, cul-
tural influencers, and 
government targets. 
Now the revolutionary 
group is the subject  
of OMCA’s fall exhibit, 
which coincides with 
the 50th anniversary 
of the party’s found-
ing. The exhibition 

REUNION AND  
PARENTS WEEKEND  
AT HOMECOMING
Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Berkeley campus
Parents, students, 
alumni, and friends are 
all welcome to join in 
the three-day Berkeley 
Homecoming festivi-
ties when campus  
will be brimming with 
lectures, open house 
tours, alumni parties, 
family dinners, and 
reunion celebrations. 
Alums can relive their 
Cal experience by 

cheering at the Home-
coming football game, 
catching up with old 
friends at the Reunion 
Revelry buffet, explor-
ing the new BAMPFA, 
and reminiscing to the 
tunes of the Cal Band. 
For more information, 
see homecoming.
berkeley.edu.

OAKTOBERFEST
Sat., Oct. 1, 11 am–6 
pm, MacArthur Blvd 
@ Fruitvale Ave
Oaktoberfest, 
Oakland’s local 
Oktoberfest celebra-
tion, returns with 
its one-day family-
friendly craft beer 
festival. Located in 
the Dimond Dis-
trict, the free event 
showcases Bay Area 

microbreweries such 
as Drake’s, Speakeasy, 
and Triple Rock, while 
homebrewers com-
pete to take home the 
title of Best of Show 
in the German-style 
homebrew competi-
tion. Families are 
welcome to stroll 
along the Eco-Fair and 
kids can stay busy in 
a Kid’s Area featuring 
crafts, games, and 
interactive displays. 
For more information,
see oaktoberfest.org.

A STREETCAR  
NAMED DESIRE
June 17-Oct. 29 
Shelton Theater,  
San Francisco
A Streetcar Named 
Desire, the enduring 
classic written by 
Tennessee Williams 
that tells a tragic tale 
of desperation and 
mercilessness, comes 
to the Shelton The-
ater in San Francisco. 
Since 1947, the story 
of Blanche DuBois has 
taken on many forms 
on film and stage (she 
even got a nod on The 
Simpsons). Tickets for 
the play at the Shelton 
range from $26 to  
$40 and the theater,  
a nonprofit organi-
zation, welcomes 
donations that will 
go toward building a 
second theater. Shows 
run from Thursdays 
to Saturdays only. For 
more information, see 
sheltontheater.org.highlights contem-

porary understand-
ing of the group’s 
legacy from differing 
perspectives with 
first-person accounts, 
rare artifacts, and 
never-before-seen 
photographs of early 
moments in the Pan-
thers’ history.

Scene Around The Bay

Cal Café 
Friday, September 30 | 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. 

Saturday, October 1 | 8 a.m. until kickoff

2016 Volunteer Awards  
Ceremony and Reception 

Friday, September 30 | 5:00 – 7:00 p.m.

REUNION AND PARENTS 
WEEKEND AT HOMECOMING

September 30 – October 2, 2016

Full calendar:  
homecoming.berkeley.edu

Join thousands of alumni and parents on 
campus for this annual celebration.  

Stop by the Cal Café at Alumni House 
for complimentary refreshments and  

a free Cal-themed souvenir.

CELEBRATE  
HOMECOMING AT 

ALUMNI HOUSE

SOJOURNER TRUTH, PHOTOGRAPHY, AND THE  
FIGHT AGAINST SLAVERY
July 27–Oct. 23, BAM/PFA 
The Berkeley Art Museum/Pacific Film Archive 
sheds new light on abolitionist, feminist, and 
runaway slave Sojourner Truth, in an exhibit 
showcasing portraits, or cartes de visite, that Truth 
made and sold to finance her abolitionist efforts. 
Similar to business cards, the cartes de visite dis-
play Truth’s self-made identity and showcase her 
ability to embrace new technologies like photog-
raphy. The exhibition features an array of paper 
materials such as postcards, letters, and newspa-
pers that united political communities across the 
nation during the Civil War. For more information, 
see bampfa.berkeley.edu. 
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H O W  P O L I T I C I A N S 
TA L K A B O U T R AC E 
AND GENDER WITH-
OUT TALKING ABOUT 
RACE AND GENDER. 
BY CHRIS A. SMITH
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Nixon had always been more of a rat-
catcher than a heartthrob. All jowls and 
forehead, and sporting that rictus of a 
smile, he was a perennial runner-up. Willy 
Loman by way of Yorba Linda.

In the summer of 1968, though, with 
the country in flames, Nixon rolled out the 
strategy that would vault him into the Oval 
Office. Middle America was spooked by 
urban uprisings and draft-board bombings, 
bra burnings and street crime. The Great 
Society seemed to many a zero-sum game 
in which minorities won and whites lost, 
and as much as average white voters hated 
the Yippies, they feared the Black Panthers. 

Nixon saw this bundle of resentments 
for what it was: a gift. He would speak to 
this “silent majority,” but he would speak 
sotto voce—the better to avoid criticism 
from the media. 

A series of TV commercials with Dirty 
Harry atmospherics drove home the mes-
sage. Over jittery montages of burning 
buildings, screaming protesters, and blood-
ied cops, Nixon intoned, “I pledge to you, 

we shall have order in the United States.” 
On the surface there was nothing racialized 
about the ad; most of the faces on screen 
were white. But Nixon knew the burning 
buildings—stand-ins for Watts, Newark, 
and Detroit—would do the cognitive heavy 
lifting. A tagline at the end reinforced his 
message: “This time vote like your whole 
world depended on it: Nixon.” 

Nixon’s win was proof of concept for 
what has come to be called “dog-whistle pol-
itics”—the use of implicit messages that play 
on submerged, often unacknowledged voter 
sentiments. The key to the trick is deniabil-
ity: The dog-whistler can feign innocence 
even as the dogs form into packs. According 
to Ian Haney Lopez, a Berkeley law school 
professor and author of a recent book on the 
tactic, Dog Whistle Politics, the whistling is 
“designed to hide from critics and the media 
elite but also—significantly—from the target 
audience itself.” 

For decades, the practice has mostly 
been associated with race, the great third 
rail of American politics. Lee Atwater, the 
GOP’s dog-whistling Svengali, traced its 
evolution back in 1981. “You start out in 
1954 by saying, ‘Nigger, nigger, nigger.’ By 
1968 you can’t say ‘nigger’—that hurts you, 
backfires. So you say stuff like, uh, ‘forced 
busing,’ ‘states’ rights,’ and all that stuff, and 
you’re getting so abstract. Now, you’re talk-
ing about cutting taxes, and all these things 
you’re talking about are totally economic 
things and a byproduct of them is, blacks 
get hurt worse than whites …” Atwater said. 
“‘We want to cut this,’ is much more abstract 
than even the busing thing, uh, and a hell of 
a lot more abstract than ‘Nigger, nigger.’” 

Generations of politicians faithfully 
followed the template. Ronald Reagan 
contrasted “slum dwellers” and “welfare 
queens” with his “hardworking” support-
ers; below the Mason-Dixon line, he praised 
“states’ rights”—a thinly veiled reference to 
segregation. Bill Clinton, a master at steal-
ing Republican issues, got into the act in 
the 1990s, bragging about cracking down on 
crime and “ending welfare as we know it.” 

The election of the nation’s first black 
president ushered in a new era of dog-
whistling. Although some of the invective 
was outright racist, most of it was coded to 
suggest that Barack Obama wasn’t a “real” 
American: He’s a secret Muslim; he “pals 
around with terrorists”; he “doesn’t seem 
like, well … one of us,” as one conserva-
tive writer put it in 2011. These arguments 
reached full  f lower with “bir therism,” 
which held that Obama wasn’t born in 
Hawaii but in Kenya. 
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ENTER DONALD J.  TRUMP, King Bir ther 
and Republican presidential nominee. 
“ Trumpism” is both noisier and wider 
ranging in its resentments than anything 
Nixon ever dreamed up, an omnibus of 
grievances speaking to white fears of los-
ing ground in a rapidly changing America. 
Trump has called for a halt to Muslim 
immigration to America, suggested that 
undocumented immigrants have sparked 
a crime wave, and, in one memorable inci-
dent, vowed to personally fight Black Lives 
Matter protesters. 

So blunt are Trump’s jeremiads that it 
may seem as if the long-established rules 
no longer apply. But pay closer attention 
and you’ll hear that most of his appeals 
are still coded—albeit just barely. His vow 
to build a “big, beautiful, powerful wall” 
on the southern border isn’t first-order 
racism, exactly. Rather, it’s an emergency 
measure to protect American jobs from 
cheap illegal labor, and American citizens 
from “criminal aliens.” (Ditto his plan 
to deport all 11.5 million undocumented 
immigrants while allowing “the good ones” 
to apply for reentry.) Likewise, Trump 
casts his call for “a total and complete 
shutdown” of Muslim immigration as an 
anti-terrorism measure—regrettable, but 
necessary until authorities “can figure out 
what is going on.” This rhetoric is far more 
out front than Lee Atwater ’s “abstrac-
tions” of busing and welfare, but it is coded 
nonetheless. 

Indeed, Trump’s dark innovation con-
sists of stretching plausible deniability to 
its breaking point and—critically—never, 
ever apologizing. He has been larger-than-
life for most of his life, a veteran of real-
ity TV and WrestleMania, the maverick 
CEO who fires supplicants and body slams 
his opponents. He is the straight shooter, 
the guy who gives you the facts “plainly 
and honestly ” because the nation is 
under siege and time is running out—“We 

cannot afford to be so politically correct 
anymore.” Unlike traditional politicians, 
Trump complements his whistling with 
the vocabulary of an insult comic, tagging 
his enemies as “losers,” “idiots,” and “hat-
ers.” There is nothing subterranean about 
this—just a grade-school bully plying his 
trade, and his supporters love him for it. It’s 
only when Trump drops the coding that he 
gets into trouble; for example, his waffling 
over whether to disavow the support of for-
mer KKK Grand Wizard David Duke. “He’s 
redefining the bounds of acceptability,” 
Berkeley political scientist Eric Schickler 
points out. “No shame. No fear. That’s new.” 

Unfiltered misogyny, much like out-
right racism, probably isn’t a winning elec-
toral formula. Now that Trump is locked in 
battle with Hillary Clinton, the first female 
presidential candidate of a major party and 
a high-wattage celebrity in her own right, 
we will see if he can stay on the right side 
of the line. Clinton is simultaneously the 
most loved and most hated woman in mod-
ern American politics, and brings plenty of 
her own baggage to the contest—particu-
larly the perception that she’s a pay-to-play 
politician with no moral compass. 

Trump’s challenge is to exploit voter 
concerns about Clinton’s character with-
out mocking her gender or her appearance. 
If he can manage that—feeding the elec-
torate a steady diet of “Crooked Hillary” 
taunts and dog whistles without stepping 
over the line—he might be able to rely on 
gender bias to do the rest. Sexism works 
in subterranean ways, punishing ambi-
tious women who violate traditional ideas 
of femininity. If Clinton is to win, she’ll 
need to overcome these deeply embedded 
notions about what, exactly, a president 
should look like. 

HALF A CENTURY ON FROM THE TURMOIL 
OF 1968, Donald Trump took the stage at 
the Republican convention in Cleveland, 

his face glowing under the spotlights as if 
infused with beta-carotene. Before him, 
a sea of delegates waved “Make America 
Great Again” signs. Cribbing from Nixon’s 
old playbook, Trump hit all the dark, famil-
iar notes and then some, conjuring a vision 
of a country slipping into chaos. “Our con-
vention occurs at a moment of crisis for 
our nation,” he declared. “The attacks on 
our police, and the terrorism in our cities, 
threaten our very way of life.” 

As the crowd chanted “Build That 
Wall!” Trump indicted the Obama admin-
istration for the death of Sarah Root, a 
21-year-old Nebraskan killed by a drunk-
driving undocumented immigrant. He 
warned that hordes of illegals were “roam-
ing free to threaten peaceful citizens.” The 
anger crescendoed, the auditorium filling 
with boos. Root, Trump thundered, was 
“one more child to sacrifice on the altar of 
open borders.”

Many detect bigotry in lines like this. 
The New York Times editorial board called 
Trump out; so did the Houston Chronicle, 
which endorsed Mitt Romney in 2012. 
In June,  Romney himself  warned of 
Trump’s “trickle-down racism” and said he 
wouldn’t endorse Trump. “I will not sign 
up for that.” Crucially, though, not every-
one hears it this way. Interviewed after the 
GOP convention, a Hispanic Republican 
delegate told the AP that he didn’t perceive 
anything racial in Trump’s speech—just a 
commitment to putting the needs of Amer-
ican citizens first. “I think people are read-
ing too much into it.” 

The power of the dog whistle derives 
from this disconnect. In 2001, Princeton 
politics professor Tali Mendelberg devised 
an experiment in which participants 
watched fake news broadcasts discussing 
a fictional politician’s stance on welfare. 
An onscreen graphic showed poor African 
Americans. In one story, the newscaster 
reports that the candidate “says that peo-
ple, especially African Americans, take 
advantage of welfare.” In the other broad-
cast, otherwise identical, the newscaster 
didn’t mention race. Mendelberg found 
that participants were more likely to sup-
port the fictional politician when race was 
only implicit. When the message was out 
front, support dropped sharply. Summariz-
ing her findings, she wrote, “The subtext at 
times [is] more powerful than the text.” 

Social mores being what they are, it’s 
a fair bet that once you get past the fringe 
of neo-Nazi fanboys, few Trump sup-
porters would call themselves racists. 
Plenty of them, however, are susceptible 
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to fear-mongering about the “other” in 
their midst. Based on data from this year’s 
American National Election Study, Ham-
ilton College political scientist Philip 
Klinkner found that nearly 90 percent 
of white respondents who believe that 
Obama is a Muslim also support Trump. 
This belief is the single best predictor of 
Trump support—correlating more closely 
than economic anxiety or even GOP mem-
bership. In another proxy, a Washington 
Post/ABC survey found that 54 percent of 
Trump voters agreed that whites losing 
jobs to minorities was a bigger problem 
than minorities losing out to whites. 

Though the prejudice is much closer 
to the surface than it used to be, the vast 
majority of Trump’s tough talk still leaves 
at least a sliver of wiggle room, allowing 
the listener to fill in the blanks as he or she 
wishes. The anti-immigration rhetoric is 
ostensibly about public safety and Ameri-
can jobs, not biology or blood. In theory, 
Trump’s “border crossers” could be from 
anywhere. Most of them just happen to 
be from Latin America. For all of Trump’s 
bluntness, “He doesn’t say, ‘I’m here to rep-
resent the interests of white people against 
scary brown people,’” Haney Lopez says. 
“He doesn’t use the n-word. He says, ‘We’re 
going to take our country back.’”

To Trump’s critics, his strenuous deni-
als of bias (“I am [sic] least racist person 
there is,” he tweeted) might feel like gas-
lighting. To his supporters, though, the 
denials make the coding more credible. 
Trump is telling it like it is, and if the media 
attacks him for it, well, that just means 
he’s doing something right. His status as 
an anti-PC warrior, meanwhile, serves as 
both sword and shield, allowing him to 
make over-the-top comments and refuse 
to apologize. That’s the Trump brand in a 
nutshell, says Berkeley linguist and NPR 
commentator Geoffrey Nunberg,  “an 
incantation that allows him to say this crap 
and deflect criticism.”

It’s only when Trump abandons cod-
ing entirely that he suffers. This spring, he 
accused Gonzalo Curiel, the judge presiding 
over one of the lawsuits against the faux–
real estate college Trump University, of bias 
due to his Mexican heritage. (Curiel was 
born in America.) “This judge is giving us 
unfair rulings,” Trump told CNN. “But we 
are building a wall. He’s a Mexican. We’re 
building a wall between here and Mexico.”

There was no fig leaf in evidence—no 
talk of crime or terrorism or corruption. 
Nothing except the judge’s heritage. It was 
too much for GOP leaders like Paul Ryan, 

who pronounced it “the textbook defini-
tion of a racist comment.” More signifi-
cantly, Trump dropped between three and 
six points in the polls that week. He didn’t 
apologize, but he quit talking about Curiel. 

O F F I C I A L  T R U M P  M E R C H A N D I S E  looks 
like you’d expect it to look. T-shirts, golf 
shirts, pennants, those ubiquitous hats, all 
printed in patriotic colors and bearing the 
slogan Make America Great Again. By con-
trast, bootleg Trump merch is a symphony 
of misogyny, an ever-flowing stream of 
Life’s a Bitch: Don’t Vote for One buttons, 
and stickers blaring Trump That Bitch! and 
Hillary Sucks but Not Like Monica. 

Trump’s histor y of call ing women 
who criticize him “fat pigs” and “dogs” is 
well known, as are his retrograde views 
on wifely duties and childcare. (“I won’t 
do anything to take care of them,” he said 
in 2005. “I’ll supply funds and she’ll take 
care of the kids.”) Trump has made a few 
forays into outright misogyny this elec-
tion season; he mocked primary opponent 
Carly Fiorina’s face, and suggested that Fox 
News host Megyn Kelly was hostile toward 
him because she was menstruating. But 
he has steered mostly clear of such rheto-
ric regarding Clinton, restricting himself 
to schoolyard insults (she’s “the devil,” “a 
world-class liar,” and “the most corrupt 
person ever to seek the presidency”) and 
dog whistles, deriding her pantsuits (unat-
tractive), her laugh (a cackle), and her tone 
of voice (shrill). 

In fact, critics have been talking about 
Clinton’s voice for decades. The discussion 
is both exhaustive and illuminating. Her 
voice isn’t breathy or cute but is flat, declar-
ative, and utterly normal; in its sheer ordi-
nariness it violates traditional norms about 
how feminine voices “should” sound. As 
a Fox news analyst put it in 2008, “When 
Barack Obama speaks, men hear ‘Take off 
for the future.’ And when Hillary Clinton 
speaks, men hear ‘Take out the garbage.’” 

In case viewers didn’t get the point, the 
onscreen text spelled it out: “Clinton’s ‘nag-
ging voice’ is reason she lost male vote.” 

Similar reviews greeted her speech 
accepting the presidential nomination. 
“Instead of lecturing 2 citizens @Hillary-
Clinton needs 2 have conversation w/us,” 
tweeted the foreign policy expert Steve 
Clemons. “Modulate voice. Tell stories. Set 
hopes. Smile.” Howard Stern, meanwhile, 
ran a joke ad for a fake “Hillary Voice Con-
version App,” which promised to translate 
her “shrill voice” into a flirty giggle. 

Trump regularly plies these waters, too. 
At a rally in Fresno this spring, he riffed on 
a Clinton speech. “I’m not going to say it 
because I’m not allowed to say it because 
I want to be politically correct,” he began, 
launching into the naughty-schoolboy 
shtick he often employs. “So I refuse to say 
that I cannot stand her screaming into the 
microphone all the time.” Then he covered 
his ears, as if shielding them from his oppo-
nent’s harpy shrieking. “I just couldn’t 
stand it. I got such a headache, oh please.”

It’s not necessarily sexist to dislike Clin-
ton’s voice, of course, but it’s worth noting 
that Bernie Sanders, an inveterate shouter, 
took very little heat for his tone. 

Rachel Bernhard, a doctoral student in 
Berkeley’s political science department 
who studies voter evaluations of female 
politicians, notes that England’s former 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher took 
years of vocal lessons to lower her voice. 
Says Bernhard, “It’s clear we don’t police 
men’s vocal patterns the same way.”

MUCH OF THE DISCUSSION AROUND CLIN-
TON goes far deeper than dog-whistling, 
entering the realm of subconscious bias. 
Criticism of Clinton’s character and like-
ability—she’s a cold fish, she’s a liar, she’s 
a know-it-all—has been a constant this 
election season. In a recent Morning Con-
sult survey, 77 percent of respondents said 
“she doesn’t care about people like me,” 
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they put it on the front page. 
Peril is coming.

i sent my friends in italy the 
news of my citizenship. many 
answered, “are you sure it’s a 
good decision? What are you 
going to do if Trump wins?”

i answered, “Keep calm, it 
can’t happen here.” But, still, i 
felt a sense of malaise. could 
he really win?

The reason for this malaise 
is that we italians experienced 
a kind of Trumpism—at least 
twice. The first time in 1922, 
when Benito mussolini seized 
power and promised law and 
order to counter the Bolshevik 
scare. Fascism lasted 20 years 
and it took a world war to have 
the dictator hanged. 

The second occurred in 1994, 
when Silvio Berlusconi, a billion-
aire with funny hair and powder 
on his face—a cement, media, 
and soccer mogul—founded his 
own party over a three-month 
period and won the election, 
again promising that commu-
nism would never come to italy. 

Berlusconi ruled italy for 20 years, 
alongside fascists and xeno-
phobes. He disgraced the country 
with his sexual exploits and gave 
the mafia and corrupt organiza-
tions a level of power they had 
never had before. Eventually he 
was dispatched, not by italians, 
but by the intervention of Euro-
pean financial powers, concerned 
that italy could become a bank-
rupt country, a new argentina.

Trump has been compared to 
both Berlusconi and mussolini. 
although he evidently likes the 
mussolini style—he poses like 
him, he moves his jaw in the 
same way—there are differences. 
mussolini seized power not only 
with aggressive violence, but with 
the support of the italian mon-
archy and the Vatican. Trump, if 
elected, will have risen to power 
democratically, but without much 
institutional support. 

as for Berlusconi, it still 
amazes me that the left, the 
media, and the judiciary didn’t 
block him when it was still easy. 
Here in america, as in italy, many 
institutions have failed to per-
ceive the deep vein of disaffection 
and rage that a political intruder 
can easily mine and exploit.

What i see here gives me opti-
mism. Here i see a stronger press, 
a repulsion for Trump’s disregard 
for the constitution (the old 
mccarthyist word “un-american” 
is apt in this case), a militancy 
of public opinion, the presence 
of a well-organized Democratic 
Party. What was lacking in italy 
at the time of our own Trumpism 
was essentially courage; what 
triumphed was compliance.

another consideration con-
cerns the essence of democracy. 
Today more than ever, democra-
cies are about the way rich soci-
eties deal with immigrants.

going back to the day on 
which i was “welcomed”: on the 
same day Trump was shouting 
to build a wall, deport millions 
of mexicans, and stop mus-
lims from entering the country, 
i received a passport and my 

OPTIMISTIC FOR AMERICA

N tHE 7tH OF JuNE, 2016, IN OAkLAND, 
CALIFORNIA, i was among 1,057 “aliens” who 
became american citizens. We took the oath. 
We were welcomed and congratulated. We 
were told not only that we could vote, but that 
we should vote and that we could run for office. 

in 2016, the United States is going to “natu-
ralize” 700,000 new citizens. at nearly 70 
years old, i’ve achieved this belatedly in life 
and more than a century after the big immigra-

tion wave that brought millions of my compatriots to these shores. 
But, still, i’m now a citizen. The speaker at the citizenship cere-

mony called out each one of the 107 countries in alphabetical order. 
When china was named, almost half of those gathered in the beau-
tiful and immense art-deco Paramount Theatre stood up, limiting my 
view since i was seated. Then came india, and all the people sitting 
near me stood up. at italy’s turn, not a noise was heard, although 
we have a reputation of being loud enthusiasts. But right after that 
came a roaring “mexico!” and it was like the trumpet of a battalion. 
They had made it, before Trump could stop them. This, i thought, 
was the future of america and i was in good company.

i had already encountered the face of Donald Trump. in the mis-
sion, in San Francisco, not far from my home, shops had started sell-
ing piñatas of the blonde bully soon after he entered the presidential 
race. and parking meters sported his aryan face stuck on the title of 
a forgotten book from 1935: It Can’t Happen Here by Sinclair lewis—
a novel about the rise of a fascist demagogue. another foreboding 
came in april on a drive to Sea ranch. The gualala local paper had 
expressed concern over a threatening sign posted on a wall: “no 
more cinco de mayo, Heil Trump.” it was an isolated incident, but 
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and 81 percent said “she says one thing but 
does another.” Indeed, the dominant criti-
cism of Clinton from both left and right this 
campaign has been her alleged untrust-
worthiness. (As it happens, PolitiFact 
rated Clinton the most honest candidate 
this cycle.) The #WhichHillary Twitter 
tag, for example, a top trender at one point 
that catalogs a long list of “flip-flopping ” 
charges, is primarily the work of Bernie 
supporters, not right-wingers. 

Policy disagreements aside, many judg-
ments on Clinton’s character appear to be 
heavily gendered. Our baseline assump-
tions of how politicians should look, sound, 
and act are all coded male. And although it’s 
acceptable, even encouraged, for a man to 
aggressively climb the ladder, when women 
do it we judge them harshly. This catch-
22, called the “double-bind,” is familiar to 
professional women of all kinds. “Women 
leaders are expected to be both feminine 
and competent, and they cut against each 
other,” says Professor Jack Glaser, a Berke-
ley political psychology researcher.

“Sexism is there in our expectations of 
what makes for a great leader,” Bernhard 
says. “We have these templates about what 
a great leader can look like. And those tem-
plates are male.” In a recent Harvard study, 
researchers found that female politicians 
were seen as less likeable and caring than 
their male counterparts, and respondents 
were more likely to view females seeking 
political power with “contempt and disgust.” 
Eric Schickler says, “Clinton’s criticized for 
being ambitious and calculating and self-
serving—that’s how politicians are!”

Voter discomfort appears to be at its 
peak not when women wield power, but 
when they’re trying to gain it. Clinton’s 
approval ratings have been at their lowest 
when she’s campaigning—whether for first 
lady, senator, or president. Conversely, her 
numbers rocket once she’s doing the job. 
She hit 66 percent in 1998 as first lady, and 
66 again as secretary of state in 2009. 

The phenomenon isn’t just restricted 
to Clinton. Elizabeth Warren faced similar 
criticism in her Senate run. “She always 
seems annoyed, impatient that people 
don’t know how right she is,” one local col-
umnist wrote. “She’s got to stop the finger 
wagging; it adds to her strict schoolmarm 
appearance and bossy manner.” Now, of 
course, she’s one of the Democratic party’s 
most beloved figures.

The problem is compounded for Clin-
ton because she’s been in the public eye 
for so long—and gender-stereotyped from 
the start. Her gender is at the core of her 

public persona, adored and loathed in 
equal measure and defined by Cookiegate 
and Hillarycare and the Lewinsky scan-
dal and Benghazi. “These ideas of Clinton 
as shrill, dominating, emasculating—they 
already have a track record,” Haney Lopez 
says. “They’re already burned into the 
psyche of anyone politically conscious in 
the 1990s.” As a result, he says, “It’s much 
easier to put them into play now.” As the 
political scientist Jennifer Lawless told 
Vox, “It can be hard to untangle ‘sexism’ 
from ‘Clintonism.’”

Just as unknowable, perhaps, is how 
these sexist codes will affect Clinton’s 
vote tally come November 8. The impact 
is impossible to predict, Bernhard says, 
because Clinton is a first—a major party 
has never nominated a woman. “We just 
don’t have a basis for comparison.”

A recent poll conducted by Fairleigh 
Dickinson University in New Jersey tried 
to account for the possibility of gender bias. 
Before being asked which candidate they 
supported, half the respondents were asked 
a different question: Who makes more 
money in your household, husband or wife? 
Without the initial question, respondents 
picked Clinton over Trump by 19 points; 
with the question, her lead dropped to 11. 

The vast majority of the literature, 
however, suggests there’s no such thing as 
“gender price,” according to Laura Stoker, a 
political science professor at Berkeley. Party 
affiliation, for instance, appears to play a 
greater role than gender does in choosing a 
candidate. Then again, she adds, despite all 
the research, “I’d be shocked if she didn’t 
face a penalty for being a woman.”

At this point there are far more ques-
tions than answers. It’s conceivable that 
Trump will eke out a win by talking more 
like George Wallace than George W. Bush—
an outcome virtually nobody would have 
imagined a year ago. But if Clinton wins, 
it will go a long way toward proving that 
longstanding gender prejudices, though 
powerful, can be overcome. Then, too, her 
job approval numbers will probably spike. 
She’ll no longer be so “unlikeable.” 

As for the rawness of our discourse, 
maybe it will be clarifying to get things 
out in the open, to surface these long-sub-
merged dialogues. A civic draining of ill 
humors. Or maybe not. Jack Glaser reminds 
us: “They say the antidote is sunlight, but 
some bacteria are resistant to sunlight.” 

Chris A. Smith is a San Francisco writer and 
a college politics and journalism teacher. He 
writes frequently for California.

Berlusconi ruled italy for 20 years, 
alongside fascists and xeno-
phobes. He disgraced the country 
with his sexual exploits and gave 
the mafia and corrupt organiza-
tions a level of power they had 
never had before. Eventually he 
was dispatched, not by italians, 
but by the intervention of Euro-
pean financial powers, concerned 
that italy could become a bank-
rupt country, a new argentina.

Trump has been compared to 
both Berlusconi and mussolini. 
although he evidently likes the 
mussolini style—he poses like 
him, he moves his jaw in the 
same way—there are differences. 
mussolini seized power not only 
with aggressive violence, but with 
the support of the italian mon-
archy and the Vatican. Trump, if 
elected, will have risen to power 
democratically, but without much 
institutional support. 

as for Berlusconi, it still 
amazes me that the left, the 
media, and the judiciary didn’t 
block him when it was still easy. 
Here in america, as in italy, many 
institutions have failed to per-
ceive the deep vein of disaffection 
and rage that a political intruder 
can easily mine and exploit.

What i see here gives me opti-
mism. Here i see a stronger press, 
a repulsion for Trump’s disregard 
for the constitution (the old 
mccarthyist word “un-american” 
is apt in this case), a militancy 
of public opinion, the presence 
of a well-organized Democratic 
Party. What was lacking in italy 
at the time of our own Trumpism 
was essentially courage; what 
triumphed was compliance.

another consideration con-
cerns the essence of democracy. 
Today more than ever, democra-
cies are about the way rich soci-
eties deal with immigrants.

going back to the day on 
which i was “welcomed”: on the 
same day Trump was shouting 
to build a wall, deport millions 
of mexicans, and stop mus-
lims from entering the country, 
i received a passport and my 

american citizen status. it was 
also a day when hundreds of 
corpses of drowned migrants 
were aligned on the piers of 
Palermo. a rotten ship in which 
those people were packed had 
been wrecked in the mediterra-
nean, sending everyone to the 
bottom of the sea. 

as the italian government 
nobly financed a rescue, it 
was attacked by Parliament 
for misuse of public money. a 
month later, in Fermo, one of 
those little delicious cities of 
central italy where the quality 
of life is at its best, a couple of 
young nigerians were strolling 
along the main street. They had 
come to italy as the surviving 
members of a family killed by 
Boko Haram. The woman was 
insulted by a local; her husband 
reacted and was killed by the 
bare hands of the same local. 
When the killer was asked, 
“Why did you call the woman 
a monkey?” he replied, “i heard 
it said in the Parliament and by 
political leaders.”

This is why i find myself 
better here. Because in my 
country, Trumpism has already 
won. immigrants (who make 
up 8 percent of a rapidly aging 
white population) are denied the 
right to vote and can’t organize 
a political party or a union, and 
can’t run for office. They are also 
denied access to political party 
boards, because officials know 
that letting them participate 
would lose the officials party 
votes. and it’s not just italy; 
demagogues are rising in Britain, 
France, Hungary, austria….

That is why, by helping to 
defeat Trump, i think i’m doing 
democracy a favor—not just 
here, but in my country as well.

my wife thinks i am too  
optimistic. 

Enrico Deaglio wants it known 
that he wrote this piece on July 
30, 2016.
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HITE 
AMERICA 
SEEMS TO 

BE IN A FUNK 
THESE DAYS.

The economy may be growing, the unemployment rate may be down, the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics may assure us—no, really, disbelieve your lyin’ eyes—that the recession is long 
over, but according to the 2015 American Values Survey conducted by the Public Religion 
Research Institute, less than half of white Americans believe that the country’s best days 
lie ahead. Most blacks and Hispanics, noting a marked improvement in the nation’s cul-
ture since the 1950s, do not share this pessimism. The despondency is race specific.

That may go a long way to explaining the populist insurgencies on both sides of the 
political divide, as exemplified by Donald Trump’s capture of his party’s nomination, and 
Bernie Sanders’s earlier challenge to Hillary Clinton’s seemingly inviolable position as 
the Democratic nominee. Trump and Sanders supporters may not share much beyond 
a mutual despondency and pervasive whiteness (American National Election Stud-
ies data shows 91 percent of Trump’s early supporters and 75 percent of Sanders’s were 
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Caucasian), but the disproportionate racial 
makeup of the populist vote is telling, says 
Henry Brady, dean at Berkeley’s Goldman 
School of Public Policy. 

“From the perspective of many folks 
out there who are Bernie Sanders and 
Donald Trump supporters, basically the 
society has passed them by,” Brady says. 
“What’s interesting is that historically, 
that’s a group that has been treated pretty 
well in America and now … it’s really a gap 
between what they knew and what they’re 
now getting—the worker who used to work 
in a steel mill for $40 per hour now has 
trouble getting a job at minimum wage.” 

That gap has grown wider for some 
segments of white 
A m e r i c a  t h a n  f o r 
o t h e r s.  L a s t  f a l l , 
Nobel laureate Angus 
Deaton, and his wife 
and fellow economist 
Anne Case, published 
r e s e a r c h  s h ow i n g 
that morbidity and 
mortality rates for 
middle-aged white 
Americans have been 
on the rise in the past 
two decades, bucking 
a long trend of gradually improving health 
and longevity for all Americans. The spike 
was most pronounced among those with 
little education, and the list of chief causes 
tells a grim story: “drug and alcohol poi-
sonings, suicide, and chronic liver diseases 
and cirrhosis.” 

Some members of the conservative 
commentariat have diagnosed the problem 
as a moral one. In 2012, Charles Murray 
bemoaned the birth of a “new lower class” 
which, having abandoned the nation’s 
“founding virtues” of industriousness, 
marriage, honesty, and religion, now finds 
itself living at the economic, cultural, and 
spiritual margins of American society. 
Mustering all of Murray’s condescension 
and none of his subtlety, National Review’s 
Kevin Williamson came to a similar con-
clusion last March when he sneered at 
the impoverished and benighted knuckle-
draggers that make up Trump’s base, as 
members of a “vicious, selfish culture 
whose main products are misery and used 
heroin needles.” Trumplandia, William-
son nobly concluded, is made of “dysfunc-
tional, downscale communities … [that] 
deserve to die.” 

Commenters on the left have been more 
inclined to view Trump supporters and 
other populists of 2016 as globalization’s 

discontents. This was one of the reigning 
interpretations of the Brexit vote last June, 
when English voters chose to unceremoni-
ously leave the EU. Writing on the day that 
the results were announced, English politi-
cal economist Will Davies tried to make 
sense of the self-destructive decision of so 
many lower- and middle-income Brits to 
wrench their country from one of the larg-
est economic and cultural engines in the 
world. “Amongst people who have utterly 
given up on the future, political movements 
don’t need to promise any desirable and 
realistic change,” he wrote. “If anything, 
they are more comforting and trustworthy 
if predicated on the notion that the future 

is beyond rescue, for that chimes more 
closely with people’s private experiences.” 

Along similar lines, many American 
journalists have paired the Deaton and 
Case findings with the work of CUNY econ-
omist Branko Milanovic in trying to make 
sense of this year’s election. “This may be 
the most important chart for understand-
ing politics today,” was the title of a piece 
Matt O’Brien wrote in The Washington Post 
last January. In it, he explains one of Mila-
novic’s graphs, which shows how various 
segments of the world population have seen 
their incomes rise (or not) since the end of 
the Cold War. The takeaway: Most of the 
world is now richer, but the “biggest losers” 
of the 21st-century economy include the 
working classes of rich countries, whose 
incomes have stagnated or actually fallen. 

That so many of these “losers” are now 
voting ought to teach us a lesson, says Berke-
ley’s Brady: “Elites have to come to grips 
with the fact that all the stuff that’s going on 
in the new economy—with free trade, with 
global expansion, and so forth—that there’s 
a group that really gets hurt by that.” 

But while economic hardship certainly 
helps to explain the appeal of the demo-
cratic socialist from Vermont, it’s harder 
to see how it engenders support for a race-
baiting, maybe-billionaire from New York. 

Some liberals argue that the white working 
class simply fails to comprehend its own 
economic interest. But when Trump sup-
porters cheer loudest for his proposed wall 
(and not, say, his tax plan), we should take 
the response at face value. 

Matt Grossmann, a Berkeley Ph.D., is 
now director of the Institute for Public 
Policy and Social Research, an associate 
professor at Michigan State University, and 
the author of Asymmetric Politics: Ideologi-
cal Republicans and Group Interest Demo-
crats. Grossman does not see economics 
at the heart of the success of either the 
Trump or the Sanders campaign—based, 
for one thing, on the primary results. 
Despite National Review’s caricature of the 
pill-popping hillbillies living in squalor, the 
typical Trump voter’s household income 
appears to be over $70,000, nearly $20,000 
over the national average. Sanders’s sup-
porters were a bit poorer, but they were 
also younger and not yet at their full earn-
ing potential. 

Furthermore, says Grossmann, although 
both Trump and Sanders may play to a 
widespread economic anxiety and an 
“undifferentiated anger” directed at politi-
cal elites, the similarities stop there. In 
fact, the supporters of the two candidates 
are demographic mirror images of one 

MOST OF THE WORLD IS
NOW RICHER, BUT THE “BIGGEST LOSERS” 
OF THE 21ST-CENTURY ECONOMY INCLUDE 
THE WORKING CLASSES OF RICH COUNTRIES, 
WHOSE INCOMES HAVE STAGNATED OR 
ACTUALLY FALLEN. 



So when Bernie Sanders 
claimed both that higher educa-
tion should be free (for those 
who meet certain academic 
standards) and that the federal 
government should not profit 
from the millions of student 
borrowers, I hoped the nation 
would begin to seriously discuss 
the myth it helped foment. That 
discourse is mostly nonexistent. 
Save a handful of texts such as 
Andrew Ross’s Creditocracy or 
David Graeber’s Debt: The First 
5,000 Years, no one has made 
the links between our current 
economic crisis and the various 
types of debt that Americans 
must rack up in order to live. 

Everyone knows there’s 
something rotten in the state of 
Denmark, but only Sanders has 
addressed the myriad issues 
that point directly to widening 
income inequality. Yet the con-
nections in Sanders’s argument 
are still lacking. He likes to rally 
audiences around the 99 per-
cent vs. 1 percent ratio, but even 
recent economic studies offer 
a more nuanced look at the 
middle class’s diversity.

In his article “Not Just the 
1%: The Upper Middle Class Is 
Larger and Richer Than Ever,” 
The Wall Street Journal’s Josh 
Zumbrun notes that recent 
economic data points to an 
upper-middle class that has 
been growing for the past few 
decades. Members of this elite 
but sizeable minority can afford 
expensive college education 
for their children without a 
burdensome debt load. Home 
mortgages are still investment 
opportunities. Exorbitant rents 
in metropolitan hubs like the 
San Francisco Bay Area are an 
affordable necessity. 

The middle-middle and 
lower-middle classes, however, 
continue to suffer under a debt 
load that has become ominous 
rather than promising. For a 
significant portion of this middle 
class population, debt—whether 

from college expenses, medical 
bills, or a home worth more on 
paper than in fact—cannot fea-
sibly be paid off. 

So how did we get to this 
point? The Baby Boomer gen-
eration enjoyed job stability, 
pensions, and suburban home 
ownership. Today’s Millennials, 
however, live in a constantly 
shifting job market with little 
or no benefits, and they have 
exchanged a home deed for high 
monthly rent and college loan 
payments. And let’s not forget 
that bankruptcy laws make it 
impossible for student borrow-
ers to erase that debt through 
bankruptcy. After all, a bank 
can’t seize a college degree. 

During the past decade, 
Millennials watched as new-
wave satirists like Jon Stewart 
turned The Daily Show into a 
sounding board for our general 
frustrations with a do-nothing 
Congress. Stewart’s protégé, 
Stephen Colbert, used The 
Colbert Report to extend the 
critique into something akin 
to performance art by actually 
running for elected office and 
giving audiences a detailed  
look into the shadowy nature  
of political fundraising. 

This election season, Mil-
lennials are voicing the same 
dissatisfaction and frustration 
as Tea Party and Donald Trump 
voters, albeit while believing 
in more egalitarian solutions. 
We’re distraught. We don’t see 
our place in America’s future. 

Even now that Hillary Clin-
ton has formally accepted the 
nomination of the Democratic 
party and Bernie Sanders has 
negotiated an impressive sec-
ond-place finish and watched 
a grassroots plea become a 
sizeable influence on the party’s 
platform, I still wonder if democ-
racy works. Only time will tell.

Khalil Sullivan is an educator, 
professional musician, and Ph.D. 
candidate in English at Berkeley.

’M STILL TRYING TO WRAP MY MIND AROUND THE SEDUCTIVE 
NATURE of the 2016 American presidential campaign season. I 
like the drama, the mudslinging, the tabloid-style coverage, the 
gaffes, the slip-ups, and the never-ending political commentary 

from pundits. It’s oddly entertaining, no? 
Although, let’s be honest: None of the empty party rhetoric and 

nastiness can prepare us or the candidates for the realities of elected 
office. We learned this lesson during Obama’s eight-year struggle to 
address serious issues while faced with a do-nothing Congress. 

Nevertheless, it’s fun to imagine that democracy works. That’s 
why I voted for Bernie—it was purely a pipe dream. Bernie touted 
a socialist agenda that bordered on utter contempt for the wealthy 
class. And I, a product of public schools and a low-middle-class, 
single-parent African-American upbringing, who got a degree at an 
Ivy League school before starting this all-too-lengthy stint as a Ph.D. 
candidate at the University of California, Berkeley, had developed my 
own contempt for income inequality. 

I guess that’s my surprising realization—I voted for Bernie 
because I love to hate the vast inequalities that still remain in 21st-
century America. Brushing aside Sanders’s inability to account 
for how the legacy of racial discrimination intersects with income 
inequality, one key issue stood out above all else in his campaign: the 
cost of higher education. 

Nothing defines middle-class status as much as an undergraduate 
degree. College has become a rite of passage, a means to shore up the 
status quo or even climb the ladder of middle-class comfort. In the 
African-American community, the myth that higher education is ben-
eficial is equally strong. I say myth because, at this point, I’m not con-
vinced that the cost of attaining higher education is worth the amount 
of debt students and their families are asked to shoulder. I voted for 
Bernie because he addressed those ridiculous amounts of debt. 

I used to consider myself rather fortunate. I graduated from 
Princeton in 2004 with only a few thousand dollars of debt, a sum 
my mother could easily help pay down. But my doctoral program at 
Berkeley has been completely different. To offset my department’s 
lack of funding options and resources, I often borrowed to pay for 
life in the Bay Area and keep up with my studies. Health problems, 
stress, and a lack of adequate advising got me deeper into debt. 

Why Exactly Did I Vote for Bernie?
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another: Whereas Sanders supporters 
typically “have a lot of education, but not 
the income to go with it,” Trump support-
ers “have more income than their educa-
tion level would normally be associated 
with.” In broad strokes, then, these are 
upwardly aspiring college grads versus 
aging blue-collar workers who got a slice of 
the American Dream before that particular 
pie was reduced to crumbs. While the lat-
ter may fear that theirs is the last genera-
tion to make it to the middle class without 
academic credentials, the former fear that 
even those expensive credentials may not 
be enough. 

Then again, says Grossmann, the popu-
list movement may have little to do with 
economic aspirations at all. Looking at the 
polling data that he and his MSU colleagues 
collected earlier this year, he says he found 
no evidence “to sup-
port the story that it 
was the downtrodden 
or the communities 
that were losing eco-
nomically to trade” 
who voted for Trump 
and Sanders. Rather, 
their politics were 
driven more by cul-
ture and ideology: 
The people who seem 
to care about income 
i n e q u a l i t y  a n d  t o 
d i s t r u s t  p o l i t i c a l 
elites voted for Ber-
nie, while “the factor 
that most differentiated Trump supporters 
from others was nativist or racially conser-
vative attitudes.” 

Grossmann finds one statistic par-
ticularly telling. The communities most 
likely to have voted for The Donald in the 
Michigan primary were not the ones most 
ravaged by international commerce, but a 
disproportionate number of them were the 
same districts that supported segregation-
ist George Wallace in 1972. 

The Wallace connection is no coinci-
dence, says Lawrence Rosenthal, chair of 
Berkeley’s Center for Right-Wing Studies. 
Trump, he says, is only the latest modern 
American politician to stir up resentment 
against cultural elites, minority groups 
perceived to be favored by the state, and 
a too-rapidly-changing country. Appeal-
ing to the latter-day Hard Hat rioters and 
anti-bussing protesters, channeling the 
tell-it-like-it-is bravado of Archie Bunker 
and Merle Haggard, conjuring up dark-
skinned bogeymen like Willie Horton and 

the Welfare Queen, “not only does Trump 
reflect that kind of urban populism, but he 
also is conversant in it.” 

If you are looking for a primer on the 
Donald Trump presidential campaign, you 
could do worse than “The Revolt of the 
White Lower Middle Class.” The article, 
written by journalist Pete Hamill, prodigal 
son of blue-collar Irish immigrants, intro-
duces New York magazine’s egghead read-
ership to the gruff, industrious, white men 
who work, live, and quietly see the unseen 
across the five boroughs of the city. 

Occupying a nebulous economic posi-
tion between poor and professional, evok-
ing neither the sympathy of the welfare 
state nor the respect of the liberal estab-
lishment, “they do not live in abject, swin-
ish poverty, nor in safe, remote suburban 
comfort.” In off-color, casually bigoted 

language, they complain about frayed race 
relations, about burdensome taxes, about 
ineffectual politicians and effete intellectu-
als, and about the rising cost of damn near 
everything. Most worrisome to these men, 
“A large reason for the growing alienation of 
the white working class is their belief that 
they are not respected,” he writes. They feel 
“trapped and, even worse, in a society that 
purports to be democratic, ignored.” 

Never mind that Hamill was writing in 
1969. In most respects, his assessment feels 
fresh. He was describing Trump’s people.

As the son of a New York real estate 
developer who spent much of his childhood 
around construction workers, contractors, 
and landlords, says Rosenthal, Trump 
learned to speak the language of whites  
for whom anxiety about their place in soci-
ety runs deeper than anxiety over their 
pocketbooks. “What he understood was 
that toward the very far right—what you 
might call the American populist right—in 
2016, immigration was not only the key 

issue … They regarded it as kind of an exis-
tential question,” he says. “The immigra-
tion question was tied to the loss of the 
America they knew.”

To be sure, “the America they knew” is 
no more. According to the Census Bureau, 
the majority of babies and toddlers in the 
United States are now nonwhite. We are 
reminded of the changing face and shift-
ing norms of America every time we switch 
on the TV, open a newspaper, or go online: 
A black man occupies the Oval Office, gay 
marriage is a constitutional right, Har-
riet Tubman will replace Andrew Jackson 
on the $20 bill, and new terms like “white 
privilege,” “transgender,” and “Black Lives 
Matter” have elbowed their way into the 
lexicon. Certainly the American economy 
has also changed, but stagnating wages is 
but one way in which the once-secure sta-
tus of white Americans is now being called 
into question. 

This kind of status anxiety can be a 
powerful motivator. Rachel Wetts, a Ph.D. 

OCCUPYING A NEBULOUS 
ECONOMIC POSITION BETWEEN POOR 
AND PROFESSIONAL, EVOKING NEITHER 
THE SYMPATHY OF THE WELFARE STATE 
NOR THE RESPECT OF THE LIBERAL 
ESTABLISHMENT, “THEY DO NOT LIVE IN 
ABJECT, SWINISH POVERTY, NOR IN SAFE, 
REMOTE SUBURBAN COMFORT.” 
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student in Berkeley ’s Department of 
Sociology, and Stanford sociologist Robb 
Willer have been examining the ways in 
which white Americans respond to the 
changing times.

In studies, Wetts and Willer divided 
research participants into two groups and 
presented them with differing visions of 
America’s demographic and economic 
future. In one study, the first group was 
shown a population forecast depicting a 
persistent white majority, while a second 
group was shown a projection in which 
white America becomes a minority within 
a few decades. In a second study, Wetts 
took the same approach, but instead pre-
sented participants with dueling depic-
tions of how white Americans fared 
relative to other racial and ethnic groups 
in the aftermath of the recession. Had the 
income gap between the races narrowed or 
expanded since 2008? After being primed 
accordingly, the groups were then asked 
for their feelings on federal welfare spend-
ing. The results were consistent: White 
respondents who were presented with 

evidence of declining white status—demo-
graphically or financially—were more 
likely to take a much more conservative 
line on welfare. 

For Wetts, the findings suggest what 
may seem an obvious truth: Economic, 
political, and racial anxieties are not 
entirely independent things. We each 
entertain certain expectations about the 
position we occupy on the social ladder, 
and when those expectations are vio-
lated—be it by recession or by the elec-
tion of a black president—we are more 
likely to kick down. “If your kid is having a 
hard time going to school and paying their 
debts, you think that’s not how life should 
be, even though, as a white middle-class 
American, there are groups that are doing 
much, much worse than you.” The more 
people are “feeling all of this anxiety for 

large invisible, structural reasons,” Wetts 
speculates, “the more tempting it is to 
project that anxiety onto an out group that 
is below you in status. These things amplify 
each other.”

This is not a new phenomenon. In a 
recent interview on NPR, President Obama 
noted the way in which racial bias advanced 
the interests of landowners in the post-
Reconstruction South by preventing white 
and black sharecroppers from finding com-
mon ground. “That’s one of the oldest sto-
ries in American politics,” he said. Much 
to the chagrin of politicians such as Ber-
nie Sanders, racial divisions in the United 
States are often too wide to be bridged by 
class solidarity.

But why should all this populist senti-
ment come to the fore now? On paper, the 
recession has been over since 2009. For 
decades now the shuttered factories of the 
Rust Belt have symbolized the casualties of 
ever freer global trade, and anxieties over 
race and racial identity have been with us 
since the country’s inception. Class and 
race are the climactic forces that shape our 

politics, but a third, 
more immediate fac-
tor explains the weird 
weather we’re having 
in 2016: our dysfunc-
tional politics. 

That is the view 
of Thomas E. Mann. 
A resident scholar at 
Berkeley’s Institute of 
Governmental Stud-
ies and a senior fel-
low at the Brookings 
Institution, Mann is 
coauthor of It’s Even 

Worse Than It Looks: How the American 
Constitutional System Collided with the 
New Politics of Extremism. He views the 
current politics of extremism as partly self-
inflicted by the political establishment, 
particularly on the right. 

“In addition to the broader forces that 
are operating across the globe, it really 
reflects choices made by the Republican 
party and what they have become,” he says. 
Beyond the race baiting and dog whistling 
that critics on the left have long put at the 
feet of the Grand Old Party, Mann points 
to what he sees as a cynical manipulation 
of the public’s expectations. Starting in 
2010, he says, the rhetoric coming out of 
the House leadership took a turn towards 
the bombastic: They said “‘We can use the 
debt ceiling as a lever to get what we want, 
and we can repeal Obamacare and we can 

THE RESULTS WERE  
CONSISTENT: WHITE RESPONDENTS 
WHO WERE PRESENTED WITH EVIDENCE 
OF DECLINING WHITE STATUS— 
DEMOGRAPHICALLY OR FINANCIALLY—
WERE MORE LIKELY TO TAKE A MUCH 
MORE CONSERVATIVE LINE ON WELFARE.
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do this and we can do that!’ when they 
knew good and well that they couldn’t do 
any of it.” This created a constituency of 
frustrated voters, says Mann, in search of 
a candidate who could finally keep those 
impossible promises. 

Enter Donald Trump: a self-styled deal 
maker, a businessman, a guy who can get 
things done. And on the other side of the 
aisle: Bernie Sanders, with his promise to 
clear the logjam of governmental inactiv-
ity through the sheer force of his convic-
tions and the purity 
o f  h i s  i n t e n t i o n s. 
No doubt the Sand-
ers call to revolution 
appealed to citizens 
f r u st r a t e d  by  t h e 
sense that Obama’s 
campaign promise of 
Change looked a lot 
like the status quo. 
Young liberals, who 
came of age in an 
era of impeachment 
hearings, filibusters, 
and debt ceiling negotiations, were only 
too willing to depart from the Democratic 
Party proper, says Mann, “because the pol-
itics has been so unpleasant and seemingly 
unproductive.” 

Even so, Sanders lost his party’s nomi-
nation and Trump won his. And that, says 
Mann, tells us something. Though the can-
tankerous senator from Vermont was able 
to inspire millions of young voters, he did 
not make sufficient inroads with the rest 
of the party’s traditional base: older, Afri-
can-American, Latino, Asian-American, 
and immigrant voters. As Lincoln Mitchell 
wrote in the New York Observer last April, 
many “African-American voters, particu-
larly those of a certain age … see a candi-
date who implicitly sees race as important 
but secondary to broad economic prob-
lems, and who has not spent enough time 
working with and among African Ameri-
cans.” Plus, says Mann, “Revolutions are 
really scary…. Many [nonwhite voters] have 
experienced those (directly or indirectly), 
and they’re really awful.” 

Two days after the California Demo-
cratic primary signaled an end to Bernie 
Sanders’s presidential ambitions, Rolling 
Stone’s Matt Taibbi wrote an article called 
“Democrats Will Learn All the Wrong 
Lessons from Brush with Bernie.” This is 
the moment, wrote Taibbi, now that “the 
Republican party has collapsed under the 
weight of its own nativist lunacy … [that] 
the Democrats should feel free to become 

a real party of ordinary working people.” 
But they won’t, he said. The party, insular 
and motivated only by the horse race, has 
its head in the sand (Taibbi did not use the 
term “head in the sand”). 

Henry Brady at the Goldman School 
says the GOP has likewise failed to learn 
the right lesson from this campaign; 
namely, that “a policy program that basi-
cally amounts to ‘we hate Obama and we’re 
going to cut taxes’ is not what these people 
want to hear.”

In the aftermath of an election that your 
side wins, it is often all too easy to ignore 
“what these people want to hear.” Follow-
ing the California gubernatorial primary of 
1974, in which soon-to-be Governor Moon-
beam won the Democratic nomination and 
a host of liberals across the state were victo-
rious, columnist Joseph Kraft in The Wash-
ington Post hailed “The End of Backlash 
Politics.” The nation’s conservative fever 
had broken, he wrote. “Given California’s 
record as political pacesetter for the nation, 
the primary here may be handwriting on 
the wall for right-wing populism else-
where.” Six years later, right-wing populism 
helped deliver Reagan to the White House.

Barring scandal, calamity, or wide-
spread public-opinion poll malfunction, 
Hillary Clinton will be elected president 
on November 8. Which means that the year 
of the political outsider, which saw both a 
Jewish democratic socialist and a politi-
cal novice, reality-TV-show birther make 

honest runs at the Oval Office, will end with 
the election of a woman many nonetheless 
see as the consummate political insider. 

But elections do more than crown vic-
tors. And this election in particular is 
poised to change the complexion of both 
parties. A post-Bernie Democratic party 
is one that is far more ambivalent about 
’90s trade policy, one that no longer gets 
the word “socialism” stuck in its throat, 
and one in which the transactional politics 
that have long brought the party coalition 
together continue to be attacked by anti-
establishment upstarts. A post-Trump 
Republican party is one that will be forced 
to finally take stock after losing the White 
House for the third time in a row and delib-
erately seek out a bigger tent for a 21st-
century electorate. That, or it will reject 
the secular brutishness of Donald Trump 
in favor of a true conservative ideologue, 
such as Ted Cruz. Or maybe the legions of 
Trumpers will rend asunder the Reagan 
consensus of market, military, and reli-
gion and continue to drive the party in the 
direction of white nationalism. 

As Joseph Kraft could have attested, 
political prognostication is a risky busi-
ness. It’s not easy to read the “handwriting 
on the wall” this year, but doubtless, it does 
not spell the end of anything. 

Ben Christopher, MPP ’16, is a Bay Area–
based journalist who is currently a staff 
writer at the website Priceonomics.

CLASS AND RACE ARE  
THE CLIMACTIC FORCES THAT SHAPE  
OUR POLITICS, BUT A THIRD, MORE  
IMMEDIATE FACTOR EXPLAINS THE 
WEIRD WEATHER WE’RE HAVING IN  
2016: OUR DYSFUNCTIONAL POLITICS. 
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In politics,  
TV STILL MATTERS,

BUT

SOCIAL MEDIA  
matters more and more.

By Carla Marinucci
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and Periscope became a regular weapon in 
the campaign arsenal. 

“Now you have to do it to be relevant,” 
says Koci Hernandez. “There is no choice.”

A RECENT PEW RESEARCH STUDY showed 
81 percent of adults in the country now get 
their news online—almost two-thirds of 
them through social media sites including 
Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. The 
social media number jumps to 84 percent 
for consumers under 30—three-quarters of 
whom are likely to see it on a mobile device. 
Among those over 30, television (particu-
larly cable television) is still the number-
one choice for news about the election—but 
not for long. Already, the habits of Millen-
nials, the largest generation in U.S. history, 
are influencing the mainstream. 

Trump bragged about high Nielsen 
ratings for his acceptance speech at the 
Republican National Convention—viewed 
by 29 million Americans—but experts say 
the impact of such a major political event 
is increasingly measured elsewhere. Exam-
ple: In the U.S. alone, social media users 
generated 167.5 million Facebook Likes, 
posts, comments, and shares related to the 
four-day Republican convention 
in Cleveland, and the Democratic 
National Convention in Philadel-
phia exceeded that by nearly 15 
million social media interactions.

One reason: Democrats had 
the advantage of showcasing a 
parade of stars from Hollywood 
and professional sports, includ-
ing some of social media’s big-
gest celebrities. One of those was 
singer Katy Perry, who boasts 
the largest Twitter following on 
the planet—91.3 million, more 
than five times larger than both 
Clinton (8 million) and Trump 
(10.6 million) combined. Which 
meant the pop singer’s enthusi-
astic “Roar” in support of the first 
woman presidential candidate 
of a major U.S. party was heard 
by a lot of fans—including a key 
electorate: young professional 
Millennial women. Of course, 
there is still no accurate way to 
predict how many of those 91.3 
million Twitter followers will 
respond to Katy Perry’s enthu-
siastic endorsement with more 

Now check the 2016 political pulse: Mom and Dad, their Millennial kids, and the Gen X 
neighbors, all armed with smartphones, are digesting a diverse diet of news from a spec-
trum of outlets, catching the latest ads and gaffes on YouTube, or checking Periscope for 
campaign events live. It doesn’t stop there: They’re getting push notifications from per-
sonally curated Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat feeds several times a day to see how it’s 
all playing—all while receiving a parade of instant messages directly from the candidates. 
Each person living on a private island of information and opinions.

“The political conversation has moved from the bars and the dining-room tables 
to the digital space,” says Richard Koci Hernandez, assistant professor of new media in 
Berkeley’s Graduate School of Journalism. “And politicians are wrangling it—and taking 
advantage of it.” The days are fast disappearing when presidential candidates will spend 
millions on network TV spots in which they are, he says, “shouting into a room and won-
dering who’s there.” Tectonic shifts in how candidates—and campaigns—reach voters have 
enshrined 2016 as the year social media reached full adulthood in politics. 

It’s the year Twitter catapulted billionaire Donald Trump from being a long shot 
to being the GOP nominee, in part thanks to his uncanny penchant for newsmaking in 
140-character posts, which reaped millions of dollars in free publicity for his campaign 
during the crowded GOP primaries. The stunningly effective strategy sparked veteran 
journalist Tom Brokaw to wonder if the billionaire businessman may become the first “to 
tweet his way to the White House.”

On the Democratic side, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, boosted by Millennial vot-
ers, churned effective social media outreach into a fundraising bonanza—the average 
donation was $27 dollars—along with mega-rallies, which threatened to upend the cam-
paign of frontrunner Hillary Clinton. Meanwhile, the former Secretary of State, who 
introduced her 2016 campaign on Facebook, fully graduated to Snapchat, Instagram, and 
Twitter—this time in Spanish—and celebrated her historic nomination with social media 
emojis celebrating “The Woman Card,” among other things. 

Eight years ago, when he first entered 
the national political arena, “it was so 
clear Barack Obama had a clear lead” in 
social media and political innovation, 
recalls Coye Cheshire, associate profes-
sor at the Berkeley School of Information. 
But the political landscape is now a long 
way from those pioneer days when Obama 
broke through, marshalling other sites like 
MySpace and Bebo—remember them?—to 
reach waves of new voters: the Democratic 
“Obama coalition,” which carried him to 
the White House. 

The partisan advantage, says Cheshire, 
has now leveled out. “In terms of usage of 
social media, now things are fairly equal” 
between the major party candidates. 
“They’re both using it—but they’re using it 
slightly differently. Nobody is sitting this 
round out.” Both have tapped giants like 
Google and Facebook, amassing stunning 
analytic archives on user behavior—their 
Likes, search history, and interests—all 
data that has allowed campaigns to target 
voter outreach. And they have made 2016 
the first campaign cycle in which stream-
ing video platforms such as Facebook Live 

NOT LONG AGO, 

they were the pulse 
O F  T H E 

AMERICAN 
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN:

Mom and Dad, sitting in front of the nightly news broadcast 

on TV, armed with a dog-eared copy of the daily news-

paper. The ads, the daily coverage and editorials, televised 

debates, polls and TV ratings—over dinner-table discourse,  

IT ALL MATTERED.
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and Periscope became a regular weapon in 
the campaign arsenal. 

“Now you have to do it to be relevant,” 
says Koci Hernandez. “There is no choice.”

A RECENT PEW RESEARCH STUDY showed 
81 percent of adults in the country now get 
their news online—almost two-thirds of 
them through social media sites including 
Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. The 
social media number jumps to 84 percent 
for consumers under 30—three-quarters of 
whom are likely to see it on a mobile device. 
Among those over 30, television (particu-
larly cable television) is still the number-
one choice for news about the election—but 
not for long. Already, the habits of Millen-
nials, the largest generation in U.S. history, 
are influencing the mainstream. 

Trump bragged about high Nielsen 
ratings for his acceptance speech at the 
Republican National Convention—viewed 
by 29 million Americans—but experts say 
the impact of such a major political event 
is increasingly measured elsewhere. Exam-
ple: In the U.S. alone, social media users 
generated 167.5 million Facebook Likes, 
posts, comments, and shares related to the 
four-day Republican convention 
in Cleveland, and the Democratic 
National Convention in Philadel-
phia exceeded that by nearly 15 
million social media interactions.

One reason: Democrats had 
the advantage of showcasing a 
parade of stars from Hollywood 
and professional sports, includ-
ing some of social media’s big-
gest celebrities. One of those was 
singer Katy Perry, who boasts 
the largest Twitter following on 
the planet—91.3 million, more 
than five times larger than both 
Clinton (8 million) and Trump 
(10.6 million) combined. Which 
meant the pop singer’s enthusi-
astic “Roar” in support of the first 
woman presidential candidate 
of a major U.S. party was heard 
by a lot of fans—including a key 
electorate: young professional 
Millennial women. Of course, 
there is still no accurate way to 
predict how many of those 91.3 
million Twitter followers will 
respond to Katy Perry’s enthu-
siastic endorsement with more 

ratings, that cohort gets its news from TV 
65 percent of the time. As for polling, there 
is still no better method for determining 
how people will cast their vote than by 
asking lots of them what they plan to do 
on election day, then cross-checking and 
weighting that against what other people 
say, or meta-polling. 

So until those Katy Perry tweeters reli-
ably demonstrate real political engage-
ment, social media will be a great way to 
provide continuous background noise that 
politicians hope turns into a political ral-
lying cry. “The power of social media is the 
absolute power to directly reach your par-
ticular audience—and to get the direct feed-
back loop from it,” Koci Hernandez said. 

That feedback was apparent on the 
third night of the Democratic National 
Convention, when, according to several 
news sites, there was a sudden spike in 
Google searches for voter registration 
forms. But again, reaching people isn’t the 
same as capturing them. We don’t actually 
know if that flash of interest in registering 
to vote was coming from Clinton followers 
or from Trump supporters. 

than an emoji, although data 
does support a positive correla-
tion between Google and Twit-
ter usage and electoral results, at 
least some of the time. 

I f  Fa c e b o o k  p o p u l a r i t y 
translated to votes, then Ber-
nie Sanders would have won 
in California, where he had 37 
percent of the Likes, compared 
with Hillary Clinton’s 13 percent 
right before the primary. On the 
other hand, social media did 
accurately predict how Britain 
would go in the Brexit vote. For 
now, though, the Nielson rat-
ings Trump trumpeted (along 
with polling; or more accurately, 
aggregate polling) are still the 
gold standard for evaluating who 
will win an election. 

That’s  because the most 
reliable voters in the Ameri-
can electorate, dominated by 
Baby Boomers, are “still glued 
to TV,” explains Koci Hernan-
dez. According to the Nielson 

All social media stats 
as of August 2016

@HillaryClinton 
7,658 TWEETS  

745 FOLLOWING  
8.45M FOLLOWERS 

1,141 LIKES

@RealDonaldTrump 
33,000 TWEETS  
42 FOLLOWING  

11.1M FOLLOWERS  
37 LIKES

@DonaldTrump 
10.4 M PAGE LIKES

@hillaryclinton
5.7 M PAGE LIKES
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IF YOU SHARED FACEBOOK’S “I’M A VOTER” APP in a recent elec-
tion, you might have become a nice data point for the social 
media giant and a couple of resourceful political scientists. In the 
2010 midterms, the graphic was pinned to 61 million newsfeeds 

and it turned out that users who saw that their friends were voting 
were .4 percent more likely to vote than those in the control group 
(the people without the app). Apparently, this social pressure added 
340,000 new voters to the 2010 election cycle. 

I first learned about this in the 2012 elections and with a little 
googling, found that Facebook had in the past attracted controversy 
with these types of large-scale social manipulations, notably in an 
“emotional contagion” experiment. In that study, data scientists 
altered the newsfeed items of more than 600,000 users, giving 
some mostly positive items and others mostly negative ones. Unsur-
prisingly, the negative group was more likely to produce negative 
posts themselves and the positive group, positive posts.

I was surprised at my own reaction. Instead of feeling violated 
for being manipulated or exasperated by another self-congratulatory 
social-media trend, the existential scientist in me found the idea 
of being an unknowing participant in a large-scale social science 
experiment, basically a lab rat, weirdly thrilling. 

When the voting app first popped up on my own feed, I initially 
cringed. Standing on your online soapbox and shouting “I voted!” to 
rack up a few Likes just felt like blatant attention seeking (which of 
course is the nature of the social media beast). Shouldn’t filling out 
your ballot in a silent preschool polling location be enough? 

As election day progressed, I noticed more of my Facebook 
“friends” posting the button. The thumbnail faces of my real (not 
quote-unquote) friends who used the app were displayed at the top. 
Later, I learned that Facebook used algorithms looking at who you 
most interact with on the site to make pretty good guesses at who 
your actual friends are. They used this feature in the study to test 

whether your close friends ver-
sus random “friends” had more 
sway on your actions. I bet you 
can guess the results.  

Anyway, even though I 
think voting is one of my most 
important responsibilities as 
a U.S. citizen, I would have to 
take off work that day. I started 
wondering what would happen 
if I just skipped this one. Who 
would care? But when I pulled 
up Facebook, I saw a few of my 
good friends had already been 
to the polls and had posted 
about it. What if I ran into them 
in person and they happen to 
ask if I voted too? I guess I had 
to now. 

The social pressure, social 
encouragement, whatever you 
want to call it, worked. If Face-
book brings back the button 
for this election, I’ll be wiser to 
its power, but it will most likely 
work again. 

Some people find this inva-
sive, undemocratic, or just plain 
creepy. But I feel like it’s old 
news that Facebook and Google 
and Target.com mine your 
data to paint hyper-accurate 
portraits of you in order to sell 
you more stuff. Honestly, they 
might as well use my data and 
online vulnerability to make  
me do something useful, such 
as voting. 

Maybe I’m just a weirdo Mil-
lennial who gets excited about 
her own sheep-like willingness 
to be manipulated into fulfill-
ing her civic duty. But knowing 
I might have been part of a 
study that helps people learn 
about the crossroads of human 
nature, technology, and democ-
racy, I can’t help but feel like I 
was part of something bigger 
than myself. Which coinciden-
tally, is how the Facebook vot-
ing button turns out the vote. 

California intern Kaitlyn Kraybill-
Voth is a multimedia journalist 
who usually covers science, but 
has discovered writing in first 
person is also lots of fun.

i’m a voter and a lab rat
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OTHER ADVANTAGES OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
are that it is cheap to employ and easy to 
use. Thus, in regional and state politics, 
elected officials and their operatives are 
finding more and more ways to use it to 
incite the base. Among them is California’s 
Rep. Eric Swalwell, D-Dublin, who at 35 is 
one of the youngest members of the House 
of Representatives. He fully grasped the 
growing influence of creative social-media 
outreach when he sat on the floor with 
Rep. John Lewis, the civil rights icon, dur-
ing a June Democratic House sit-in for gun 
safety. When House GOP leaders ordered 
that the cameras be shut off because Con-
gress was not officially in session, Swalwell 
said he sought ways to bring the protest 
to his constituents back in the East Bay. “I 
thought, ‘There’s an app for that,’” and he 
turned to Periscope to broadcast the pro-
test all night. 

“It was like we were running a cable 
news station,” says Swalwell, an East Bay 
Democrat. “We had charger cords every-
where, and I was instructed to get out of 
the way of the shot.”

Swalwell—who has used Skype to con-
nect with local city council meetings and 
has earned the title “Snapchat King of 
Congress”—says he and fellow Demo-
crats “reached more people on this rogue, 
pirated effort” than he would have from 
cable TV. 

Republican political consultant Matt 
Shupe, a former spokesman for the state 
GOP, says the new media tools now afford 
elected officials and politicians world-
wide an unprecedented ability to connect 
immediately with voters—at every level of 
the political process. “I have been trying to 
convert all my clients to Facebook Live,” 
said Shupe, who worked the 
digital outreach for the Repub-
lican National Convention in 
Cleveland. On the GOP conven-
tion Facebook page, “they were 
livestreaming every single event, 
and that has multiple advantages. 
It sends push notifications to all 
your followers,” he said, “and it’s 
great for rapid response.”

Such instantaneous commu-
nication can be equally effective 
“when something happens on the 
floor of the Assembly,” he said. 
“You can go live on Facebook 

and say, ‘This is how we did this vote, this 
is how I feel about it, and this is how it will 
impact you.’ It’s a selfie, really.”

California Democratic campaign con-
sultant Mike Shimpock agrees that, even 
in local races, “social media strategy is a 
ripple strategy,” the modern day equiva-
lent of “the community postcards of olden 
days—where you would get a stack of cards 
and mail them out to the rolodex.” He says 
sophisticated analytics and data now allow 
a campaign to target voters—with stunning 
specificity—through their activism, Likes, 
and involvement in online groups. It’s a 
development that not only saves campaign 

cash, but increases the chance of 
reaching the most likely voters. 

This year, Wade Randlett, a 
longtime Silicon Valley insider 
and a major fundraiser for both 
Barack Obama and Hillary Clin-
ton, says he watched Senator Ber-
nie Sanders catapult from a mere 
footnote to a real threat, largely on 
the strength of such effective ana-
lytics and social media outreach.

“The truth is, Millennial vot-
ers are critical—they’re all social-
m e d i a  n e w s  g a t h e r e r s  f r o m 
Snapchat to texting—and Bernie 

did a great job,” Randlett confirms. “So 
when Hillary announced that we’re going 
to register 3 million new voters in 12 states, 
a disproportionate number are Millen-
nials, and the only way to go find them is 
through social media.”

BUT IF 2016 HAS EXPOSED the benefits—
and the potentially unlimited horizons—of 
social media and politics, it has also laid 
bare the pitfalls. 

Donald Trump’s unfiltered, quot-
able, and often headline-making entries 
on Twitter have served to reinforce the 
allegiances of his true believers, even as 
they’ve also exposed the dangers of what 
Shimpock calls “the echo chamber, the 
beast that needs to be fed.”

“Twitter and Instagram are constantly 
cycling,” Shimpock explains. “So if you’re 
not constantly in front of your followers, 
you are losing them.” For many candidates, 
the intense pressure to stay relevant and 
in the headlines means “you’re reaching 
towards the extremes,” he said. “Trump is 
doing that.”

 

hillaryclinton
699 posts

1.9M FOLLOWERS
74 FOLLOWING

realdonaldtrump
912 posts

2.3M FOLLOWERS
15 FOLLOWING
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on Facebook—as a rabble of 
mouth-breathing rednecks who 
believe that Hillary ordered a hit 
on Vince Foster, heavy machine 
guns should be available for pur-
chase in Walmart, the Earth is 
6,000 years old, and Jesus had 
flaxen blonde hair and a com-
plexion like peaches and cream. 

And my kin and old high 
school chums would no doubt 
feel that my friends in the 
media world are pencil-necked, 
gluten-fearing vegans who 
drivel on endlessly about mind-
fulness, take exquisite pains to 
avoid gender-specific pronouns, 
and feel that military service 
is a step below pimping as a 
career choice. 

To a degree, both sides 
would be right. But that’s nei-
ther here nor there. In social 
media, there’s no true discourse 
going on, no exchange of 
ideas. Instead, there’s mutual 
demonization. The irony about 
social media, of course, is that 
it was supposed to bring us all 
together, but it has done just 
the opposite. 

In meat world, where we all 
walk around and (occasionally) 
look each other in the eye, you 
couldn’t get away with that kind 

IKE EVERY OTHER VOTER PREPARING FOR THE 
UPCOMING ELECTION, I often cruise Facebook to 
gauge the mood of my fellow citizens. Not that I’m a 
fan of the site. To me, Facebook has always seemed 
like an inversion of the old “banality of evil” trope: It 
is the evil of banality, a fount of never-ending Likes 
and emoticons and pictures of highly caloric restau-
rant meals and garish sunsets and Frisbee-catching 
dogs. It is an online Leave It to Beaver updated to the 

digital age, a place where we can all cozily catch up and be comfort-
able and make soft, murmuring sounds to each other. 

For the jibe, however, the pointed bon mot, indeed any exercise 
of wit, go to Twitter. 

And that’s why I’ve long been irked by Facebook, even as I com-
pulsively log on to see what acquaintances are up to. It feels limiting 
and factitious. But nowadays I’m feeling conflicted; I perversely pine 
for the anodyne variant of Facebook, which has all but disappeared 
in the current election cycle. 

True Believers seem to now dominate the site: Conservative 
Firebrands and Feverish Progressives, each shrilly promoting their 
favored candidate and pet conspiracies. They hunker down in their 
echo chambers and bellow slogans at one another. Seldom are they 
challenged, because that somehow contravenes general social-
media etiquette. You aren’t supposed to interrupt the round-robin of 
attaboys, no matter how ludicrous or invidious it gets. Instead, if you 
don’t like the direction of the “conversation,” you’re expected to go 
to a forum with views similar to your own, where you’ll be cosseted 
and will cosset in return.

The problem is that the different Facebook groups I belong to run 
the political gamut; and after a fairly long life, I don’t really believe in 
anything other than the laws of thermodynamics, the necessity of 
demonstrating kindness to children and animals, and the wisdom  
of moderation in all things.

Without doubt, many of my progressive friends would character-
ize my relatives and the people I grew up with—and interact with 

of nonsense. Someone would 
punch you in the nose. There 
was a reason our mothers (my 
mother, anyway) cautioned 
against discussing politics and 
religion at the dinner table. 

So lately, I’ve mounted a 
small insurrection to combat 
this noxious and ultimately un-
American impulse to hunker 
down in a silo and type endless 
screeds unsupported by fact 
or even a nominal grounding in 
reality. I’ve taken to bearding 
the lions—or at least the yap-
ping cockapoos—in their dens. 

It started with a posting 
from a right-wing acquaintance 
that included a link to a racially 
offensive caricature of Obama. 
“Vote Yes If You Think Obama 
Should Go to Prison,” blared 
the caption. Several people had 
clicked yes; no one had clicked 
no. Normally, I just ignore such 
opprobrious stuff. But this time 
I chided the poster in a gentle 
fashion, saying that while I 
didn’t agree with all of Obama’s 
policies, I thought that he had 
done well on the whole, espe-
cially considering his burden of 
a hostile Congress.

I was surprised at the 
response—not from the poster 
or his gang of droogs, but from 
people who agreed with me. 
Apparently, like me, they had 
monitored the page in silence. 
Now they had an opportunity 
to counter the slime and the 
venom, and they did so in direct 
if moderate terms. It was like 
discovering an ivory-billed 
woodpecker or a dodo. I had 
thought centrists were extinct, 
at least in the Facebook forums 
I visited. But here they were, 
swarming like alates from a ter-
mite mound after a rain. 

I tried the tactic again. One 
poster linked to an image of 
a hypertrophied Uncle Sam, 
festooned with grenades and 
ammo belts and carrying an M4 
carbine. The caption expressed 
a willingness to stand and 
fight ravening hordes from the 

shaking up facebook
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Middle East. I was more force-
ful this time, but still polite in 
my observation that the poster 
needn’t wait to engage his 
enemies in mortal combat: The 
Kurdish Peshmerga were hap-
pily accepting volunteers in their 
fight against ISIS, so he should 
immediately fly to Kurdistan 
and enlist. Again, there was no 
response from the poster or his 
supporters, but several people 
gave my posting a Like and a 
laughing emoticon. 

Emboldened, I flipped to the 
other end of the political spec-
trum. I parachuted into some 
ardent Bernie silos where mem-
bers were casting aspersions  
on Hillary. 

I didn’t harp on the funda-
mental cultural and economic 
realities likely to confound 
any attempt by Bernie to turn 
America into Denmark or Swe-
den. Instead, I considered my 
audience: Mostly Millennials, 
who (with some justification) 
loathe the aged. So to one 
young poster I simply com-
mented that, as a doddering 
old man, I couldn’t vote for any 
man who was older and more 
doddered than I am. To another, 
I maintained that if I had the 
choice between voting for a 
messianic elderly white man or 
a flawed but highly competent 
woman, I’d vote for the woman. 
Because it’s time for a woman to 
be president, just as it was time 
eight years ago for an African 
American to be president. And 
I’m not about to turn down my 
chance to contribute to history 
simply because the woman can-
didate doesn’t pass the ultrapro-
gressive litmus test. 

The result: silence, save for 
the virtual crickets chirping.  
Then some Hillary supporters ap-
peared, seconding my assertions.

Not that I’m besotted with 
Hillary, of course, and I made 
that point clear in forums that 
champion her candidacy. One 
editor I know and respect posted 
a long and rapturous screed on 

Hillary, which made it sound 
like we should expect her to 
walk on water any day now. I 
responded that I would vote 
for her because she’s the only 
grown-up in the room, but I don’t 
support her canonization. That 
got some oorahs even from Hill-
ary fans—apparently, like their 
candidate, they’re grown-ups.

Is this futile? I don’t think 
so. Our progression toward 
Election Day feels more like 
we’re slouching toward Bethle-
hem, where that Rough Beast 
foretold by Yeats will finally be 
born. And that ain’t a good feel-
ing. So we have to challenge the 
partisans. More of us need to 
get into silo crashing. We must 
calmly but firmly intrude into 
any and all echo chambers and 
present dissenting opinions. 
The object is to disrupt the nar-
ratives, induce some doubt into 
any and all tribal catechisms. 

True Believers live in a land 
where anyone other than a 
select group of like-minded 
peers is The Other. That 
land isn’t—or shouldn’t be—
America. We need to upend 
social media, crawl out of our 
Facebook and Twitter bunkers, 
stand blinking in the sun, look 
those we may not agree with in 
the eye, and entertain the pos-
sibility that their ideas may not 
totally suck—even that beetle-
browed, knuckle-dragging 
Republican or that whey-faced, 
mewling Democrat. Maybe we 
should even take one of these 
loathsome creatures out for 
a cup of coffee. Beneath the 
spikes, thorns, chitinous armor, 
and absurd plumage, we may 
discover a human being. 

Glen Martin, a regular contributor 
to California, reported for the San 
Francisco Chronicle for 17 years, 
has written three books, and con-
tributed to more than 50 maga-
zines, including Audubon, Wired, 
Discover, Forbes, Outside, and 
the Utne Reader. He currently 
rusticates in Sonoma County.

The GOP candidate, who successfully 
railed against “Crooked Hillary,” “Little 
Marco,” and “Lyin’ Ted” in his run-up to 
the Republican nomination, found himself 
mired in social media hell in July when he 
took on the Gold Star mother of a fallen 
Muslim soldier, Captain Humayun Khan, 
in the days after the Democratic conven-
tion. While many leading Republicans 
cringed, Trump doubled down on Twit-
ter to rail against the Khan family, CNN, 
fire marshals in two states, and President 
Obama—even as polls showed Trump’s 
approval ratings falling. 

Trump has publicly complained that his 
critics should be blaming the media, not 
the message. “If I put out a perfectly long, 
beautifully written press release, nobody 
uses it,” he said in a televised interview in 
the days following the Khan controversy. 
“If I put out a 140-character tweet, they do. 
‘Breaking News!’” 

Political analyst Jessica Levinson 
laments that this unusual election cycle 
has put on display the power of social 
media both to expand democracy and to 
erode political discourse. “A 30-second 
TV ad is not going to give you much sub-
stantive information—and arguably you 
can get more information in a 140-charac-
ter tweet than in some slate mailers,” she 
said. “Social media isn’t dumbing us down. 
We’re  dumbing down. The candidates 
are fulfilling the role of giving us surface 
information.

“The problem with social media is 
that your information doesn’t have to be 
filtered,” she says. “The political conver-
sation has always been supremely shal-
low—and we’ve just changed the venue for 
the shallow.”

Nevertheless, Koci Hernandez says, 
“We’re never going back.” What this presi-
dential campaign has put on display is a 

new generation for whom “the 
demand for news, for informa-
tion, is higher than ever.” 

In sheer numbers, Millenni-
als rival Boomers as a political 
force, but Millennials still have 
low voter turnout. But candidates 
and elected officials who hope to 
reach them, says Koci Hernan-
dez, will need to do that on their 
terms, in a digital realm that is 
“mobile, immediate—and on 
demand.” 

Carla Marinucci is a longtime 
political reporter, currently cover-
ing California for Politico.
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N THE INTERNET AGE, SAYING “I DON’T KNOW” about a political 
issue is considered socially unacceptable. After all, if we have 
all this information at our fingertips, the least we can do is a 
quick Google search. Like, really. It’s the least we can do. And 

the least is what most people do. 
It’s hard to take a long look in the mirror and see blatant indeci-

sion staring back at you. So to avoid this self-reflection, there are 
ways to fake political knowledge. You know you don’t know anything 
about politics, but nobody else has to know that.

Gaining a reputation of being “well informed” is essential to devel-
oping your personal political brand on social media. Don’t worry: The 
fact that you’re in your 20s and have virtually no life experience won’t 
be a factor online, where “the youth” still rule. 

Start to establish your political cred publicly by posting your 
political opinions and reactions to the news as status updates. 
Because if it’s not recorded on social media, it might as well not have 
happened. You need to strike when the iron is still hot (and so are 
you, since attractive people get more followers and therefore more 
respect). One way to do this is by posting links to articles you find. 
Be sure to defend them vehemently, as if you wrote them or you 
spent more than 15 minutes thinking the issues through. Passion is 
everything when it comes to the appearance of being informed. 

After a heated comment debate with your childhood neighbor 
changes your mind on health care reform, delete your Facebook 
account for three days. Make your friends think “something’s hap-
pened.” Come back with a plan to renounce the candidate you origi-

nally supported, for reasons “too 
complicated to discuss via com-
ments.” Then type the line, “@
candidatesoandso, you’re dead 
to me,” into Twitter. 

You may wonder to your-
self: If a tree falls in the forest 
and no one is there to hear it, 
does it make a sound? If an ex-
supporter condemns a geezer 
on the Internet and the geezer 
is too old to get on Twitter, does 
the tweet twitter? Don’t get 
weighed down by these negative 
thoughts. Remember—you don’t 
actually need to go deep into 
explanation, because you’re cre-
ating the illusion of depth. This is 
politics, baby.

Post the tweet. Block all who 
oppose you.

Back up your now-estab-
lished Internet reputation by 
moving on to real life—and 
beef up your party cred. And 
I don’t mean political party 
cred—I mean frat party cred. 
Your friends will have already 
assumed you’re smart from all 
the links you post online, but 
seeing you opine in real life 
with a drink in your hand will 
solidify it. Avoid offhand com-
ments about homeland security 
(unless you’re talking about the 
show Homeland), and keep the 
focus on pop culture issues like 
legalizing marijuana. Brush up 
on this stuff by watching a few 
episodes of Last Week Tonight 
with John Oliver and a YouTube 
video of some stand-up come-
dian discussing the benefits of 
anarchy. Follow this up by draw-
ing a loose correlation between 
the rising prices of cheap beer 
and class war. You’ll have all the 
guys making personal trips to 
the keg for you in no time.

It’s important to establish 
this cred at work, too (if you’ve 
managed to actually get a 
non-minimum-wage job in this 
economy, that is). When at 
lunch with a group of your co-
worker peers, tell everyone that 
you base your vote on cold, hard 
Internet facts—such as how 

surveys show that Hillary’s voice 
is ranked by most male grad stu-
dents as “very shrill.” Insist that 
you’ve fact-checked every claim 
you’ve ever supported, which 
means you’ve read at least one 
other article claiming the same 
fact to be true. Mention that 
you “freelance” in your spare 
time and that you’ve posted a 
couple of “articles” complaining 
about Donald Trump on your 
blog. Whenever someone brings 
up a political issue, you say “I 
was thinking of doing a piece on 
that.” Don’t worry about being 
held accountable for the claim. 
Follow-through doesn’t matter 
for conversation at Panera Bread.

When someone asks who 
you’re voting for, say you’re 
still “undecided” because you 
have trouble aligning with any 
established political party or 
ideology. Don’t mention that this 
is because you don’t have a clue 
about any of it. 

Do mention that you don’t 
like how people are lumped into 
two main parties based on shal-
low assumptions—for instance, 
if you’re pro-choice, you’re prob-
ably a Democrat; or if you’re 
pro-gun, then you’re probably 
Republican. Rally against this by 
insisting you’re above it all. As 
a young bisexual woman with 
green hair and a tongue pierc-
ing, you’re totally, like, “inter-
sectional” and you associate 
with a range of identities. When 
someone asks you how you can 
possibly exist apart from your 
class, race, or gender “identity,” 
distract from the topic by say-
ing they’re a bigot, and put that 
thought on hold for later. 

You’ll figure it out.
And even if you don’t, rumor 

has it that your vote doesn’t 
matter anyway, and all this tur-
moil is probably for naught. So 
throw a blanket of sloppy state-
ments over that self-reflection. 
You’ll have time to cringe over 
your 20s later. And so will 
everyone else.

—Krissy Eliot

How to Feign Political Competence 
in Your 20S
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AT CAL WE ARE NO 

strangers to being catalysts 

for change. I have learned that 

Cal is where the heart is. During 

my first seven months at the Cal 

Alumni Association (CAA), I’ve 

traveled to meet many of our alumni 

communities and witness the ways 

in which they are embodying Cal spirit across the nation. 

My firsthand experiences with our alumni base inform our 

efforts as we move forward at CAA.

In May, I joined Southern California alumni for the 

first CALIFORNIA Live! event of 2016, a timely discussion 

on “Celebrity Politics in the Digital Age”. Traveling east, 

I met with alumni in Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill—

motivated representatives of Cal in The Triangle. I shared the 

excitement of the Cal Alumni Club of Washington, D.C. at 

a Summer Welcome Party, where the Club hosted members 

of the incoming class of 2020, and met in a packed room 

with the Cal Alumni Club of New York during an incredible 

summer happy hour. Back home at our spectacular Lair of 

the Golden Bear, I joined campers for a special campfire 

talk with Janet Napolitano, president of the University of 

California, who spoke in a stimulating Q&A on everything 

from the importance of Cal to the dimensions of the UC 

state budget. She even enjoyed a camp classic—disco bingo! 

This alumni engagement campaign culminated the 

weekend of August 6-7, when we welcomed 56 alumni 

leaders from around the United States at Alumni House for 

our annual Alumni Chapter Leadership Conference. These 

leaders reflect the vast breadth of our alumni community, 

from pioneers like Bob Sayles ’52 to recent graduates like 

Dennis Yee ’14. Topics of discussion were diverse, ranging 

from campus construction updates with Christine Shaff, 

communications director, UC Berkeley Real Estate, to alien 

life forms with Professor Dan Werthimer, chief scientist at 

the Berkeley SETI Research Center. We concluded the first 

day together with some of our campus partners—Athletics, 

the Career Center, College of Letters & Science, Hearst 

Museum of Anthropology, New Student Services, Office of 

Undergraduate Admissions, UC Berkeley Extension, and 

University Development and Alumni Relations—and closed 

our weekend with a call to advocacy led by Chris Treadway, 

assistant chancellor, Government and Community Relations. 

It is the active passion of these Cal alumni leaders 

that has informed the development of our new Alumni 

Engagement Expansion initiative, a three-year strategic plan 

developed to increase engagement across the entire alumni 

community. Our goal is to support our alumni through career 

services, raise the next generation of leaders, host dynamic 

events, and be a strong, unwavering voice for Cal.

There is work to be done, and our alumni have 

important roles to play. I invite you to join us in raising our 

voices in support of Cal and our alumni legacy.

Go Bears!

Clothilde Hewlett ’76, J.D. ’79

CAA Executive Director

Top to bottom: Cal Alumni Club of Washington, D.C.; Cloey with  
Colette (Seiple) Murray, the first woman to serve as Executive Director 
of CAA; Gary Slavit, President Janet Napolitano, Mike Yaley, and Cloey 
at the Lair of the Golden Bear; Cal Alumni Club of New York; Leaders at 
Alumni House at the 2016 Alumni Chapter Leadership Conference.

The Alumni Engagement Expansion initiative will 

strengthen alumni engagement in these major areas:

• Increase support for Alumni Chapters 
through events and programming

• Strengthen alumni career development 
through The Berkeley Network’s 
professional-enrichment webinar series 

• Develop our student–alumni  
engagement infrastructure

• Expand volunteer opportunities for 
student recruitment and yield activities 
through CAA’s YES Berkeley! program

• Support campus legislative agenda 
through Cal Advocacy

• Pilot campus partnership programs 

• Increase alumni participation

Learn more about CAA’s programs at  

alumni.berkeley.edu/community. 

Questions or comments?  
Share your thoughts at 

alumni.berkeley.edu/contact-us.

The Detail: Alumni Engagement  
Expansion Initiative

Photo Credit: Keegan Houser

In House
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The Cal Alumni Association (CAA) is pleased to announce four new 

members of its Board of Directors, who began their terms in July 2016 

and will serve through June 2020. A new student director, whose term 

will end in summer 2017, has also been appointed. We asked each of 

our new board members to share the opportunities that most excite them 

about their tenure with CAA.

Find full profiles of all CAA board members at 
 alumni.berkeley.edu/board.

“As a CAA board member, I look forward to helping alumni reach 
their full potential in their lives and careers. I have enjoyed mentoring 
dozens of individuals, and I find it incredibly rewarding to see them 
push through their own limitations to succeed in design, engineering, 
and entrepreneurship.”

Rehan (Ryan) Waliany ’08
B.S. Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, B.A. Psychology
Seattle, WA
Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder, Kitchenbowl

“As a CAA board member, I look forward to strengthening the culture 
of engagement between alumni and current undergrads.”

Student Director 
Michael Pham, class of 2017
Integrative Biology
Vallejo, CA

“As a CAA board member, I look forward to representing  the  
San Joaquin Valley and solidifying the presence of UC Berkeley  
in our region.”

Esperanza Vielma ’91
B.A. Spanish, Chicano Studies
Stockton, CA
Founder, Cafe Coop

“As a CAA board member, I look forward to the opportunity to 
collaborate with fellow alums to set policy and to bring innovative 
solutions for the continued growth and development of CAA.”

Joy Kovaleski ’77
B.S. Business
Los Angeles, CA
President, Funzone Inc.

“As a CAA board member, I look forward to listening closely to needs 
of Cal's diverse and dynamic international alumni base and to working 
with all stakeholders to build on Cal's unique progressive legacy of 
educational excellence, diversity, inclusion, and equity.”

Demetrios Boutris '83
B.A. Economics
New York, NY
President, Boutris Group

Welcome, New Board Members!

alumni.berkeley.edu/rentals
reservations@alumni.berkeley.edu

510.900.8228

 ➤ Four distinctive rooms and 
a large outdoor patio

 ➤ Nearby parking and  
full-service kitchen available

 ➤ Perfect for conferences, 
tailgate parties, weddings, 
banquets, and more

Book your celebration 
on campus.

ALUMNI HOUSE 
RENTALS

Be Here
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By Martin Snapp, J.D. ’72 

Alumni Gazette

As the voters head to the polls on November 8, 
keep your eye on the race for California’s 3rd 
State Senate District, which encompasses

six counties—Napa, Solano, 
most of Yolo, the southern half 
of Sonoma, the northern tip of 
Contra Costa, and a tiny sliver 
of Sacramento—22 cities, and 
a million people.

It’s a David vs. Goli-
ath contest pitting two 
Democrats against each 
other: Assemblyman Bill 
Dodd, who boasts a war 
chest of $1.8 million, and 
former Assemblywoman 
Mariko Yamada, who 
has about $313,000. 
What makes this race 
even more interesting 
is Yamada’s campaign 
manager, Mariah Noah 
’15, who is barely a year 
out of Cal. And although 
Dodd finished eight 
points ahead in the June 
primary, Mariah is confi-
dent of ultimate victory.

“Mariko did really well in 
the primary,” she says. “We 
were able to beat out the lone 
Republican, who we actu-
ally expected to take one of 
the two top spots. And the 
November electorate is always 
more progressive, and Dodd 

the ship. However, I’m getting 
paid by the campaign, not the 
consulting firm. And candi-
dates like to think they’re the 
ones steering the ship. So the 
candidate also feels like your 
boss, but you’re also some-
what awkwardly kind of their 
boss. You have convince them 
to do what you want them to 
do, but also have them believe 
it’s what they want to do.”

“That can be incredibly 
challenging, especially when 
you’re young and trying to 
tell someone who has been in 
office a long, long time what to 
do. But Mariko and I developed 
a great relationship.” 

As for Kate, her other boss, 
“The consultant is ultimately 
your boss, but the consultant 
is not on the ground every 
day. So sometimes you have 
to stand your ground and say, 
‘This might work for you in  
San Francisco, but our district 
is different.’” 

Mariah’s first goal as 
campaign manager was to 
get 3,000 signatures in two 
months, so her candidate 
wouldn’t have to pay the filing 
fee. The biggest challenge was 
that she had no staff up until 
the last days of the primary 
campaign.

was a Republican until two 
years ago.”

Being a campaign manager 
wasn’t Mariah’s career plan 
when she was a rhetoric major 
and public policy minor at Cal.

“I kind of stumbled into 
it. I grew up watching The 
West Wing. Pretty much every 
political staffer you meet has 
watched The West Wing and 
knows which character they 
would like to be. I aspire to  
be C.J.”

While applying for 
jobs with all the other 
college seniors, Mariah 
found the group Women 
Get It Done. They aim to 
counterbalance the “old 
boys network” with one 
of their own, and that’s 
how she met her men-
tor, Kate Maeder ’09. 
“She got me a job as an 
organizer for UpVote to 
register new voters in 
San Francisco. I worked 
at UpVote from June to 
November 2015, and  
we registered 8,000 vot-
ers. It was the first time 
anyone had successfully 

mounted a nonparti-
san voter registration 
campaign.”

Not surprisingly, she was 
quickly promoted to deputy 
field director in charge of train-
ing organizers and recruiting 
volunteers. 

“I was really amped up and 
excited about our success. So 
I decided I wanted another 
campaign. I went to Kate, and 
she said, ‘We’re actually look-
ing for an amazing progressive 
woman who’s super kick-ass  
to run an election campaign.’ 

“I was blown away by think-
ing of myself as a campaign 
manager. It’s so many rungs up 
the ladder. Mariko interviewed 
me and offered me the job on 
the spot. It was incredible.”

It wasn’t long before she 
realized that the job is more 
complicated than she thought.

“Mariko is a very hands-
on person, and she had been 
managing her own campaign 
until I came on board. I had  
to earn her trust, which I did. 

“The weird thing about 
being a campaign manager is 
that you’re kind of a servant of 
two masters. I have Kate, the 
campaign consultant, who is 
my actual boss. She’s steering 
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Especially because I want to 
go to law school in the next 
couple of years—preferably 
Boalt—and I don’t want to be 
burnt out from Cal, then burnt 
out from the campaign, and 
then go straight to law school.” 

Bon retour (French for 
welcome home) to ten-
ant rights lawyer and 
trombone player Jeffrey 
Carter, J.D. ’70, who is 
back in Berkeley after 
parading through the 
streets of Paris last spring 
with his politically pro-
gressive marching band, 
the Musicians Action 
Group (MAG, for short), 
in the city’s annual May 
Day celebration.

The parade showcased 13 
progressive marching bands 
from across western Europe, 
including Banda Roncati from 
Bologna, La Clinik du Dr. 
Poembak from Brussels, and 
the Masala Brass Kollektiv 
from Graz, Austria. Jeffrey 
and his bandmates also made 
friends with a Dutch band  
who wore lime-green and 
light-lemon colored clothing.  
“I think it has something to  
do with tulips,” he says. 

May Day—aka 
International Workers 
Day—is a big left-wing 
holiday in Europe, and 
Jeffrey’s band was the 

only American group 
invited to participate. 
They joined 300 other 
musicians in a grand 
procession that started 
at the Place de la Bas-
tille—where else?—and 
headed for the Place de 
la Nation, playing pro-
gressive golden oldies 
along the way, including 
“We Shall Overcome,” 
“Union Maid,” “Which 
Side Are You On?” 
and, of course, “The 
Internationale.”

But they never made it to 
the Place de la Nation—which, 
as Jeffrey subsequently found 
out, is standard operating 
procedure for Parisian political 
demonstrations. 

“We assembled on the 
steps of the Opera House 
and played for a couple of 
hours, waiting for something 
to happen,” he says. “When 
the march finally got started, 
after the first hour we had 
moved maybe 200 yards. I 
learned later from an expatri-
ate friend of mine that this was 
typical: You stand around for a 
couple of hours, then move a 
little, then stand around some 
more. Then people in the front 
engage in a tear-gas-canister 

tennis match with the gen-
darmes, who are waiting at the 
end of the march. Then every-
body goes home.”

They had more success the 
day before the parade, when 
they split into small groups 
and fanned out across the city 
in support of an Occupy-type 
movement called Nuit Debout 
(French for Stand Up At Night).

“We took over the Métro. 
The workers opened the doors 
for us so we could ride for 
free, and we rode to the Place 
de la République, where we 
played for an illegal homeless 
encampment called Stalingrad 
under one of the overhead sub-
way tracks. And what was par-
ticularly apt for me, a number 
of us went to a housing rights 
march in a swanky arrondisse-
ment, chanting “Le toit est un 
droit”—“A roof is a right.” Then 
we played at a demonstration 
in front of a hospital, commem-
orating the fifth year since the 
hospital agreed under pressure 
to perform abortions.”

All in all, they had a great 
time. “It brought everyone  
in our band closer. Everyone 
was energized and moved 
by the experience. It was fun 
engaging in something that 
wasn’t purely in the Bay Area 
political bubble.”

Martin Snapp can be reached at 
catman442@comcast.net.

“I had a couple of interns 
who were great, hardwork-
ing; but they were busy with 
school, too. So we relied very 
heavily on volunteers, which, 
as you can imagine, are much 
harder to track. But Mariko 
has a lot of love and support 
throughout the district, and 
right at the end we had a flood 
of volunteers who got their 
friends, neighbors, and club 
members to volunteer, too. We 
ended up five signatures short 
of our goal of 3,000, but each 
signature still counts toward 
the dollar value, so instead of 
our filing fee being $1,100, it 
was about a dollar fifty. The 
drive also allowed us a lot of 
time to talk to voters early and 
get Mariko’s name out there at 
farmers’ markets and libraries 
and other community events.”

In the process, she learned 
a couple of important lessons.

“First, people don’t like it 
when they get too many mail-
ers. The optimal amount to 
send is six or seven. Second, 
I learned the real importance 
of money. You have to have 
enough money to convince 
endorsing organizations that 
you’re viable. And endors-
ers are critical to getting big 
checks, reliable volunteers, 
and visibility.”

But Mariah’s first hurrah 
will also be her last. After the 
election, she’ll look for a job  
at a nonprofit in Sacramento.

“Being a campaign man-
ager is a tough schedule, 24-7, 
always on call, always having 
something that could happen 
that needs to be dealt with 
right now,” she explains. “The 
schedule is just too intense. 
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Class Notes

 

Class Reunions

Details are included in your  
class’s section.

Class of 53: Planning for Spring 2017

Class of 51: Possible 65th reunion

Class of 56: 60th Reunion on Sept. 30

Class of 61: 55th Reunion, Nov. 18–20

Class of 66: 50th Reunion, Nov. 17–19

Class of 68: Quarterly gatherings

44 Jack Herrero enjoys living in Fair-
fax. He says he has sold his boat and 

now works out fairly regularly at the Larkspur 
Landing gym. He spends most of his time up 
at his home in Lake Tahoe. He is happy to have 
the kids to drive him up there. Former Napa 
State Assemblyman John Dunlap is no longer 
captain of his bocce team. But he recently 
participated in the defeat of the highly touted 
bocce team at St. Helena. He is looking for-
ward to a visit to Carmel this September with 
two of his children. Stan Johnson and Maxine 
Hilliard Johnson ’46 live in Orinda, but Stan 
commutes daily to his office in Walnut Creek. 
His law partners are all Stanford grads, which 
can make life difficult for him. Their family 
consists of two sons, seven grandchildren and 
seven great-grandchildren. Four of this group 
have already become doctors.
Class Secretaries:  Dick Duhring, 13871 
Robleda Rd, Los Altos Hills 94022, fkd@
duhring.net; Virginia Pearson Anderson, 100 
Bay Pl, #2001, Oakland 94610

50 At the class council meeting on Feb-
ruary 25 the following class officers 

were elected: President Dick Ingraham, Vice 
President Ken Prouty, Secretary Marion Har-
ris, and Treasurer Mimi Knox. Al Gallardo vol-
unteers at the state parks in Sacramento, the 
Railroad Museum and the Folsom Lake rec-
reation area. Ted and Barbara Jatho have relo-
cated to Atria Valley View in Walnut Creek. 
Ernest and Laura Barbanel live in Brooklyn 
Heights, New York where Ernest is still in 
practice. Marolyn and Paul Stanley, married 
63 years, relocated to Big Sky Country in 
Montana. Virginia Malcolm Samuelson and 
her husband are enjoying 33 years of retire-
ment. Connie Brooding lives in Saratoga and 
continues to hike and ski. Jean Malcolm Jay-
cox and her husband still enjoy traveling the 

world. Dolores and Bob Zeni have been mar-
ried 65 years. Nancy and Bill Bittner have lived 
in Sierra Oaks in Sacramento for 51 years 
and are happy they did their traveling in the 
50s, 60s, and 70s. The French President and 
government have appointed Tom Tugend a 
Chevalier (Knight) in the National Order of 
the Legion of Honor based on his service in 
World War II, when his U.S. infantry regiment 
was attached to the First French Army in the 
bitter Colmar Pocket fighting in Alsace. Jerry 
and Carmen Borrmann travel the world with 
their grandchildren.
Class Secretary: Bill Woolley, 4018 Edgemont 
St, Boise, ID 83706, wlwandvlb@gmail.com 

51 We heard from Ralph Anderson of 
Oakland, who would hail a 65th 

reunion this year. Ralph tells us that his son 
and family will be visiting from Iceland this 
summer. He also heads The Alameda County 
Historical Society. Louise Gilmore Kermode 
of Palm Springs added her positive comment 
on a reunion. Are we going to get a consen-
sus? How are we feeling about this? Let me 
know, my phone is (650) 969-0630. Don Lee 
was highlighted in the latest CalFutures for 
creating a named, endowed scholarship fund: 
The Don Y.F. and Jeanette Lee Family Schol-
arship. This fund benefits students in the 
department of civil and environmental engi-
neering, and uses a gift of real estate, as well 
as gifts from his IRA account. The scholarship 
also reflects the love for Cal that the Lee fam-
ily has. More news from you is so very much 
appreciated. Let’s get to our email and tele-
phones. Times awaistin’!
Class Secretaries: Elayne McCrea, 23500 
Cristo Rey Dr #503H, Cupertino 95014, 
elayne.mccrea@yahoo.com

52 Happy anniversary to Dick and Dot 
Entorf who will celebrate their 65th 

wedding anniversary this year in Tuscany. 
They have traveled to Italy for the past 16 
years. When not traveling they live in a “great 
retirement center” in Medford, Oregon with 
975 other residents on a 250-acre campus. 
Congratulations to Warner Schaie who was 
recently awarded an honorary doctorate by 
the philosophy faculty of the University of 
Zurich, Switzerland, for his work on adult 
cognitive development leading to the general 
abandoning of age-related mandatory retire-
ment. Previously he had received honorary 
doctorates from the Friedrich Schiller Uni-
versity of Jena, Germany, and from West Vir-
ginia University.  He resides in Seattle and is 
an affiliate professor of psychiatry and behav-
ioral sciences at the University of Washington. 

Joan (Peckham) Poulter continues to tutor at 
Boost! West Oakland, a project she and her 
late husband, Howard, founded in 1997. She is 
also involved with a scholarship program they 
started in 2001 for graduates of McClymonds 
High School, also in West Oakland. A more 
recent and exciting activity is serving on the 
Advisory Board of the Greater Good Science 
Center at Cal. Its motto is “The science of a 
meaningful life” (greatergood.berkeley.edu). 
Joan is grateful for the opportunity and abil-
ity to live her values by participating in these 
activities. We have lost two members of our 
class, Susie Raddon Gross and Edwin C. “Bud” 
Purtell. Please see the “In Memoriam” section. 
Class Secretaries: Elaine (Hartgogian) Ander-
son, 1326 Devonshire Dr, El Cerrito 94530, 
(510) 232-3419; Micky Scholte, 28450 Buena 
Vista, Mission Viejo 92692, micmar@cox.net

53 The class of ’53 is having a spring 
reunion! It will be early, in addition 

to our traditional five year reunion in 2018. 
The reunion is scheduled for Friday, April 21, 
2017 and will be a Cal Day for the Class of ’53, 
with a luncheon in the Student Union Pau-
ley Ballroom. The new Eshleman Hall is now 
connected to the Student Union and tours 
will be available. Our reunion planning com-
mittee, Sally and John Jess, Bran Yaich, Elaine 
Oldham along with your class secretaries, 
have been meeting to discuss and plan future 
gatherings. Contact class secretaries if you 
would like to help plan our reunion. Check 
the UC Class of ’53 website for updated news. 
Bill Perry sold his company, Girards Salad 
Dressings, to a Swiss company a few years 
ago. Bill is currently an investor/board mem-
ber and active in four companies; Frontline 
Safety, Tate Technology, Chameleon Creative 
Group, and Perry Strategy Group. He picked 
up a master’s degree at USC in 1995 and was 
one of the oldest grads in the program at age 
65. Bill’s wife Lesley sold her medical practice 
in Cedars Sinai Towers and is now medical 
director for Healthnet. 
Class Secretaries: Beth Mott, 14 Mariposa Dr, 
San Luis Obispo 93401, bethmott@charter.net; 
Ollie White, 292 Hacienda Carmel, Carmel, 
CA 93923, ollie@razzolink.com

56 A new award created by the city of 
Riverside to recognize community 

members who are committed to inclusion and 
diversity has been named for classmate Car-
los Cortes, University of California, Riverside 
professor emeritus of history. Dr. Cortes was 
presented with the Cortes Award for Cham-
pioning Diversity and Inclusivity in January.  
Our class gift goal of $560,000 for our 60th 
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convene the class of 1966 symposium and cel-
ebrate the half-century since our graduation. 
We will have faculty presentations, such as 
Nobel Prize winner Randy Schekman (Pro-
fessor of Cell and Developmental Biology), 
Cathy Koshland (Vice Chancellor for Under-
graduate Education), Jeff Mackie-Mason 
(University Librarian), and Shannon Jackson 
(Associate Vice Chancellor of Arts). This will 
be followed by classmate panel discussions, 
culminating in a 6pm gala reception and din-
ner in Pauley Ballroom. For Saturday, Novem-
ber 19, we have a limited number of Big Game 
tickets for the Class of ’66 section in the newly 
renovated Stadium. Email updates and infor-
mation are on our reunion website: reunions.
berkeley.edu/class/1966. With gifts of over 
$2.2 million to date, we are on track to break 
the Cal Reunion Campaign record! Included 
in that amount is over $280,000 for the Class 
of 1966 Library Endowment. You can still help 
us break that record by making a gift online at 
give.berkley.edu/classof1966. All gifts to the 
class endowment or any Cal school, college, or 
program count toward the record.
Class Secretary: Mary Beth Mulvey Buck, 212 
East 63rd St, New York, NY 10065, mabuck1@
aol.com 

68 June quarterly gatherings held 
in the north and south Bay areas 

focused on the present political and social 
environment on campus and how it affects 
Cal students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The 
gathering also focused on public service 
and the relationship between constituent 
engagement and a civil community. Speak-
ers included faculty, staff and students. Email 
Cal68@blueconnect.org for details on all 
quarterly gatherings, which are now in their 
12th year. The Goldman School of Public Pol-
icy Center on Civility & Democratic Engage-
ment initiatives include: helping to found 
the California Consortium on Public Engage-
ment; participating in the National Civility 
Network; advising public television station 
KQED’s “Start The Conversation” campaign, 
a key component of which will be produc-
ing a series of “voter parties” around the Bay 
Area to bolster enthusiasm for and participa-
tion in the 2016 fall election; and advancing a 
participatory policymaking toolkit targeted 
toward community-based organizations. 
Tom Prinz worked for Shell Oil Company for 
five years then returned to school to obtain a 
master’s degree in counseling. Tom worked 
as a school psychologist for five years, then 
entered private practice as a marriage and 
family therapist in Ventura. He has been in 
private practice for over 35 years, written six 
books, and conducted hundreds of workshops 
on personal, marriage, and parenting issues. 
Tom recently had two books published; one 
book for women and one book for men. The 
book for women, Changes, One Person Can 

59 Roger E. Herst writes that his book, 
Scheme, is to be published this sum-

mer by Dale and Hill Publishing. This is Rog-
er’s sixth novel in the Rabbi Gabrielle series. 
Roger is also the author of Destiny’s Children, 
a tale of early California; and Nunavut, an 
Arctic thriller.   
Class Secretaries: Michael Hone, 3534 Clay St, 
San Francisco 94118; Anne Morton, 2397 Wal-
nut Blvd, Walnut Creek 94597, highoaks2@
astound.net

61 Excitement is in the air as we look 
forward to our 55th reunion on 

November 18th to the 20th. One aspect of 
the reunion is the update of our class biog-
raphies. In case you haven’t noticed, there 
is a compilation of our very own biographies 
on the website at www.kaneprod.com/Clas-
sof61. It is an interesting read, reminiscent of 
Dr. Seuss’ Oh the Places You Will Go and The 
Things You Will See. If yours is included, you 
may want to check for necessary updates. If 
you are not there, please make a submission 
by October 15th. The forms for changing and 
entering are listed on the website. Bruce Kane 
has been doing more than just maintaining 
our website. After many successes writing 
for comedies such as The Bob Newhart Show, 
Rhoda, and others, he started writing plays 
that have been performed in 600 venues in 
20 countries. In May his play, I, Colitus, was 
featured as the kickoff for Garden Grove’s 
Shakespeare Orange County. He joined sev-
eral characters from Shakespeare plays to 
present a screw-ball comedy featuring sev-
eral stars from movies and television. Some 
of us have taken up new hobbies that we 
never thought we would have time for when 
we were pulling all-nighters (studying, of 
course) at Cal. Share with us some of the new 
and old activities that are stepping forward in 
these golden years.
Class Secretaries: Sandra Mitchell, sandra-
mitchellphd@gmail.com.

66 Daniel Victor has written to update 
us on his most recent addition to 

his Sherlock Holmes series. Published this 
spring, Seventeen Minutes to Baker Street, 
should have special interest for fans of Cal’s 
“Mark Twain Papers” because Sam Clem-
ens (a.k.a. Mark Twain) is the author whom 
Holmes meets in solving a murder mystery. 
One of the characters even attends Cal! Dan-
iel is currently working on a Holmes novella 
involving another Bay Area persona: Jack 
London. Meanwhile, Marily Howekamp and 
Phil Litts are rolling out yet more plans for 
our 50th reunion, set to be held November 17 
to the 19. Our kickoff event will be Thursday, 
November 17, when the University Library 
will host us for a cocktail reception in the 
Library’s beautiful Morrison Room from 5 to 
7pm. At 1pm on Friday, November 18, we will 

reunion will be added to the Class of 1956 
Endowment. Hopefully it will be sufficient 
to support an ongoing stream of audiovisual 
preservation work. This audiovisual preserva-
tion work draws from the university archives 
as well as the many thousands of audio and 
video recordings held at the Berkeley librar-
ies. This important work must be done now 
as playback equipment for obsolete formats 
is becoming very scarce, making it impos-
sible to use original recordings. The media 
themselves are deteriorating because the 
most common recording medium is magnetic 
tape and that is the most common recording 
medium in the collection. Please continue to 
give generously to the Class of 1956 Humani-
ties Preservation Endowment for the Library! 
It is most important. See you on September 
30 at our 60th Reunion in the Tilden Room at 
the MLK Jr. Student Union.   
Barbara Jopp Chinn, 5405 Carlton St #404, 
Oakland 94618, (510) 653-0619, chinnacres@
sbcglobal.net

58 So here we are, most of us seeing our 
lifetime odometers clicking over to 

80, but don’t we all remember our classmate, 
high stepping Cal Band drum major Dan 
Cheatham, leading our band onto the field 
and tossing that baton and giving us goose 
bumps? This was the band that so famously 
went to Brussels in 1958 and upstaged the 
Russian Sputnik exhibit by completely wow-
ing the crowds. Dan, born in Hawaii but raised 
in Berkeley, remained ever close to the band 
over the years. He started at age ten, when he 
became the water boy for the band in the same 
year as Pappy Waldorf started as coach. As a 
freshman, he began to march with the band as 
a drummer and then worked his way to drum 
major leadership. He has remained connected 
to the band, serving as the official photogra-
pher and devoting significant time arranging, 
interviewing and recording oral histories of 
band members. Exhibits of his photographs 
have been featured at the Faculty Club. He 
also conducted oral histories of residents at 
Rossmoor when he lived there. Now he lives 
in retirement at the University Residence 
Community in Davis. Dan had a rather stel-
lar career using his forestry degree, first with 
the UN Trust territories in Micronesia, and 
then as field representative of the UC Natural 
Reserve System from 1968 to the mid-nineties. 
In 1980, he received a Heritage Conservation 
and Recreation Service Achievement Award 
from the United States Department of the 
Interior in recognition of his expertise and 
dedication in advancing natural area conser-
vation programs. But we will always see him 
high stepping out of the tunnel ahead of the 
band at each football game! Good show, Dan!
Class Secretary: Carol Norris Voss, 10240 
Golden Meadow Cir, Salinas 93907-1647,  
CarolV2424@aol.com 
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Keeping in Touch

office has been recognized as a “Rising Stars” 
in the Southern California Super Lawyers 
2016 Edition. Saluja concentrates her practice 
on employment litigation and client counsel-
ing, representing employers against claims of 
discrimination, harassment, retaliation, wage 
and hour matters, and wrongful termination. 
Class Secretary: Amy Lei, (415) 812-5479, 
kamylei@alumni.haas.org

04 Sharon Craig Economides  is the 
owner of Coastal Maternity Care, 

Inc. which provides midwifery and lactation 
services in the Bay Area. She is transition-
ing to Maine where she will hold the posi-
tion as Associate Academic Director at the 
Birthwise School of Midwifery. Fisher Phil-
lips announces associates Raul Zermeno ’04 
in the Los Angeles office and associate Boris 
Sorsher ’04 in the Irvine office have been 
recognized as “Rising Stars” in the Southern 
California Super Lawyers 2016 Edition. Zer-
meno represents management in all aspects 
of employment law, including discrimination, 
harassment, wrongful termination and wage 
and hour claims. Sorsher practices all areas of 
labor and employment law, including defense 
of class actions.

10 Corey M. Brooks published Liberty 
Power: Antislavery Third Parties and 

the Transformation of American Politics (Uni-
versity of Chicago Press). Dr. Brooks is Assis-
tant Professor of History at York College of 
Pennsylvania.

We currently have no class secretary listed for 
the following classes: ’29–’31, ’35, ’04, and ’06 
onward. If you are the class secretary, please 
contact the magazine office at (510) 642-5981.

bloodstream infections, two of the costliest 
and prevalent issues in healthcare today.
Class Secretaries: Gina Gutru Smith, 2741 
W. Hannon Hill Dr., Tallahassee, l, 32309, 
gsmith@butlerpappas.com; Lynn Nakada, 
58 Mozden Ln., Pleasant Hill 94523, Lynn_
Nakada@berkeley.edu

77 Alan L. Lewis reports about the pub-
lication of his second book, Option 

Valuation under Stochastic Volatility II: With 
Mathematica Code, published in May 2016. 
The subject matter is known variously as 
quantitative finance, mathematical finance, 
or financial engineering. The book is a sequel 
to an earlier title of his. He also reports that 
he is doing well, living in Newport Beach, 
enjoying the ocean and music festivals, and 
has fond memories of his days at Berkeley.
Class Secretary: Ric Brucia, 6468 Washington 
Street #102 Yountville, CA, 94599

79 Barbara V. Jacak is a newly elected 
member of The American Academy 

of Arts and Sciences, one of the country’s 
most prestigious societies. She is the director 
of the Nuclear Science Division at the Law-
rence Berkeley National Laboratory, and a 
physics professor at Cal. Barbara was involved 
in the discovery of quark–gluon plasma and 
its strongly coupled, liquid-like behavior.
Class Secretaries: Shelly de Vries, 111 Ken-
wood Wy, San Francisco 94127, shellsmarie@
berkeley.edu, (415) 586-3747; Maria Protti, 
3 Los Amigos, Orinda, CA, 94563, dendron@ 
earthlink.net

83 Leslie R. Katz, a shareholder in the 
government law and policy and 

technology, media and telecommunications 
practices of international law firm Greenberg 
Traurig was selected as the inaugural recipi-
ent of Community Technology Network’s 
(CTN) Digital Leaders Award. Katz was rec-
ognized at a reception on June 16 at the Twit-
ter Headquarters in San Francisco. The award 
honors individuals and organizations whose 
exceptional efforts carry out CTN’s commit-
ment to transforming lives through digital 
literacy and bridging the digital divide. Katz’s 
nomination received the unanimous accla-
mation of CTN’s Board of Directors for her 
work in the San Francisco community. 

99 Clayton Everline just got confirma-
tion of being one of Honolulu’s top 

sports doctors for the second consecutive 
year. Clayton will be returning to the Cal for 
first time since graduating in 1999 to lec-
ture for the Surfers Medical Association and 
Waves of Health in Monterey on surfing inju-
ries and their prevention.

03 Fisher Phillips announces that asso-
ciate Sarina Saluja in the Los Angeles 

Make a Difference, aimed at empowering 
women to “be the change” in their relation-
ships. His book for men, The First Pictorial 
Self-Help Book for Men Who Don’t Read, is a 
unique book containing over 100 illustrations 
pertaining to personal, marriage, and parent-
ing issues. You can contact Tom at (805) 644-
5490 or email him at dragonprinz@yahoo.
com to ask for more information about all his 
books and how to obtain them.
Class Secretary: Diane Moreland Steenman, 
2407 W. Hazelhurst Ct. Anthem, AZ 85086, 
dsteenman@aol.com

69 Jim Tamulski and his partners have 
closed the doors on their success-

ful maritime law firm after 15 years. Jim says 
they did not want to deal with the next San 
Francisco rent increase! However, they have 
all been welcomed into the partnership at 
Sedgwick LLP in San Francisco. More good 
news from Jim is that his daughter, Sarah, will 
receive her master’s degree from the Hertie 
School of Governance in Berlin at the end of 
this year.
Class Secretary: Richard Carter, 99 Florada 
Ave, Piedmont 94610, richard_carter@cal.
berkeley.edu

70 After spending most of his post-Cal 
years in southern California work-

ing in commercial real estate, Jeffrey Dake 
returned to his Bay Area roots, relocating 
to San Rafael. He was busy this past year 
substitute teaching in Marin schools and 
officiating in middle school and youth bas-
ketball leagues. He also reports that his twin 
boys finished their freshman year in col-
lege: Jeremy at Cal and Jordan at Wisconsin. 
George Dempsey just published Aldhelm of 
Malmesbury and the Ending of Late Antiq-
uity (Brepols), based on his doctoral thesis at 
Oxford. George was able to return to Oxford 
after retiring from the diplomatic service. 
He was a career Foreign Service Officer of the 
United States Department of State where he 
served as a political officer in Madrid, Vienna, 
Geneva, The Hague, Dublin, and Caracas.
Class Secretary: Louis Goldman, 465 Grove St, 
Glencoe, IL 60022, goldmanLB@yahoo.com, 
(312) 622-8448

75 Public health advocate and for-
mer Acting Surgeon General of the 

United States Dr. Kenneth Moritsugu joined 
Entrotech Life Sciences (ELS) as Medical 
Director. Dr. Moritsugu is the former World-
wide Chairman of the Johnson & Johnson 
Diabetes Institute with nearly 40 years of 
experience and leadership in patient-centric 
and evidence-based programs for life-saving 
technologies. As the Medical Director, Dr. 
Moritsugu will help ELS advance its global 
mission to reduce preventable deaths, such as 
surgical site infections and catheter-related 

Class Secretaries: email your notes 
(classnotes@alumni.berkeley.edu) with 

“Class year” in the subject line. You 
can also fax them to (510) 642-6252 
or mail a hard copy to Class Notes, 
California magazine, CAA, 1 Alumni 
House, Berkeley, CA 94720-7520. 

Please bold class members’ names; each 
class is limited to 250 words. Read our 

submission guidelines at alumni.berkeley.
edu/classnotes. Class Notes may be 

posted on CAA’s website.

Can’t Find Your Secretary? 
Email classnotes@alumni.berkeley.edu  
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Summer 2017 issue: March 24, 2017
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In Memoriam

40 Virginia Jones Cuttitta, May 8, in 
Oakland. Virginia was born in New 

York City and moved to Alameda when she 
was 11. She received her teaching credential 
after graduating from Cal. Virginia taught in 
Oakland public schools. She was a mother to 
three children, and a grandmother. Her hus-
band, Peter Cuttitta, preceded her in death.  

Robert Heacock Singer, Feb. 16, in Lafayette. 
Bob grew up in Albuquerque and attended 
the University of New Mexico for one year 
before transferring to Berkeley, where he 
majored in business. Bob was drafted into the 
Army in1943, went to Officer Training School 
in North Carolina, and graduated as a Sec-
ond Lieutenant. Bob received many medals 
for his service including five battle stars. He 
retired from the Army in 1954 with the rank 
of Lt. Colonel and joined the engineering firm 
Ben C. Gerwick in San Francisco. He made 
major contributions to the development and 
use of pre-stressed concrete in the U.S. Bob is 
survived by Carol, his wife of 50 years; their 
daughter Sharon Hunt; and 10-year-old twin 
grandchildren, Emma and Tyler. 

43 Frederick H. Good, Sept. 13, in Hen-
derson, NV. Born in Long Beach, 

Fred commanded a Navy minesweeper in 
World War II and later earned his master’s 
degree at Stanford. He spent a decade at 
Stanford Research Institute, during which he 
moved his family to Zürich. A passionate fish-
erman and boater, Fred loved the California 
coastline including the Baja Peninsula which 
he began visiting in the 1930s. He was a men-
tor and great friend to many. Fred is survived 
by his wife of 67 years, Marguerite; sons Andy 
’74 and Chris; and four grandchildren.

47 Delwin “Del” Earl Boles, Apr. 29, in 
Los Angeles. Del was born in 1924 in 

Greenfield and graduated from Salinas High 
School. At Cal he was a member of the Kappa 
Sigma fraternity. Del and his pledge class 
were infamous for letting a horse loose inside 
the living room of their sister sorority, Alpha 
Delta Pi. After serving as a naval officer in 
World War II, Del returned to Berkeley with 
his new wife, Peggy Schmeeckle. They were 
married for 55 years. He held a bachelor’s in 
business administration and was in the retail 
liquor store business in Salinas and San Luis 
Obispo for 40 years. He was admired for his 
fairness and decency. He was a diehard Cal 
Bears football fan and very proud Cal par-
ent and grandparent. He is survived by his 
children, Sherri, James ’69, and Jane; five 
grandchildren, Emily ’94, Elisabeth ’97, Kate, 

Zach ’09, Mary ’09; four great-grandchildren; 
his second wife of 16 years, Midge Boles; and 
her four adult children. 

Jane Baker Lotter, Feb. 28, in Davis. Jane grew 
up in Berkeley and attended Cal, as did both 
parents. Jane was in Alpha Phi sorority and 
was Campus Queen in 1946, the year she met 
Cal football star and Navy veteran, Will Lot-
ter. They married in 1947 and moved to Davis 
in 1952, where Will was on the faculty in the 
UC Davis physical education department. 
Over the next decade, Jane gave birth to four 
sons: Don, Mike, Scott, and Rick. In 1964, Will 
joined the Peace Corps and the Lotter fam-
ily was sent to Malawi, Africa. Jane’s book To 
Africa with Spatula chronicles their experi-
ences. Jane co-founded Davis Suicide Pre-
vention, a 24/7 on-call service. Jane and Will 
co-founded the Davis Religious Community 
for Sanctuary. For more than 30 years Jane 
gave countless hours of help to Guatemalans 
and Salvadorans in need. Jane went back to 
school in 1977 and finished her bachelor’s 
degree in design at UC Davis. In addition to 
her husband, Jane is survived by her children 
and granchildren. 

52 Howard Caldwell Law, Aug. 5. Howard 
was born in Ross, raised in San Fran-

cisco, and graduated from Cal with a bach-
elor’s degree in psychology. Following two 
years in the Army, including one doing guard 
duty on the DMZ in Korea, he entered UCLA 
and earned a teaching credential with a major 
in zoology. Howard was fortunate to find a job 
in the aerospace industry at the beginning 
of the Space Age. At Lockheed, he worked 
on Gemini, the Hubble Space Telescope, the 
Titan Missile, and the Space Lab, among other 
projects. He and his wife Virginia were happy 
to celebrate 57 years together. 

Susie Raddon Gross, Mar. 10. Susie was mar-
ried to Nelson Gross for 61 years. Nelson 
writes, “She had a wonderful life.”  

Edwin C. “Bud” Purtell, Sept. 11. Edwin served 
in the Air Force during the Korean War and 
had a 30-year career at IBM. He and his wife, 
Nancy, were together for 17 years. Both were 
widowed and had reconnected at their 50th 
high school reunion. They moved to a retire-
ment community in 2013 and remained active 
with their high school group, Cal Alumni, and 
their church.

Mae Rosalie Ferro, June 21. Mae was born in 
Oakland and raised in Albany. She received 
her master’s degree from Holy Names College 

in 1972 and worked as a teacher with disabled 
students. In 1952, she married Jerry Ferro 
and they were married for nearly 61 years, 
until Jerry’s death in 2013. Mae is survived 
by her two daughters, Kelly and Kathleen, 
granddaughters, and great-grandchildren. 

Helga Berta Elisabeth (Friederich) Lazzarotto, 
June 13, in Sacramento. Helga was born in 
Berlin in 1923 and immigrated with her par-
ents to California. In 1948, she enrolled at 
Cal, where she met and married Gino, her 
husband of 54 years. Helga was a registered 
nurse and worked at Campbell Soup Com-
pany in Sacramento for 20 years before retir-
ing to live happily on their Newcastle ranch 
in the foothills of the Sierras, where they cre-
ated a country Shangri-La on five acres. She 
spoke five languages and was a world trav-
eler. During her retirement she wrote a 100-
page autobiography of her childhood and life 
experiences before, during, and after World 
War II in Germany and the U.S.; it includes 
her poetry and artwork. Helga is survived 
by her four Cal-graduate children and nine 
grandchildren.

53 Buol J. (Burns) Dougherty, Apr. 18, in 
Los Altos. Buol was born in Chicago 

and raised in Hillsborough. While at Berkeley, 
she was a proud member of the Delta Gamma 
Sorority. Buol married Donald Dougherty of 
Hillsborough on January 29, 1955.  The couple 
moved to Los Altos where they would raise 
their nine children. She was a dedicated and 
loving mother, worked at the Stanford Book-
store for 16 years, and was a devoted Catholic 
and attended daily Mass for the 25 years. Her 
claim to fame was being one of the first of two 
female Balldudettes in Giants history, and she 
Ballduded until her “forced” retirement at a 
home plate ceremony when she was 80. Buol 
is survived by her children, grandchildren, 
and great-grandchildren.

Vincent Blake, Feb. 29. After graduation, Vince 
served as an Army Medical Officer in Korea 
and then attended UCSF where he received 
a bachelor’s and doctorate in pharmaceutical 
science. Vince spent the majority of his career 
at UCSF, teaching classes in pharmaceutical 
science and working as the Director of the 
Pharmaceutical Technology Lab. Over his 
career, Vince received numerous awards such 
as the Arkush Award Pharmacist of the year 
and was co-founder and two-term president 
of the Pharmacist Society of San Francisco. 
Vince is survived by his sister, Denise ’55; his 
nieces Lisamarie ’84, Leann, and Blake; three 
grand-nieces; and a grand-nephew. JA
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Stanley T. Thompson, Apr. 24, in Lincoln. At 
Berkeley, he was a member of the Masonic 
Club, and would later be a 50-year member of 
the Grand Lodge of California. He had a dis-
tinguished career with the California State 
Auto Association, retiring some 20 years 
ago. He also served in the Air Force as a com-
munications specialist during the Korean 
War. He is survived by his wife, Janee; sons 
Mike and Mark; daughter Julia; and several 
grandchildren. 

Joan Lesley Prucha, May 11. Joan was a mem-
ber of the Alpha Phi sorority at Cal. After her 
four years, she entered teaching before rais-
ing a family and moving to Atlanta.

54 Philip C. Woods, Jan. 5 in Walnut 
Creek. Philip received his bachelor’s 

degree in civil engineering and a master’s in 
environmental engineering in 1955. He was 
a member of the Tau Beta Pi Association, 
Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa. He met his wife, JA
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Two Berkeley students were killed in terrorist 
attacks within a span of two weeks this past 
July. Sophomore Tarishi Jain and 20 others 
were killed by armed men storming a café in 
Dhaka, Bangladesh. Nicolas Leslie, a junior, 
went missing and was eventually found dead 
after a truck driver murdered at least 84 peo-
ple on the streets of Nice, France. Three other 
Berkeley students were injured in the attack.

Although Nicolas and Tarishi had different 
lives and career paths ahead of them, they 
had one thing in common: untapped potential.

At Tarishi’s vigil, a message was read from 
the Chowdhury family (whose funding made 
her studies abroad possible), expressing 
the devastation of losing such a motivated 
student with so much ability: “She was a very 
talented young lady, with passion to make a 
positive difference in the world.”

Nicolas’s father, Conrad, said that similar 
sentiments were echoed at his son’s vigil—
that Nicolas was so bright, that he lit up every 
room he walked into, and that it was a trag-
edy to have that light put out. “People loved 
him so much,” Conrad said.

What made Nicolas so impressive was 
his ability to learn anything he wanted to—
quickly and well.

“He would do one thing and move on to 
the next, sucking it in so fast. He was kite 

surfing at 10 when most people were barely 
swimming. He was an instructor showing me 
how to do tricks,” Conrad said. “He excelled in 
everything he did, from art to sports…. Then 
in high school he switched over to speech and 
debate, and became captain of the team.” 

According to Conrad, Nicolas was study-
ing at Berkeley’s College of Natural Resources 
and had planned a career in environmental-
ism, but he soon realized that if he wanted 
to make change in the world, he had to get 
into business. So the ambitious fast-learner 
applied to the Haas School of Business and 
was accepted just before his trip. Nicolas was 
also active in Net Impact Berkeley, a group 
focused on social responsibility and environ-
mental stewardship through business. At the 
time of the attack, Nicolas was on a summer 
study abroad trip with Berkeley’s Entrepre-
neurship and Innovation in Europe program. 

Conrad said that even though his and 
his wife’s first thoughts were about Nicolas 
being robbed of his future, they take comfort 
in knowing that he had so many rewarding 
experiences and basically crammed 70 years 
of life into 20.

Like Nicolas, Tarishi was determined to 
make a positive difference in society. She 
helped create EthiCal Apparel, profits from 
which gave microloans to low-income people. 
Tarishi had graduated from the American 
International School in Dhaka before transfer-
ring to Berkeley in 2015. She soon became an 
active member of the International Student 
Advisory Committee, organizing events for 
international students. She, too, was study-
ing abroad at the time of her death, doing an 
internship at Eastern Bank Limited through 
Cal’s Subir and Malini Chowdhury Center for 
Bangladesh Studies. 

Tarishi’s friends remember her as per-
sistent and highly motivated to achieve her 
personal goals—but always, caring. And her 
altruism wasn’t limited to friends. She was 
known for her kindness and respect toward 
those she worked with.

“Her unwavering enthusiasm for the orga-
nization and its members was undeniable. 
She was a leader members looked up to,” was 
posted on the Facebook page for International 
Students Association at Berkeley, “but above 
all, she was a caring friend who we knew we 
could rely on.”

In the wake of such terrible losses, ques-
tions have arisen about the safety of the 
study abroad program. In the nine years that 
the program has been running, there have 
been no other instances of students dying in 
terrorist attacks. After this year’s attacks, 14 
students opted to leave their programs early 
and return home. Berkeley hasn’t cancelled 
any of this year’s programs.

Peter Bartu, a peace and conflict studies 
professor at Berkeley, acknowledges that 
the danger of violence appears to be more 
random now—including in the United States. 
Rather than considering the cancellation of 
study abroad programs, which Bartu says are 
essential to student learning and research, 
the focus should be on caution. 

“It’s now more than ever that students, 
staff, and faculty need to sensibly pursue and 
preserve their vital inquiries into the state of 
the world, recognizing the complexities and 
dangers in its various parts,” Bartu said. “All 
programs need to take a risk-management 
approach which preserves the experience to 
the extent possible without endangering stu-
dents and faculty.”

—Krissy Eliot

Mary Schneider Woods ’54, at a Cal-Stanford 
reunion that was held in Wiesbaden, Ger-
many on Big Game weekend. Both of them 
were working in Germany at the time. After 
leaving Germany, Phil worked for the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency until his death. 
He is survived by his wife; twin sons, Mark 
and Fred; and four grandchildren.

55 Allene Raggio Wickman, Apr. 23, in 
Knoxville, TN. Allene received her 

teaching credential at Cal and taught briefly 
in the San Diego school system while her 
husband, Robert Wickman ’55, served in the 
Navy. She then embarked on an adventur-
ous life creating a loving environment for 
her family in nine states and the Netherlands 
before retiring to Houston. She is survived 
by her husband, two children, five grandchil-
dren, and three great-grandchildren. 

Frederick R. Pracht, Jr., May 14, in Mechan-
icsburg, PA. Frederick was born in San 

Fernando and graduated from Cal with a 
bachelor’s in economics. Frederick worked 
at Commercial Union Insurance Company’s 
until his retirement in 1999. He was a member 
of the St. Joseph Catholic Church in Mechan-
icsburg for over 40 years. He volunteered for 
Tri-County Association for the Blind, and 
volunteered at a horse riding therapy center.  
Survived by his wife of 52 years, Hope, three 
children, grandchildren, and twin sister. 

57 Elinore (Beiter) Pepper, Feb. 11, in 
Sacramento. Elinore, from Pasadena, 

went to Cal and traveled to 21 countries, from 
North Africa to Europe, with fellow students. 
In 1959, she married Robert S. Pepper, Ph.D. 
’61. They were married for 17 years and had 
two daughters. Elinore was a beloved teacher 
for nearly 30 years; she taught on the East and 
West Coasts, in public and private schools, 
and in special education programs. She was 
also a house mother for Omega Phi Alpha 
fraternity at University of the Pacific for ten 
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years. She sang in the choir and was very 
active in her church. She is survived by her 
daughters, Nancy and Susan.

58 Patricia Pereira Nielsen, Apr. 17, in 
Athens, GA. At Cal, Patricia was a 

member of the Chi Omega sorority and met 
and married Surl ’58 in their senior year. They 
lived in San Francisco, Seattle, Japan, and 
Boston, returning to the Bay Area in 1970. In 
1974 they moved to Sacramento, where they 
spent most of the next 40 years. During that 
time, Patricia obtained her master’s degree in 
speech pathology from the California State 
University, Sacramento. She worked with stu-
dents in the San Juan School District and was 
an instructor and clinical supervisor at CSUS. 
She is survived by children David ’84 and 
Kristin; and two grandchildren. Surl survived 
less than one month without Patricia.
 
Surl Lee Nielsen, May 14, in Athens GA. Surl 
grew up in Southern California. He met and 
married Patricia Pereira ’58 during their 
senior year at Cal. Following his completion 
of medical school at UCSF and service in the 
Navy, Surl and Patricia settled in Northern 
California. Surl held positions at UCSF and 
then in Sacramento. He loved both the Uni-
versity of California and photography. Surl is 
survived by children David ’84 and Kristin; 
and two grandchildren. 

60 Sumika Yamashita, Dec. 17, in Oak-
land. Sumika was born in Oakland. 

Sumika was sent with her family to the Topaz 
Concentration Camp in Utah during WWII. 
She returned to the Bay Area and attended 
Cal, earning a bachelor’s in English. Sumika 
worked as a teacher for several years and 
returned to Cal to attend the School of Infor-
mation. In 1960 she received a master’s. In 
1960, Sumika began working in the Oakland 
Public Library. She would go on to become 
manager at the Oakland Main Library until 
her retirement in 1992. Notably, she was 
one of the founders of Asian Branch Library 

organized in 1972, and was able to get a sub-
stantial grant for the library before it opened. 
She is survived by her brother, Roy Shige-
matsu, and extended family. 

61 Janise Elson Trezise, Apr. 27, in San 
Jose. Janise and her husband were 

living in student housing at Cal when their 
first child was born. They would coordinate 
their schedules so that one attended class in 
the morning and the other cared for the baby, 
then meet up and switch at a halfway point 
each day. Janise and her husband were pic-
tured in the Berkeley newspaper, in cap and 
gown, holding their baby with the headline 
“…and this family went to college.” She is sur-
vived by her husband, Robert D. Trezise ‘61, 
two daughters, and four grandchildren.

62 Walter K. Schoenholz, Ph.D., Mar. 18, 
in Walnut Creek. Walter was born in 

Germany. His family fled to Palestine in 1937, 
where he ran the family farm and later fought 
in Israel’s war for independence. In the early 
1950s, he enrolled in the School of Public 
Health at Cal, where he studied under notable 
scientist Dr. Karl Meyer. His academic career 
included stints as a professor of microbiology 
at the University of New Mexico and Univer-
sity of Illinois. He developed a well-regarded 
degree program in medical technology at Cal-
ifornia State University at Hayward, where 
he worked for 23 years. Walter was a kind and 
gentle soul with a dry sense of humor. He is 
survived by his children: Naomi, Michael, and 
Dan ’98; and three grandchildren.

64 Janette Munkittrick Rainwater, Ph.D., 
Mar. 7 in Ojai. Janette was born in 

New Jersey and was raised in the Pacific Pali-
sades. She received her doctorate in clinical 
psychology from Cal and worked for 35 years 
as a psychotherapist. Janette was a founding 
member of the Gestalt Therapy Institute of 
Los Angeles and worked at the San Francisco 
State College Counseling Center. She is sur-
vived by her children and grandchildren. 

65 Amy Cardon Funk Odell,  May 21. 
After receiving her bachelor’s degree 

from the University of Arizona, Amy came to 
Cal where she would earn her doctorate in 
nutrition. She worked on an astronaut study 
for NASA Research and worked as the direc-
tor of dietetics at Mannings Inc. where she 
was the recipient of the Silver Plate Award in 
1974. She is survived by six children, 10 grand-
children, and fifteen great-grandchildren.  
Numerous publications and Honors, Mem-
ber of American Dietetic Assoc, Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics, Daughters of Utah 
Pioneers, Survived by 6 children, 10 grand-
children. She will be remembered for her pro-
digious energy, intellect, and love of family. 

71 Garrick S. Lew, Mar. 19. Garrick was  
born in Oakland and received both 

his bachelor’s and J.D. from Berkeley. He was 
a defense attorney and an icon in the Asian-
American community, who helped establish 
youth organizations in Oakland’s Chinatown. 
He also helped to establish the Asian Law 
Caucus while a law student, and founded one 
of the first Asian-American law firms in the 
country that specialized in criminal defense. 
He was married to Diane Hiura. They had 
two sons.

76 Joseph Dennis Schwin, MBA, in Wal-
nut Creek. Co-founder of Vital Vittles 

Organic Mill & Bakery in 1976, in Berkeley. He 
is survived by Anya Schwin Gibson and Ida 
Marie Schwin.

78 Robert Pursel, June 19, in Hayward. 
Robert received his bachelor’s in 

political science from Cal. He is survived 
by his wife, Toni, four children, and one 
granddaughter. 

Faculty and Staff

Martin Lopez,  Apr. 22. Martin was born 
Sept. 10, 1962, and worked in the School of 
Optometry. 

Farnaz Stosik, Apr. 22. Farnaz first starting 
working for Berkeley in the IT department 
for Campus Shared Services in 1995. Farnaz 
was born on Dec. 17, 1960. 

John D. Jackson, May 20. A Professor Emeri-
tus in physics, he was born Jan. 19, 1925.  

Diane Clemes. She was born Sept. 5, 1936; her 
date of death is unknown. Diane worked in 
the Social Sciences/History department. She 
began working for Cal in 1972. 

Joonhong Ahn, June 19. Joonhong was born 
on Sept. 25, 1958 and was a professor in the 
Nuclear Engineering department.   

Kalanadh V.S. Sastry, Jul. 14. Kalanadh was 
born in Oct. 1941, and worked in the Materi-
als Science and Engineering Department as a 
professor emeritus. 

Edward Stack, Jul. 5. Edward was born Nov. 
4, 1950 in Galway, Ireland. He worked in the 
Celtic Studies Program as a lecturer starting 
in 2011. 

William D. Rohwer, Jr., June 26. William was 
born Oct. 2, 1937. He was an emeritus in the 
education department, where he served as 
both professor and dean. He worked for Cal 
from 1964 until 1996.

Stanley Mandelstam, June 11, in Berkeley. 
Stanley was born Dec. 12, 1928. He was an 
emeritus faculty member in the physics 
department where he started work in 1962. 
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”It is in our genes to understand 
the universe if we can, to keep 

trying even if we cannot, and to be 
enchanted by the act of learning all 

the way.” —Lewis Thomas

SATHER GATE

NOT RESTING 
ON HIS LAURELS
Nobel Prize–winning cell biolo-
gist Randy Schekman uses his 
status to fight the system.
By Katia Savchuk

WHEN RANDY SCHEK-
M A N  LO O K S  U P 
from his computer 
screen, which he 
now spends more 
t i m e  s t a r i n g  a t 

than petri dishes, his eyes sometimes fall 
on a faded copy of Cell displayed nearby. 
The issue is dated June 17, 1994, and 
the cover depicts a swarm of magnified 

PHOTOGRAPH BY MARCUS HANSCHEN
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vesicles—tiny sacs that transport mol-
ecules inside cells—resembling a crowd of 
miniature suns.

Inside the journal, Schekman and his 
collaborators laid out one of his lab’s most 
important findings. They identified certain 
proteins needed to form vesicles, by re-
creating the process in a test tube. It was 
one of a slew of discoveries about how cells 
shuttle particles. Many of the findings were 
reported in journals such as Cell, Science, 
and Nature, and in 2013 resulted in Schek-
man’s sharing the Nobel Prize in Physiol-
ogy or Medicine.

Schekman ’67, who has spent the last 
40 years as a professor of molecular and 
cell biology at Berkeley, isn’t resting on his 
laurels. He’s used his newfound influence 
to speak loudly, wherever he can, about 
everything that’s wrong with scientific 
publishing and public higher education in 
the United States. He’s written editorials, 
made speeches, given radio and television 
interviews, and hosted chats on Reddit and 
Twitter. The most frequent targets of his 
attacks: Cell, Science, and Nature. The day 
before he picked up his Nobel in Stock-
holm, Schekman announced in The Guard-
ian that his lab would boycott what he 
called the “luxury journals,” singling out 
the Big Three. Now, as editor in chief of 
eLife, a three-year-old open-access scien-
tific journal, he expressly aims to change 
the way these elite publications and others 
do business, if not put them out of it.

The seeming hypocrisy is not lost on 
Schekman. On a recent Monday morning, 
between a conference call with eLife’s staff 
and a meeting with scientists in his lab, 
he recalled the barbs he’d read on blogs or 
heard through colleagues: “Yeah, Schek-
man can say this, he’s got his Nobel Prize. 
But what about me? I have to play the 
game.” Or “He published in those journals 
all along as he was coming up!” 

Schekman, who is small of stature with 
wire-rimmed glasses and a bushy red mus-
tache that’s fading to gray, shrugs off the 
criticism. “I have a pretty thick skin,” he 
says, laughing. “I made those statements 
after receiving the prize, precisely because 
I had a soapbox. I’ve been saying stuff like 
this all along, but who would listen?” 

Following his lead may be easier said 
than done for young researchers. “As long 
as allocation of funding and positions 
depends on the lazy analysis of where 
applicants have published rather than what 
they have published, then many young 
scientists will be dissuaded from joining 
this or future boycotts,” wrote Thomas 

Livermore, a doctoral student at University 
College London, in a response to Schek-
man’s Guardian piece.

The Nobelist acknowledges the bind 
young researchers like Livermore are in. 
He calls it “part of the cultural problem 
that we’re up against.”

SCHEKMAN FIRST NOTICED THAT SCIENTIFIC 
publishing was going off the rails in the 
early 2000s, when he was senior editor 
at The Journal of Cell Biology. He says Ira 
Mellman, then the editor in chief, told him 
the journal should reject more papers. The 
directive had nothing to do with research 
quality or limited space—it was simply to 
boost the journal’s “impact factor.” 

That metric was the brainchild of 
Eugene Garfield, a linguist and library 
scientist, who devised it in the 1960s to 
select journals for his new index of scien-
tific citations. Impact factor was a proxy 

for quality, capturing the average number 
of citations per paper published in a given 
journal over the previous two years. (Gar-
field’s work inspired Sergey Brin and Larry 
Page as they developed Google’s search 
algorithm.) Later, librarians used it to pick 
journal subscriptions. Then the impact fac-
tor took on a life of its own, especially after 
Garfield sold his Institute for Scientific 
Information, which published the index, 
to the Thomson Corporation (now Thom-
son Reuters) in 1992. Eventually, scientific 
journals started altering their publication 
strategies—preferring articles on trendy 
topics, restricting acceptance rates—to beef 
up their impact factors. Some universities 
and funders began basing decisions about 
hiring, promotion, and grants on the figure.

All of which rankled Schekman. “This 
phony number became a metric for schol-
arship, which is ridiculous,” he says. “I 
felt this was doing damage to scholarship. ©
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Heavy medal: Randy 
Schekman shows his 
Nobel Medal dur-
ing his visit to the 
Nobel Foundation on 
December 11, 2013. 
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People were no longer concerned with what 
was in the paper—they were just concerned 
about where it was published.”

The rise of the impact factor paralleled 
the tightening grip of large commercial 
publishers on scientific output. In 2013, 
the five biggest publishers put out more 
than half of all scientific papers. In 1973, 
when Schekman was in graduate school, 
those publishers accounted for only 20 
percent. As the commercial giants gobbled 
up existing journals and created new ones, 
they reaped billions of dollars in revenues 
and profit margins above 30 percent. Con-
trol shifted from working scientists to pro-
fessional editors. 

When Schekman took over as editor 
in chief of the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences (PNAS) in 2006, he 
banned discussion of the impact factor. 
He told the board and staff, “We’re going 
to measure scholarship by our own scien-
tific criteria, and we’re not going to change 
what we publish to generate more buzz.” 
Most were happy to comply, but marketing 
staff urged him to pump up the number. 

After his five-year term, Schekman 
evaluated the journal’s progress for the 
National Academy of Sciences Council. 
A member he admired called him and 
said, “This is a great report, but how’s the 
impact factor doing?” He blew up: “This is 
ridiculous—I don’t care what it is!”

There was another glaring problem 
with PNAS’s publishing model. Members 
of the Academy could publish up to four 
papers a year that had a single review from 
a handpicked colleague. Schekman says 
the policy had been abused, and he encour-
aged the journal’s editors to apply more 
scrutiny to members’ papers and reject 
them if warranted. 

Still, he appreciated that active scien-
tists, as opposed to professional editors, 
ran PNAS, and he planned to sign on for 
another term. Before he did, though, his 
colleague of 30 years, Robert Tjian, came 
to him in 2011 with an opportunity Schek-
man couldn’t resist. Three mammoth pri-
vate funders of biomedical research—the 
Wellcome Trust, the Max Planck Society, 
and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
(which Tjian led)—were starting a new 
nonprofit journal and wanted Schekman as 
editor in chief. They’d committed around 
$29 million for five years. This was Schek-
man’s chance to create a new model for sci-
entific publishing.

In December 2012, eLife launched as 
an online journal for life sciences and bio-
medicine. Besides making content freely 

available, as the Public Library of Science 
(PLoS) and others had been doing for 
nearly a decade, Schekman wanted to rei-
magine the review process. He staffed the 
editorial ranks with prominent working 
scientists. Instead of a protracted evalu-
ation process, he vowed to decide within 
days whether a paper would be reviewed 
and to limit revisions to one round in most 
cases. In 2015, the median time between 
submission and acceptance at eLife was 
less than four months, compared with a 
review process that can last more than a 
year at top-tier journals.

Most importantly, peer review would be 
consultative. Rather than scientists work-
ing anonymously to produce separate, 
often disparate, evaluations, eLife review-
ers would confer with each other and the 
editor to compile a single review. They 
could request no more than two diverg-
ing experiments. At commercial journals, 
reviewers can bog down researchers with 
dozens of conflicting experiments, or even 
request tests they know are impossible to 
run, in order to prevent publication. “This 
happens all the time. It’s a very competitive 
field,” Tjian says. 

Schekman spends more than half his 
time running eLife, based in Cambridge, 
England, from his office on the sixth floor 
of Cal’s Li Ka Shing Center for Biomedi-
cal and Health Sciences. Now in its fourth 
year, the journal has published 1,700 
papers, and submissions have exploded to 
700 a month. 

One reason for its rising popularity 
is the very thing Schekman has vowed to 
ignore: impact factor. Despite Schekman’s 
request that eLife be removed from the 
rankings, Thomson Reuters still includes 
it—along with its impact factor, which has 
risen to 8.3, far below Cell (28.7) or Nature 
(38.1), but still in the top 3 percent of all 
8,000 journals ranked. Schekman acknowl-
edges the irony but says only, “I don’t look, 
and I don’t care.” 

NO STORY OF A NOBEL LAUREATE IS COM-
PLETE without recounting “the call.” For 
Schekman, it came at 1:20 a.m. on October 
7, 2013. Someone with a “nice, reassur-
ing Swedish accent” told him he’d share 
that year’s Nobel Prize for Physiology or 
Medicine with two biochemists: James 
Rothman at Yale and Thomas Südhof from 
Stanford. Schekman had been a likely can-
didate for decades, but now he couldn’t 
stop saying, “Oh my God.” He danced 
around with his wife and called family and 
friends. Later that day, his students donned ©
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Alumni House

fake mustaches and popped champagne to 
celebrate, and Cal honored him with the 
customary lifetime parking permit. 

Schekman quickly realized that the 
prize gave him a new pulpit from which to 
address his mounting concerns—not just 
about scientific publishing, but also about 
decreased funding for public colleges and 
universities. “I realized this was an oppor-
tunity to say something louder than I’ve 
said in the past,” he recalls. “I’m not going 
to become a politician or change the course 
of biomedical funding in this country, but I 
think we can make a change here.” 

In his first official talk as a laureate, 
to the National Institutes of Health that 
November, he railed against the harmful 
effects of the impact factor, pointing out 
that the Chinese government was offering 
rewards of $33,000 to scientists who pub-
lished in Cell, Nature, or Science. (“I was 
insulted to learn that a PNAS paper was 
only worth about $5,000,” he joked.) He 
urged the crowd to join him in signing the 
San Francisco Declaration on Research 
Assessment, an initiative to improve eval-
uation of scientific research, which has 
gathered more than 12,400 individual sig-
natures since 2012.

SCHEKMAN TIMED HIS MOST FORCEFUL 
remarks to coincide with the Nobel awards 
ceremony that December. The day before 
he appeared in coattails before the Swed-
ish king, he editorialized in The Guardian 
against the “tyranny of the luxury journals,” 
comparing it with the “hold of the bonus 
culture” on Wall Street, which “drives risk-
taking that is rational for individuals but 
damaging to the financial system.”

He called for others to join his boy-
cott of Cell, Science, and Nature. The next 
morning, he debated an editor from Science 
on a BBC radio program. In press reports, 
editors of the journals denied that impact 
factor drove their editorial decisions, and 
touted their quality and review processes.

Unlike some advocates of open access, 
including his outspoken Berkeley col-
league Michael Eisen, a cofounder of 
PLoS, Schekman started out being skep-
tical of the new model. In 2007, when he 
was editing PNAS, he told the Berkeleyan 
that he hadn’t signed PLoS’s manifesto 
that all scientific papers immediately 
become freely available, because “hav-
ing been an editor for the Journal of Cell 
Biology for many years, I realized that this 
would be the death of many of the jour-
nals—even those run by some of the scien-
tific societies.”

Schekman’s thinking evolved after he 
observed the success of PLoS journals, 
which charge authors a fee of up to $2,900 
per published manuscript. In 2011, he 
called for a federal policy mandating that 
all publishers of life sciences research 
make content freely available within six 
months. “For journals that must break 
even or generate a little profit, a limited 
embargo is a reasonable compromise,” he 
says today.

Eisen, who goes further than Schekman 
to argue that peer review and traditional 
journals are obsolete, nevertheless com-
mended the elder scientist on his blog after 
the Nobel announcements. “I know that 
most people will dismiss Randy’s exam-
ple, because they have done it to me. This 
is sad…. We need more than a handful of 
Nobel Prize winners and true believers to 
abandon the current system. So what’s it 
going to take?”

SCHEKMAN, WHO SPENT ALL BUT FOUR 
years of his academic life in the UC system, 
has been equally vocal about declines in 
state funding for public higher education. 
He raised the issue when addressing the 
UC Regents after his Nobel win, in a tele-
vised BBC roundtable discussion with the 
2013 laureates, and again during his UCLA 
commencement address in 2014. (Basket-
ball player Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Schek-
man’s former classmate, introduced him 
at that event—an honor the Nobelist said 
topped meeting the Swedish monarch. As 
an undergrad, Schekman attended all of 
Abdul-Jabbar’s home games, when the star 

center was still known as Lew Alcindor, 
and keeps a framed photo of him on the 
wall behind his desk.)

Schekman frequently points out that 
he paid just $40 in fees and $400 for room 
and board per semester as an undergrad 
at UCLA, expenses he could fund with a 
summer job. The current cost to attend a 
UC, including room and board, is upwards 
of $25,000 per year for in-state students, 
though it varies by campus. “Public educa-
tion was considered an investment in the 
future, and now it’s considered a private 
commodity that is the largest source of 
debt in this country,” he says. 

In December 2013, Schekman pub-
lished an op-ed in the San Francisco Chron-
icle, noting that he was the only one of 11 
laureates that year hailing from an Ameri-
can public institution, and calling for more 
funding. Schekman has personally per-
suaded wealthy donors to contribute to UC 
schools and accompanied UC President 
Janet Napolitano to lobby Democrats in 
the state legislature, as well as Governor 
Jerry Brown ’61. (Brown sent one of his 
staff members in his place to their lunch 
meeting, which the biologist considered 
“a direct rebuff.”) He even donated his 
Nobel Prize money to Berkeley to create 
an endowed faculty position in honor of his 
mother and sister, who both died of cancer.

SCHEKMAN GREW UP IN A TRACT HOME NEAR 
Long Beach, the eldest of five children. 
His father was a computer engineer and 
his mother was a homemaker. All the kids 
attended public school.

His passion for microbiology started 
with pond scum. When he was 10, he used 
a toy microscope to examine a sample from 
a local creek. “I saw this world come alive, 
and I just couldn’t believe it. I was end-
lessly fascinated,” Schekman recalls. 

He babysat, mowed lawns, and delivered 
papers to save up $100 for a student micro-
scope, but his mom had a habit of dipping 
into this savings for groceries. Furious, he 

biked to a police station and announced he 
was running away from home because his 
mother was stealing his money. When his 
father picked him up, they drove straight 
to a pawnshop to buy a microscope. In high 
school, Schekman grew bacteria in petri 
dishes in his room, feeding them with out-
dated blood he got from a local hospital.

When he enrolled at UCLA, Schekman 
planned to become a doctor. That changed 
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“FOR ME IT WAS LIKE READING PASSAGES FROM THE BIBLE,”  
SCHEKMAN SAYS OF DISCOVERING  

JAMES WATSON’S MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF THE GENE. 
“IT WAS A REVELATION.” 

Parking: Randy  
Schekman kisses his 
wife, Nancy Walls, and 
shows off his coveted 
NL parking permit.
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center was still known as Lew Alcindor, 
and keeps a framed photo of him on the 
wall behind his desk.)

Schekman frequently points out that 
he paid just $40 in fees and $400 for room 
and board per semester as an undergrad 
at UCLA, expenses he could fund with a 
summer job. The current cost to attend a 
UC, including room and board, is upwards 
of $25,000 per year for in-state students, 
though it varies by campus. “Public educa-
tion was considered an investment in the 
future, and now it’s considered a private 
commodity that is the largest source of 
debt in this country,” he says. 

In December 2013, Schekman pub-
lished an op-ed in the San Francisco Chron-
icle, noting that he was the only one of 11 
laureates that year hailing from an Ameri-
can public institution, and calling for more 
funding. Schekman has personally per-
suaded wealthy donors to contribute to UC 
schools and accompanied UC President 
Janet Napolitano to lobby Democrats in 
the state legislature, as well as Governor 
Jerry Brown ’61. (Brown sent one of his 
staff members in his place to their lunch 
meeting, which the biologist considered 
“a direct rebuff.”) He even donated his 
Nobel Prize money to Berkeley to create 
an endowed faculty position in honor of his 
mother and sister, who both died of cancer.

SCHEKMAN GREW UP IN A TRACT HOME NEAR 
Long Beach, the eldest of five children. 
His father was a computer engineer and 
his mother was a homemaker. All the kids 
attended public school.

His passion for microbiology started 
with pond scum. When he was 10, he used 
a toy microscope to examine a sample from 
a local creek. “I saw this world come alive, 
and I just couldn’t believe it. I was end-
lessly fascinated,” Schekman recalls. 

He babysat, mowed lawns, and delivered 
papers to save up $100 for a student micro-
scope, but his mom had a habit of dipping 
into this savings for groceries. Furious, he 

biked to a police station and announced he 
was running away from home because his 
mother was stealing his money. When his 
father picked him up, they drove straight 
to a pawnshop to buy a microscope. In high 
school, Schekman grew bacteria in petri 
dishes in his room, feeding them with out-
dated blood he got from a local hospital.

When he enrolled at UCLA, Schekman 
planned to become a doctor. That changed 

during his freshman year, when he studied 
with Willard Libby, a Nobel laureate who 
had invented radiocarbon dating. After 
ten weeks in a lab, Schekman was set on 
becoming a scholar. The same year, his lab 
supervisor handed him a copy of Molecu-
lar Biology of the Gene, the first edition of 
James Watson’s textbook. “For me it was 
like reading passages from the Bible. It was 
a revelation,” he remembers. 

In 1970, he enrolled in Stanford’s ultra-
selective biochemistry program to work in 
the lab of Arthur Kornberg, another Nobel 
laureate. From Kornberg he learned how 
to take a scientific problem apart piece by 
piece, but the two also clashed. “He could 
be pretty brutal. He was there to make sure 
the best science got done and didn’t neces-
sarily care how many egos or emotions were 
stepped on. I’m stubborn and did things my 

own way, and I probably mouthed off at him 
too often,” Schekman says.

Bill Wickner, who joined Kornberg’s lab 
in 1971, grew to be Schekman’s best friend. 
Wickner advised him to avoid the draft by 
going on an all-coffee diet to raise his blood 
pressure. He also introduced Schekman 
to Nancy Walls, a nurse Wickner had once 
dated. After their first meeting, Schekman 
hugged his friend and said, “That’s the girl 
of my dreams.” They married two years 
later and eventually had a son and daughter.

After two years of postdoctoral work at 
UC San Diego, Schekman joined Cal’s fac-
ulty in 1976. His first breakthrough came 
two years later. His lab isolated a genetic 
mutant that blocked secretion in yeast cells 
and they examined it through electron 
microscopy. The resulting image of brown 
cells that appeared to have the measles is 
still tacked up near his desk. When Schek-
man first saw the image, he knew the dis-
covery would open the door to decades 
of study. His lab went on to isolate many 
other mutants affecting the transporta-
tion system of cells. In 1985, his graduate 
student David Baker re-created part of the 
cell’s process in a test tube, initiating years 
of biochemical breakthroughs. 
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When it comes to public education, 
Schekman says he feels more powerless. 
He plans to continue fundraising and 
bringing up the issue to whoever will lis-
ten, but he doubts state officials will turn 
things around anytime soon. 

Not far from the copy of Cell is dis-
played a blown-up still from the film It’s 

a Wonderful Life, which Schekman has 
watched every year since he was a kid. His 
colleagues gave him the photo when he 
stepped down as department chair. Gazing 
at the image, he reflects, “I began to see this 
place as the Building and Loan in Bedford 
Falls, always on the verge of bankruptcy 
and being overtaken by the evil Mr. Potter. 
In my rich fantasy life, I’ve always thought 
of myself as Jimmy Stewart.” 

Katia Savchuk is a reporter for Forbes.

working. Some publications, including The 
Plant Cell and eNeuro, have adopted the 
consultative review process, and others are 
experimenting with it.

In July, executives from major scientific 
publishers, including Springer Nature, the 
owner of Nature, put out a draft paper pro-
posing that journals use a metric showing 

the range of citations their articles receive, 
in order to counter misuse of the impact 
factor. The same month, the American 
Society for Microbiology published an edi-
torial in eight of its publications, declaring 
it would no longer publicize the impact fac-
tors of its journals. 

“I think our critics are coming around,” 
Schekman predicts. “Although the com-
mercial journals probably aren’t suffering 
yet, I think they feel us breathing down 
their necks.”

Schekman became known as an ener-
getic and candid leader, and many of his 
students emerged as prominent scientists 
in their own right. “Randy will tell you 
what he thinks. He can be very supportive, 
but also very critical. Some people found 
that kind of tough, but I think in the end 
it’s what you need,” says David Julius, a for-
mer student of Schekman’s who chairs the 
physiology department at UCSF. 

ALTHOUGH SCHEKMAN’S GOAL WAS TO 
understand how living cells work, not 
to cure diseases, his landmark discover-
ies have had wide applications. When the 
transportation systems of cells break down 
in humans, it can contribute to neurologi-
cal diseases, immune system disorders, and 
diabetes. That aspect of his research became 
personal when Schekman’s wife, Nancy, at 
age 48 was diagnosed with Parkinson’s dis-
ease, which eventually led to dementia. 

Whether Schekman’s advocacy has been 
as effective as his science is hard to say, but 
it has been making inroads. And eLife’s 
funders committed another $36 million 
to bankroll the journal through 2021. Its 
rising number of submissions—and even 
its impact factor—suggest the model is 

“RANDY WILL TELL YOU WHAT HE THINKS. HE CAN BE VERY SUPPORTIVE, 
BUT ALSO VERY CRITICAL,” SAYS FORMER STUDENT DAVID JULIUS. 

”SOME PEOPLE FOUND THAT KIND OF TOUGH, BUT I THINK IN THE END  
IT’S WHAT YOU NEED.”
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1908
RED DAWN 
The “Red Special” 
rolled into Berkeley on 
the morning of Sep-
tember 12, and off the 
train stepped social-
ist and presidential 
candidate Eugene V. 
Debs. Speaking to a 
crowd of 3,000 at the 
Greek Theatre, Debs 
railed against both 
the Democratic and 
Republican parties, 
which he called “two 
wings of the same 
foul bird of prey.” 
Debs promised not 
reform, but revolution 
and the “overthrow 
of wage slavery.” He 
told the assembled, 
“We are not seeking 
to patch up the pres-
ent system of things, 
and if the constitution 
or the judiciary would 
stand in our way, we 
would sweep them 
out of existence.” 
Debs would run for 
president five times 
between 1900 and 
1920, but his move-
ment soon was swept 
aside. Before that 
happened, though, 
Berkeley elected a 
socialist burgomas-
ter in Mayor J. Stitt 
Wilson (1911–1913), 
who campaigned on a 

platform that favored 
women’s suffrage 
and public owner-
ship of utilities, and 
was also steadfastly 
anti-vaccination.

1947
EVERY MAN A KING
Twenty years after 
he earned his mas-
ter’s from Berkeley, 
Kentucky-born poet 
and novelist Robert 
Penn Warren won the 
Pulitzer Prize for Fic-
tion for All the King’s 
Men, his classic tale 
of political power and 
corruption in America. 
Widely thought to be 
based on the life of 
Huey “The Kingfish” 
Long, populist gov-
ernor of Louisiana, 
the story tracks pro-
tagonist Willie Stark’s 
political progression 
from hapless idealist 
to megalomaniacal 
manipulator who 
comes to accept 
not just politics, but 
life itself, as funda-
mentally dirty. “It’s 
dirt makes the grass 
grow,” says the cynical 
Stark. Warren did not 
deny the influence of 
Long on his portrait, 
but said he’d originally 
had in mind Talos, 
“the brutal, blank-eyed 

‘iron groom’ of Spens-
er’s Faerie Queene, the 
pitiless servant of the 
Knight of Justice…. 
Talos is the kind of 
doom that democracy 
may invite upon itself.”

1964
VIRTUE AND VICE 
The year of the Free 
Speech Movement in 
Berkeley was also the 
year that the Beatles 
came to America, 
Cassius Clay became 
Muhammad Ali, 
and Senator Barry 
Goldwater of Arizona 
became presiden-
tial nominee of the 
Republican party after 
narrowly defeating 
Nelson D. Rockefeller 
in a bitter California 
primary. In his accep-
tance speech at the 
GOP convention, the 
rabidly anti–New Deal, 
anti-communism 
Goldwater borrowed 
words from Cicero, 
“I would remind you 
that extremism in the 
defense of Liberty is 
no vice,” and “mod-
eration in the pursuit 
of justice is no virtue.” 
The candidate’s per-
ceived extremism was 
his undoing, however. 
The Goldwater cam-
paign slogan, “In your 
heart, you know he’s 
right,” was effectively 
countered with, “In 
your guts, you know 
he’s nuts,” and he 
lost in a landslide 
to Lyndon Johnson. 
From the ashes of that 
defeat, however, rose 
the phoenix of Ronald 
Reagan, who success-
fully ran for governor 
of the Golden State on 

a campaign promise 
to “clean up the mess 
at Berkeley.” 

1988
POLITICAL REALITIES
The October 27 
edition of The New 
York Review of Books 
featured a long 
essay by writer Joan 
Didion called “Insider 
Baseball,” the first in 
a series of medita-
tions that the 1956 
Cal alumna would 
file from the Bush vs. 
Dukakis presidential 
campaign. The assign-
ment was a departure 
for Didion, who con-
sidered herself largely 
apolitical. The title 
referred to a game 
of catch the Dukakis 
outfit staged at cam-
paign stops, which the 
press dutifully filmed 
and reported on. 
“What we had in the 
tarmac arrival with 
ball tossing … was 
an understanding: 
a repeated moment 
witnessed by many 
people, all of whom 
believed it to be a 
setup and yet most 
of whom believed 
that only an outsider, 
only someone too 
‘naïve’ to know the 
rules of the game, 
would so describe it.” 
Didion continued to 
write on politics for a 
“dozen-some years,” 
eventually collecting 
the essays (on such 
subjects as Newt 
Gingrich’s Contract 
with America, Monica 
Lewinsky, and the 
Florida ballot recount) 
in a 2001 book enti-
tled Political Fictions. 
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Life after Berkeley Out of the Gate

Serendipity
by David Bangs ‘77

 I MET PATRICIA KEARNEY ‘77 ON THE FIRST DAY OF ARCHITEC-
TURE SCHOOL at Berkeley. We sat next to each other in our 
introductory design studio. One day, after a couple of months, 
I was waiting for the elevator in Wurster Hall when the doors 
opened and Patti emerged. I had never seen her so dressed up, 
and there she was in a white sundress with heels and makeup 

and flowing blonde hair and red lips and a lovely smile. My eyes 
captured this angelic vision and 
sent it straight to my heart. That 
was the moment I knew she was 
the one for me. A few months later, 
in the spring, I somewhat casually 
mentioned to her that I intended 
to marry her. Her response was 
something along the lines of “I 
can’t even imagine such a thing 
ever happening.” Six years later we 
were indeed married.

Patti and I were married for 
31 years, during which time we 
had two terrific kids, Colton and 
Kearney, and designed and built 
three family homes. The first two 
were in the foothills above Sacra-
mento; the last, facing the Olym-
pic Mountains on the Hood Canal 
waterfront in Kingston, Washing-
ton. We were sailing through life. 
Then Patti was diagnosed with 
breast cancer, and our life together 
changed. For six years we jour-
neyed through the complex and 
convoluted world of health and 
wellness, and cancer. Our focus 
was on living, attitude, and grati-
tude. Taking life for granted was 
no longer an option. We would not be victims of circumstance, but 
rather creators of our own destiny.

Patti worked full time until two weeks before her death. Many 
of her friends and acquaintances did not even know she was ill. 
She was happy and healthy, choosing that as her path to neutral-
ize the cancer that had become a part of her. But it metastasized to 
her liver, and in the end she died of liver failure. She spent the last 
two weeks at home and was not on any pain medication other than 
some ibuprofen. She was present and alert to her last breath.

We had a memorial celebration for Patti one week later at our 
home. That morning, as we were preparing for the hundred or so 
guests who would soon arrive, I somewhat hastily hung a picture of 
Patti above our fireplace. After a few minutes it fell, knocking over 

a Chinese vase on the mantel below. With a loud crash, the porce-
lain vase fell to the floor and shattered. Among the broken pieces, 
I found a tightly folded sheet of writing paper that must have been 
hidden inside. Unfolding it, I discovered a letter in Patti’s hand-
writing. It was addressed “Dear Home.”

Thank you so much for sheltering and nurturing me and all of my 
family. I am so grateful for all that you provide and the welcoming, 

loving energy that you hold. I look 
forward to spending many years 
enveloped in your love.

I am grateful that you give a 
special place where we can enjoy 
our family and friends. You are so 
welcoming to everyone and enable 
me to enjoy entertaining and social-
izing with everyone. I love that 
you welcome everyone with open 
arms and provide space for talk-
ing, laughing, and loving. I look 
forward to having treasured friends 
and family over, and that is possible 
because of your warmth. My dream 
is that someday my kids will get 
married here, and many other spe-
cial events will take place here.

Please help David and me to 
nurture our marriage and grow our 
love for one another. I am grateful 
that you provide space for this to be 
possible. We, in turn, will nurture 
you all that we can.

Here’s to many more years of our 
life together!

Love, Patti
The letter was dated five-and-

a-half years earlier, written shortly 
after her cancer diagnosis. We passed it around, reading it and 
marveling at the sentiment it conveyed and the serendipity of its 
appearance. Had the tall vase with its long, narrow neck not bro-
ken, the letter might never have been discovered. 

Patti’s sister Peggy read it aloud at the celebration that after-
noon, and again at another memorial in Sacramento, where they’d 
grown up.

Patti accepted that she might die and was at peace with herself, 
choosing to focus her energy on a positive outcome. She and I never 
discussed her dying, let alone how she wanted to be remembered, 
but I can’t help feeling she played a role in her own eulogy.  

David Bangs lives on Washington’s Hood Canal.
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Raul A. Nicho ’77
Karla J. Pollick ’77
Lisa B. Allanson ’78, C.P.A.
Peter E. Grassi ’78
Allan R. Griffin ’78
Jack E. Morris ’78
Marie A. Quintana ’78, PE
Dr. Paul G. Da Silva ’79, M.S. ’82, 

Ph.D. ’94
Lina Woo ’79

Jillian Elliott ’80
Derrick R. Fong ’80
Ali Moghaddasi ’80
Ellen R. Pais ’80
Tonny Soesanto ’80
Beverly Chan ’81
Clifford Y. Lau M.S. ’81, M.Eng. ’84
John Mar ’81
Matt Rei ’81
George Sebastian ’81
Stephen Y. Tam ’81
Nancy White Adams ’82
Rob Dawson ’82
Matthew M. Ginsburg ’82
Julian Henkin ’82
Gregg Humphrey ’82
Jonathan E. Karesh ’82, J.D. ’85
Tyler H. Rose ’82
Judith H. Malamut ’83
Zach Zimmerman M.S. ’83
Melissa B. Bartolo ’84
David P. Brown ’84
Rogg Collins ’84
Matt Doty ’84
Tim Smith ’84
Randy Tinsley ’84
Susan E. Tom ’84
Kari A. Gardey ’85, M.C.P. ’90, 

M.L.A. ’90
Robina E. Ingram-Rich ’85, M.P.H. ’86
DJ James ’85
Lisa Katzman ’85
Connie Leonard ’85
John N. Wong ’85
Andrew F. DeGraca ’86
Dr. Fernando Garcia ’86
Eliko Ikeda ’86
David W. Tom, C.P.A. ’86
Dr. Jean A. Wrightnour-Lee ’86, 

O.D. ’88
Harry R. Beilin ’87
Marc E. Bien ’87
C. Andrew Brandt M.S. ’87

Congratulations and thank you to our newest Golden Bear Life Members for expressing an ongoing 
allegiance to the past and future of our incomparable alma mater.

GOLDEN BEAR LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Anne E. Chiapella ’39

Donald B. McCaw ’49
Gerald H. McJenkin ’49

Jean M. Jaycox ’50
Robert F. Mason ’50
Dr. Darrell B. Carter M.S. ’51, Ph.D. ’57
Preston B. Hotchkis ’51, J.D. ’56
James S. Marinos ’51
Raymond Barrier ’52
William J. Perry ’53
Joan D. Houlton ’54
Gordon C. Ralls, Jr. ’54, M.S. ’55
Shigeto Suzuki ’55
Dr. Dana L. Wemple D.D.S. ’55
Susan L. Adamson Cred/Cert ’56
Jan Polissar ’56, M.D.
Robert W. Smith ’56, M.A. ’62
Paxton Davis ’57
Gary Kingston ’57
Allen C. Slutman ’57
Frank S. Vigilante ’57
John B. Adams ’58
Bob Ellsworth ’58
Adrienne Lieu ’58
Nancy K. Christie ’59
William C. Rosso B.Arch. ’59
Gary T. Takashima ’59

Arthur J. Katz M.B.A. ’60, Ph.D.
Thomas T. Aoki ’61, M.D.
Geraldine A. Gosche ’61, M.P.H. ’68
Susan H. Ruane ’61, C.Mult. ’62
Kaaren I. Hoffman ’62, Ph.D.
Violet Slinsen Hover ’62
Dr. Mark A. Meyer ’62, M.S. ’63, 

Ph.D. ’68
Norman C. Pease ’62
Dr. Nelson J. Gurll Jr. ’63
Professor Sara S. Ishikawa ’63
Wendy A. Slattebo ’63
Libby M. Schwartz ’64
Steven P. Aronoff ’66
Shirley K. Chan ’66
Honorable John R. Garamendi ’66
Elaine Hitchcock ’66
Dr. Michael McGinnis ’66
William W. Newland ’66

Katherine S. Ratcliff ’67
Timothy L. Rodgers ’67, M.D.
Susan A. Golden ’67
Darlene M. Hamady ’67
Richard J. Kenton ’67
Robert Sakai ’67, M.S. ’69
Wayne H. Thomas, Jr. ’67
Cecelia G. Eurich C.Mult. ’68
Morris A. Fred ’68, Ph.D. ’75
Nancy E. Lewis ’68, M.A. ’74,  

M.S. ’76, Ph.D. ’81
Stanley C. Smith ’68
Jeffry P. Carpenter ’69
Carol W. Fred ’69
Francis W. McNally ’69
Richard L. Spector ’69, C.Esing ’70

Hal Bobrow ’70
Cece Young-Wimberly ’70, M.P.H. ’78
Gregory R. Andersen ’71
Mike Harvey ’71, M.S. ’75
Paul R. McJones ’71
Dr. George T. Abed ’72
Roberta Lee Franklin ’72
Jim A. Kinter ’72
James C. Megas ’72
Dr. Craig D. Stevenson ’72
Donald E. Trummell, Jr. ’72
Thomas D. Walker ’72
Armando Acuna ’73
Michael J. Avellar ’73
Bill Freeman ’73, M.S. ’74
Michael A. Mantell ’73
Richard M. Wagner ’73
Mark J. Durst ’74
Robert Freid ’74
Mary T. Light ’74
Mary Arpaia ’75
Samson E. Dyson ’75
Ralph C. Thomas III ’75
Howard Boerner ’76, C.Esing ’93, 

M.A. ’99
Steven L. Hartman ’76
Tucker Hiatt ’76
Jeff Klein M.P.H. ’76
Jeffrey G. Lee ’76
William Lock ’76
John C. McClure ’76
Rich Rothenberg ’76
David R. Zimpfer ’76, M.P.H. ’82
Vivian L. Cohen ’77
Luis F. Hernandez ’77
Brian MacKellar ’77
William E. Miller ’77

Jianli Diao M.S. ’87, Ph.D. ’90
Jean Kim ’87, M.A. 91
Deb Kristensen ’87
Teresa H. Kropp ’87
Jonathan Wu ’87
Dr. Mark E. Bussell Ph.D. ’88
Karen Chapman ’88
Heather McCracken Wu ’88, 

C.Esing ’90
Kathryn L. Reynolds ’88
Owen Solomon ’88
Elizabeth A. Fassett-Ross ’89
David M. Jargiello J.D. ’89
Hope M. Wolfe ’89

Ciara A. Cox ’90
Sean F. Boyle ’91
Nicole J. Jones ’91
Al Moser M.B.A. ’91
Mayumi Yoshida M.A. ’91, Ph.D. ’98
Tracy Hart M.S. ’93, Ph.D. ’97
Leslie M. Norwood ’93
Armando Tiscareno ’93, M.S. ’94
Mike Reilly ’94, M.C.P. ’98, Ph.D. ’05
Brian R. Donovan ’95
Alexander C. Linn ’95
Marylou S. Orayani ’96
Jenny D. Chan ’97
Greg Greeley ’98
George Wu M.S. ’98, Ph.D. ’01
Gregory T. Chew ’99
Carla L. DeSantis M.B.A. ’99

Melissa Johnson ’00
Philip C. Kim ’00
Nick Chavarela ’01
Julie A. Harris ’01
Joe Kaiser ’01
Jason Mull ’01
Masae Noble ’01
Chung H. Yeh ’01
Jonathan A. Colby ’02
William E. Trachman ’02, J.D. ’05
Julian Wong ’02
Anne M. Zedelis ’02
Robert G. Chen ’03
Dr. Jian Ma ’03
Sheila P. Mihardja ’03
Howard S. Ching ’04
Tes Howell Ph.D. ’04
Laura M. Schott ’04
Brandon L. Simmons ’04

Frederick M. Sta Ines ’04
Dmitriy Afanasyev ’05
Nicholas J. Ganjei ’05
Sarah S. Harling ’05
Tejas N. Narechania ’05
Brandon T. Williams ’05
Alex Q. Duong ’06
Olivia N. Cota ’07
Rey A. Doctora ’07
Ryuta M. Riecke ’07
Stephanie N. Stilwell ’07
Rachel Dombro Wysong ’07
Kanokraj Y. Benjauthrit ’08
Jihan Johnson ’08
Tony Pilara ’08
Ramesh Sridharan ’08
Vincent C. Lee ’09, M.Eng. ’12
Sylvia Wong Tam ’09

J.J. Barrow ’10, M.J. ’12
Diana M. Chen M.B.A. ’10
Cory A. Miyamoto ’10, M.S. ’12
Anthony J. Wright ’10
Sequoia Fisher ’11
Remy H. Karns ’11
Yugo Nagashima LL.M. ’12
Daniel J. Tsai ’12
Amanda Groves ’13

Friends of the  
University
Professor Carolyn Merchant
Denise Morita
Carolyn Seefer

Future Golden Bear Life Members will be recognized in California magazine and will 
also receive a custom-made blue and gold Golden Bear lapel pin and a special new 
membership card.

The list of Golden Bear Life Members above is accurate from April 19 to July 14, 2016.

Golden Bear Life Membership:
Current Life Members  $250 
(one time, tax-deductible payment)

New and Annual Members  $1,000

Become a Golden Bear Life Member Today! 

888.CAL.ALUM • alumni.berkeley.edu/goldenbear
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#GO
@CalAthletics

All home games played on Kabam Field at California Memorial Stadium

AUG 26
VS HAWAI’I
IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

SEP 10
AT SAN DIEGO ST

SEP 17
VS TEXAS

SEP 24
AT ARIZONA ST

OCT 1
VS UTAH
HOMECOMING

OCT 8
AT OREGON ST

OCT 21
VS OREGON

OCT 27
AT USC

NOV 5
VS WASHINGTON

NOV 12

AT WASHINGTON ST

NOV 19

VS STANFORD
119TH BIG GAME

NOV 26

VS UCLA
JOE ROTH GAME

CALBEARS.COM  800.GO.BEARS

TW O  TH O U SAN D  SIXTEEN




